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Abstract

Devising intelligent agents to successfully plan a path to a target is a

common problem in artificial intelligence and in recent years, attention

has increased to multi-agent pathfinding problems, especially due to

the expansion in computer video games and robotics. Pathfinding for

agents in real-world applications is a defined problem of multi-agent

systems, where pursuing agents collaborate among themselves and

autonomously plan their path to the targets.

There are multi-agent algorithms that provide solutions with the

shortest path without considering other pursuers and several of

those use coordination. However, less attention has been paid to

computing an assignment strategy for the pursuers and finding paths

that collectively surround the targets. Comparatively fewer studies

have been on target algorithms either. Besides, the multi-agent

pathfinding problem becomes even more challenging if the goal

destinations change over time. Existing solutions consider either a

single target with moving capability or multiple targets that are

stationary. The work presented in this thesis considers multiple

moving targets in multi-agent systems. Therefore, the path planning

problem for multiple pursuing agents requires more efficient

pathfinding algorithms. In addition, when the target algorithms are

improved for advanced behaviour with moving capabilities that

smartly evade the pursuers makes the problem even harder.

The research reported in this thesis aims to investigate multi-agent

search algorithms to address the challenge associated with pursuing

agents towards moving targets within a dynamically changing

environment. In multi-agent scenarios, agents compute a path

towards the target, while these target destinations in some cases are

predefined in advance. Thus, this research proposes to investigate a

solution to the path planning problem by utilising heuristic



algorithms as well as assignment strategies for multiple pursuing

agents. Furthermore, a state-of-the-art moving target algorithm,

TrailMax, has been enhanced and implemented for multiple agent

pathfinding problems, which aims to maximise the capture time if

possible until timeout.

The focus of this thesis is the investigation of the assignment

strategy algorithms to coordinate multiple pursuing agents and

explore pathfinding search algorithms to find a route towards

moving targets. This will be achieved by dividing it into two stages.

The first one is the coupled approach where the assignment strategy

with a given criterion finds the optimal combination based on the

current position of players. The second stage is the decoupled

approach, where each agent independently finds its path towards the

moving target. On the other hand, targets flee from pursuing agents

using the specified escaping strategy.

The novel contributions of the research presented in this thesis are

summarised as follows:

- A new algorithm is developed that uses existing assignment

strategies, sum-of-costs and makespan, to assign targets, and

then runs repetitive A* search until reaches the target.

- An enhancement is provided for a state-of-the-art target

algorithm that takes smart moves by avoiding capture from all

pursuers.

- To improve efficiency, six new approaches are investigated to find

an optimal agent-to-target combination for target assignment.

- A novel multi-agent algorithm is developed which uses cover

heuristics to maximise its coverage to outmanoeuvre, trap and

catch moving targets.

The proposed pathfinding solutions and the results presented in this

thesis demonstrate a significant contribution towards search

algorithms in multi-agent systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Pathfinding consists of a particular order of movements with associated cost

values that lead from the starting position to the intended goal position. It

involves going around either static or moving obstacles. The total sum of

movements can be optimal if the total cost is the lowest among all possible

computed paths [2]. Pathfinding search algorithms have been one of the

interesting and challenging problems in the Artificial Intelligence (AI) research

field [3], and there has been extended work for many years [4, 5, 6]. The study

and development of such algorithms were based on the basic scenario of a single

agent tasked with finding a target or goal state on a grid-based map with

minimum cost or within minimal time. In environments with multiple agents,

which are complex, the problem becomes more challenging than in a simple,

static, single-agent environment [7]. With various assumptions of this single

agent with a single target, the scenario can be relaxed, while the following

aspects can lead to further complexities:

- There can be multiple pursuing agents that need to coordinate their actions.

- Assigning a strategy to the agents before chasing targets.

- Existence of multiple targets and their ability to move on the map over time

rather than being in a fixed position.

- Pursuing agents and targets have complete (known) or limited (partially-

known) information about the environment.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, attention has increased to pathfinding problems in multi-agent

systems, mainly due to the expansion in video games [8, 9, 10], robotics [11, 12,

13], and warehouse management [14, 15]. An example of a robotics application is

the Amazon warehouse, where autonomous robots can lift and carry storage pots

and transport them between staging areas [16]. Similar demands can be observed

in space exploration, for instance, Curiosity [17] or Perseverance [18] Mars rover

prototypes, in the surveillance of moving targets for security reasons in authorised

areas [19, 20], in the military applications [21, 22] or with Endeavor Robotics’

The 510 PackBot robot [23], in autonomous aircraft or underwater vehicles [24],

or in search and rescue operations [25, 26], where robots are tasked to aid rescue

teams in life-threatening conditions such as in urban disaster environments.

Pathfinding can relate to single-agent and multi-agent problems. Various

suitable pathfinding solutions have been proposed for the mentioned application

domains. Some of these pathfinding algorithms are for a single agent, such as

Moving Target Search (MTS) [27], D* Lite [28], Real-Time Target Evaluation

Search (RTTES) [29] or Adaptive A* [30]. Similarly, there are some multi-agent

pathfinding search algorithms, for instance, Flow Annotation Replanning (FAR)

[31], Windowed Hierarchical Cooperative A* (WHCA*) [32], Conflict Based

Search (CBS) [33], Partial-Refinement A* (PRA*) [34] or Multiple Agents

Moving Target (MAMT) [35]. However, these algorithms aim to find the

shortest path to the target position. While the shortest path is important, the

run time is essential, too, as considered by real-time heuristic algorithms [36].

The pathfinding problem for multi-agent systems in real-time is more

challenging [31]. It requires agents’ navigation towards the moving goal (target)

while avoiding any static or dynamic obstacles. The agents need to manage the

shared information data, collaborate, and work collectively to achieve the goal

[37]. Therefore, this thesis investigates an efficient pathfinding algorithm for

multi-agent environments. Moreover, the solution needs to develop a competent

algorithm where the pursuing agents cooperate within an environment where

targets are dynamic. It is expected that multiple targets are considered with

moving away the ability to escape from pursuers in the problem scenario. These

approaches are addressed in multiple Pursuing Agents and multiple Moving

Targets (PAMT) environments. Further, this research contributes to solving
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Identifying the problem setting for multi-agent pathfinding. The
arrows navigate the highlighted parts which are the focus of this research.

major limitations of assignment strategy to find an optimal pursuer-to-target

combination, i.e., assigning targets to pursuers in various settings. In addition,

the research contributes to solving the limitations of an intelligent target

algorithm to escape from pursuers by moving to the furthest away position to

prevent capture. Derived results from the proposed approach, such as the

pathfinding cost, success rate or runtime display significant improvements by

proposing novel approaches to the multi-agent problems.

For illustration purposes, Figure 1.1 depicts the main aspects considered in

identifying the problem for pathfinding. Each main component in rectangles on

the left has different options that could be applied in the search scenarios. The

highlighted parts with navigated arrows are the focus of this research.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: an overview of this

research is discussed and described in Section 1.1 followed by presenting the

research aim and highlighting the proposed objectives in Section 1.2. The scope
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of the research is included in Section 1.3. The original contributions achieved

throughout the undertaken work are introduced in Section 1.4. Finally, the

structure of the thesis is provided along with summaries of each chapter’s

contents in Section 1.5.

1.1 Overview of the Research

The prime motivation of this research is to solve a pathfinding problem for

multiple pursuing agents that can coordinate in an environment where targets

can move. The agents’ common objective is to catch all targets successfully.

This is the problem of multi-agent systems, where the circumstances of the

environment, capabilities of the pursuing agents and their relations occupy key

roles in it [38]. Nevertheless, the problem of pathfinding for cooperative

multiple agents is subject to obstacles towards static or moving multiple

targets. Heuristic search algorithms are promising AI approaches to address

these types of dynamic problems. On the other hand, the pursuing agents need

to coordinate and join their efforts to achieve their objectives. Thus, it requires

an approach to assigning targets using the criteria from the assignment strategy.

The research overview depicted in Figure 1.1 navigates the problem by outlining

the components that are considered in this study.

In the context of this research, the problem of multi-agent systems is

approached in two stages, coupled (task planning as a single composite entity)

and decoupled (autonomous navigation of each pursuing agent). The intelligent

agents can be either pursuers or targets. In the coupled stage, the pursuers

should be able to identify targets and assign each target to the pursuer. Then,

in the decoupled stage, each pursuer should be able to chase the moving targets

independently from each other. The pursuit employs two different approaches

that use different distance metrics: distance heuristic and cover heuristic to

catch all targets successfully. The distance heuristic estimates the shortest path

of an optimal cost between a pair of states while the cover heuristic takes an

action that maximises the area that a pursuer can cover before reaching a

target, which at the same time minimises the area of coverage for the target to

escape. Throughout the thesis, the words agent or pursuer or pursuing agent
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are used interchangeably. Similarly, the word dynamic describes an environment

where the size or the shape of the grid maps does not change and obstacles do

not move only the position of pursuers, as well as targets, can change within the

time steps unless it is specified differently while reviewing literature in Chapter

2.

1.1.1 Multi-Agent Systems

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) are a subcategory of Distributed Artificial

Intelligence (DAI), which is a subcategory of AI [39]. MAS research considers

independent agents that are teamed to share knowledge and communicate in

between to find a solution to a problem that is beyond the capabilities of a

single agent [40]. As a result of the communication, the agents in MAS can

interact and have different linked relations in the environment [38]. Moreover,

when there are many autonomous agents present, it is possible to specify rules

in which each agent employs the method to maximise its value as well as

maximise the overall value for all agents [41]. In MAS, the relation among the

intelligent agents primarily focuses on solving the problems that are difficult to

find solutions with the knowledge that a single agent has [42]. Additionally, the

interaction and coordination of agents and their solutions to complex problems

in MAS have demonstrated their functionality in complex applications and

dynamic environments [43]. For instance, MAS develops new methods and

techniques for learning the behaviour which has been experimented with in the

Pac-Man computer game environment. Another solution is Double Action

markets for online bidding in trades for multiple buyers and sellers or smart city

designs which contain various sensors that collect data or share bicycles [43].

The agent in MAS relates to an independent entity that has a number of

actions before reaching its goal. The agent receives instructions and makes

independent decisions about its plan of action based on the instructions. More

complete and detailed information increases the probability of making

well-informed decisions. The agent observes its surroundings and can respond to

changes that are detected [38]. Agent’s actions are performed in an environment

that is accessible with complete information about the state. The position of
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agents and targets can change over time and the agent has no control over this.

Moreover, there is an interaction between the agents upon which success

requires cooperation, coordination, and negotiation. It is generally accepted

that interaction is perhaps the most significant aspect of advanced multi-agent

systems [44].

1.1.2 Pathfinding

Agent’s path planning consists of a particular order of movements with cost values

that lead from the starting position to a goal position [45]. The movement of the

agent is considered optimal if the sum of the costs of the individual steps is the

lowest among all possible paths [2]. Finding the lowest cost path from the agent to

the goal in real-time is often difficult or impossible due to the large search spaces

[46]. In some scenarios, the agent may not know the environment in advance and

need to predict the route to the goal using heuristic search methods [47].

Existing algorithms, for instance, MTS [27], D* Lite [28], PRA* [34] or CBS

[33], aim to find the shortest path towards the static or moving target state and

it is mostly achievable when there is one admissible target. However, the task of

navigating an agent towards a target becomes more difficult when constraints

are tightened, and more complex variations of problems are introduced. For

instance, the problem may be subject to a single constraint or a combination of

constraints, such as map types (with no obstacles, cycle-shaped, corridor-shaped

or roadmaps), the presence of more players (pursuing agents and targets), static

or moving obstacles, and the target being able to flee the capture or wait until

the rescue arrives [26]. Moreover, these issues have been extended to multiple

agent scenarios, such problems as Cooperative Path-Finding (CPF) [48, 49],

Multi-Agent PathFinding (MAPF) [50, 51], Dynamic Multi Agent PathFinding

(D-MAPF) [52], Multiple Agents and Targets (MAT) [53], Multi-Robot Path

Planning (MRPP) [54, 55], Multirobot Path Planning on graphs (MPP) [4],

Multi Agent Planning (MAP) [56, 57] Multi Agent Planning by plan Reuse

(MAPR) [58] or Multi-Agent Meeting (MAM) [59].
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1.1.3 Assignment Strategy

A simple strategy to find a low-cost distance towards the target and move to its

position can promise a capture if the speed of agents is faster than the target.

An example is the real-time strategy video game, Company of Heroes, where a

team of soldiers move quicker [60]. In an environment with multiple players, the

search for the path from agents toward the targets is more complex and requires

well-thought, rigorous task planning. The most straightforward solution for the

agents is to follow the nearest target. However, it might not be the best option

in the presence of multiple targets. If all agents choose to follow the target that

is closest in the distance, then targets that are not pursued can affect the total

pathfinding cost, success, and runtime.

In pursuing games, such as cop and robber, prey and hunter, and military

simulated applications, players can move and change their positions, and this

makes it difficult to plan, search and navigate towards the targets while avoiding

obstacles. The challenge increases when the targets are not stationary and their

number increases. The moving targets can evade capture while time permits if the

pursuers do not have a winning strategy [61]. Therefore, well-defined assignment

strategies aim to help efficient planning, reduce computation time, increase the

success of the task, and affect the total performance of catching all moving targets.

Thus, an assignment strategy is important, and a good assignment strategy is

essential for the desired outcome.

Multiple pursuers can benefit from two stages, which are coupled and

decoupled pathfinding algorithms. The coupled approach focuses on planning

and distributing tasks to all pursuers as a single task, whereas the decoupled

approach concentrates on finding a path individually. The assignment strategy

algorithm with the given criterion initially computes all possible combinations

(pursuer-to-target route) for all pursuers in the coupled stage. This coupled

approach produces optimal solutions [62], however, the computation increases

exponentially with the number of pursuers. The combination of assigning

pursuer-to-target with the lowest value, i.e., an optimal result, gets all targets

assigned to the pursuers before the move, and none of the pursuing agents

should be idle. Once the targets are assigned, the next stage starts, where all
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pursuers search their path independently and navigate themselves towards the

moving targets using the heuristic search algorithm. This decoupled approach

can be fast but occasionally fails in finding a complete solution [51, 63] because

of conflicts that can arise afterwards, where pursuers let others pass [64].

Though its usage is practical, especially with a large number of pursuers [32]

and robust as if one pursuer fails, that does not affect the entire team’s success

[65].

1.2 Research Aim and Objectives

The work presented in this thesis aims to develop new multi-agent pathfinding

algorithms by proposing approaches that surround and trap the targets instead of

running straight towards them. It also includes new assignment strategy criteria

to assign targets to the pursuers. Additionally, a new target algorithm that can

escape intelligently from the approaching pursuing agents. The new approach for

the pursuers is that find an optimal assignment strategy to assign targets before

the search starts and then use search algorithms to find the path. The research

tries to explore a solution that involves an improvement through the use of cover

heuristics, where the pursuing agents can search a path by taking different routes

to outmanoeuvre and trap the targets. To achieve the project aim, the following

research objectives have been identified:

1. Investigate a method for pursuers by implementing an assignment strategy

while using repetitive heuristic searches towards multiple moving targets.

2. Extend the state-of-the-art target algorithm, which has been proposed for

single-agent single-target, towards multiple pursuers by implementing a

smart escape mechanism for targets.

3. Study how effectively the proposed and enhanced algorithms perform in the

dynamic environments with multiple moving targets.

4. Propose novel methods for coordination that use the assignment strategy

which computes combinations for pursuing agents by utilising the sum of

costs and the makespan to find an optimal combination in assigning targets.
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5. Extend the multi-agent CRA algorithm, which has been developed for a

single moving target, by proposing a solution algorithm for multiple

pursuers that chase to capture multiple moving targets by implementing

an assignment strategy and a cover heuristic.

6. Implement the novel pursuing search algorithms using the assignment

strategies and the new target algorithm in the dynamic environment using

commercial gaming benchmarks.

7. Compare and statistically analyse the performance of all proposed

algorithms in different environments with different pursuer-to-target ratios

on various grid-based maps.

1.3 Scope of The Research

Multi-agent pathfinding algorithm is an important [66] and a broad [67] research

area in AI with many different variations, extensions and applications. In general,

it addresses the movement of the pursuing agents, the ability to determine where

to execute the next step and consider its move strategically [68]. It serves an

essential role in AI studies by providing agents with the opportunity and ability

to make decisions intelligently [69].

For instance, games are one of the applications where pathfinding problem is

widely studied and their environment is an excellent testbed [8] as seen in World

of Warcraft [70] or Command and Conquer [71] video games. However, the games

industry is so diverse, that this cannot be considered indicative of all games [72].

Although Figure 1.1 indicates the problem of this study, it is relevant to outline

the scope of this project.

The pathfinding problem can be studied in various settings and

configurations [73]. It is possible to plan a path on known, unknown or

partially-known environments and the pathfinding can be categorised as

deterministic or probabilistic. The deterministic methods applied on grid

environments allow for a similar outcome to be obtained in each execution with

the same starting settings, whereas, the probabilistic methods are more suitable

for real-time algorithms [74]. Although the environment, the shape of the
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Figure 1.2: The representation of three different distance metrics with a cost of 1
for an orthogonal (a),

√
2 for an octile (b) and

√
5 for the Euclidean (c) movement

directions. The possible route direction between two points, agent (A) and target
(T ), is for Manhattan (d), diagonal (e) and Euclidean (f) distance.

states, can be specified as square, triangular, or hexagonal, it is common to use

square grids in video games or robotics as the implementation is easier and

simpler [75]. This also shapes the movement direction of the players.

Every possible movement associates a cost within, which determines the

final cost of the path taken. There are three metrics that define a way of a next

successful state. An orthogonal distance is an adaptation of four discrete moves

horizontal and vertical, and a diagonal distance includes four additional

movement directions (northeast, northwest, southeast and southwest). The

Euclidean distance [76], with a smoother path, can move in sixteen adjacent

states as illustrated in Figure 1.2 for costs and routes. When the heuristic

distance between a pursuer and a target is Manhattan then the cost is one for

each move. If the heuristic distance is a diagonal move then the cost to the

adjacent state is
√
2 and the cost for Euclidean is

√
5. Although Manhattan and
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octile heuristics are common, the Euclidean can provide less angled, more

realistic paths, nonetheless, it can underestimate the actual cost and provide

computationally expensive solutions [77].

The presence of obstacles also shapes the maps. The experiments can be

conducted on maps with no obstacles, with random obstacles, mazes, maps with

street or road shapes, or even commercial gaming map environments. Baldur’s

Gate video game testbed environments, the two-dimensional grip maps, are the

main sources to explore the behaviour of novel algorithms in this thesis.

The type of the map environment whether they are a maze, road shapes

or random obstacles and the benefits of these maps, as well as the direction of

movements and details of distance metrics, are beyond the scope of this research.

Targets are able to move with similar heuristics and at the same speed as the

pursuers [78] and the pursuers do not have control over the movements of the

target or its escaping directions [79]. There are some experiments that have been

conducted in which the target skips a move [80] while pursuing agents continue

the chase, eventually catching the target. Meanwhile, this study confines not on

chasing directly and “rush-in” towards it but coordinating among pursuers to

surround and trap one target or multiple targets for a successful outcome. This

coordination can be achieved with the coupled approach which unfortunately has

limits on how many pursuer-to-target combinations can be computed and due

to its exponential growth with the number of pursuers and limited computing

resources, it is a very difficult task to find combinations, for example, ten pursuers

[81]. In this regard, it is not very scalable and is only limited to up to 5 pursuers

where the assignment strategy algorithms within the coupled approach are able

to handle the tasks. There are algorithms that scale and solve the problem on a

one-to-one basis and some of them are described in the literature review Chapter

2, however, the scalable solutions for larger numbers are beyond the scope of

this research, as the approach is to find solutions for multiple pursuers towards

multiple targets, many-to-many scenarios, rather than individual independent

search solutions.
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Figure 1.3: Coupled approach illustrates two targets getting assigned to three
pursuers and lists new algorithms, while the decoupled approach is the chase
with lists of new algorithm contributions to pursuing agents and targets.

1.4 Original Contributions of the Thesis

First, the targets get assigned to the pursuers in the coupled approach stage using

six new assignment strategy algorithms bullet-pointed inside the box of Figure

1.3. Then, when the test run starts each player can make a move depending on

the algorithm provided in the decoupled approach stage. The thesis presents two

new algorithms for the pursuers and one new algorithm for the target.

The major contributions of the work presented in this thesis are listed in

Figure 1.3 and the following points below are grouped in line with the coupled

approach for assignment strategies and decoupled approach for pursuing agents

and targets:

- An extensive literature review of the search algorithms for pathfinding

including, single-agent search algorithms, as well as multi-agent

algorithms. It includes various suggested methods and approaches from

earlier studies that are pertinent to this thesis.
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- An enhanced framework for search algorithms extending from a single target

to adapt to multiple targets.

- Testing and evaluating the proposed algorithms using different pursuer-to-

target combinations on standardised grid-based maps from the commercial

game industry used as a benchmark.

Coupled Approach:

- Novel approaches for assignment strategies are proposed. The sum of costs

and the makespan are both used to investigate various criteria to find the

optimal combination for the target assignment.

- An exploration of the efficient criteria for the assignment strategies to be

applied for pursuing agents. Besides, comprehensive experiments are

conducted using Manhattan and diagonal movement directions to validate

the use of the assignment strategies.

Decoupled Approach:

- Propose a novel technique for multiple pursuers that uses existing

assignment strategies such as the Summation-cost and Mixed-cost criteria

and finds its path from adjacent available states towards moving targets.

- A novel approach for multiple agents in pursuing multiple moving targets.

The proposed approach uses the assignment strategy to identify and assign

targets to the agents and finds the path with cover heuristics that maximise

the coverage area to trap the targets. Also, the approach is adaptive to work

in different dynamic environments.

- A new approach to identifying the escaping route and providing the solution

for the targets. The developed approach considers multiple pursuers and

makes a smart escape to avoid capture.
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1.5 Thesis Outline

This thesis consists of eight chapters. Figure 1.4 illustrates the structure of the

thesis, which provides an organisational overview for readers with an indication

of how the chapters are linked. The ordering of the introduction of the

algorithms develops initially providing a simple and effective solution to

multi-agent problems with moving targets in Chapter 3 and moves to introduce

new assignment strategy algorithms in Chapter 4, then proposes a target

algorithm that intelligently escapes considering all pursuers in Chapter 5.

Alongside, Chapter 6 introduces furthermore new assignment strategy

algorithms and finally, the last Chapter 7 presents an optimal solution to a

complex problem. The summary of the contents of this thesis is presented as

follows:

Chapter 2: Literature Review - This chapter provides an overview of previous

work in the field of search algorithms for pathfinding. In particular, the

literature focuses on single-agent and multi-agent algorithms. The chapter gives

an overview of the available methods and a discussion on relevant literature

that is used for pathfinding. Also, the review of the previous research is

summarised to identify the research gaps and highlight how this work differs

from previous research works.

Chapter 3: Coordinating Multiple Agents with Assignment Strategy to Pursue

Multiple Moving Targets - This chapter investigates a solution to the

pathfinding problem of multiple pursuing agents towards moving targets within

dynamically changing environments. A pairwise distance is computed between

pursuing agents and targets at their initial positions, and the optimal

combination assigns targets to the pursuers. Based on this initial assignment

and with some random movements, the pursuing agents outmanoeuvre targets

even though they only use independent heuristic searches, such as the A*

algorithm. This is a simple and effective method that performs better when

compared to the existing approach in multi-agent scenarios.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.4: The thesis structure shows the organisation of the chapters and their
respective dependencies.

Chapter 4: Multi-agent Path Planning Approach Using Assignment Strategy

Variations in Pursuit of Moving Targets - This chapter investigates the problem

of assignment strategies for multiple agents. Sometimes, the agents compute

paths towards the static targets, while these target destinations are predefined

in advance. On the other hand, the assignment strategies identify and assign a

target at the initial position, before making any move. This problem is more

challenging if the targets move on the map. This chapter presents new

approaches to the assignment strategy to improve efficiencies by introducing
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three novel approaches in multiple moving target environments. These new

methods are tested against existing overall the best approach in the literature.

The experimental results suggest that the new assignment strategy methods

exhibit better results in comparison with the existing approaches.

Chapter 5: A Strategy-based Algorithm for Moving Targets in an Environment

with Multiple Agents - This chapter introduces a state-of-the-art target

algorithm, TrailMax, which works with one agent and one target combination.

It has been enhanced to consider multiple approaching pursuers and

implemented for multi-agent pathfinding problems. The presented algorithm

aims to maximise the capture time if possible until timeout. The empirical

analysis is performed on grid-based gaming benchmarks, measuring the capture

cost and the success of escape. The new algorithm, Multiple Pursuers TrailMax,

doubles the escaping time steps when compared with existing target algorithms

and increases the success rate.

Chapter 6: Adaptive Weighted-Cost Assignment Strategy for Efficient

Multi-Agent Path Planning - This chapter is an extension of the assignment

strategies provided in Chapter 4, and it introduces three further new approaches

to assigning targets to the pursuing agents. The chapter explores the new

methods for the assignment strategy algorithm for multiple pursuing agents

where agents must adapt their decisions according to the target moves and find

the optimal combination based on the current position of all players. The

performance measures the computation time for assigning targets, the

pathfinding cost for pursuers, and the success of the task.

Chapter 7: Increasing Covered Area to Capture Moving Targets in a Dynamic

Environment - This chapter proposes a novel algorithm for multiple agents in

pursuing multiple moving targets. A novel algorithm is developed using the

existing assignment strategy algorithms and the cover heuristics approach,

where the pursuing agents take the surrounding approach instead of the

shortest path in the dynamic environment. The presented algorithm aims to

outmanoeuvre and trap the moving targets and the results obtained from the
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experiments provide satisfactory outcomes. Similar to the previous work, the

tests are conducted on benchmarked maps and the results are compared for

pathfinding cost, success rate, minimum and maximum cost and runtime.

Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Work - This chapter presents the conclusions

arising from the research conducted in this thesis. The major findings obtained

in this thesis are discussed with a reflection on the research questions identified in

Chapter 1. Following the summary of the findings, the chapter further suggests

possible directions for future work on pathfinding for multiple pursuing agents.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

Finding a path and navigating the pursuing agent from its starting position to a

target position while avoiding obstacles is a well-known problem in AI [63, 66, 82].

A single pursuing agent is the only agent on the map, whereas, multiple pursuing

agents present two or more agents, however, multiple pursuers can proceed as a

single agent or collectively as one entity. In the presence of a single pursuer in

the environment, the A* algorithm [83, 84] is a classic example that is used for

agents that can be an effective solution. Furthermore, the environment becomes

challenging with multiple pursuing agents while each pursuer is given a target

position to reach, assuming it is static. However, relaxing the assumption and

repositioning the targets’ positions make the multi-agent pathfinding problem

more complicated [85]. While the problem is becoming increasingly important

[86], issues with coordination, target assignment, communication, obstacle or

collision avoidance, outsmarting targets while reaching with fewer time steps and

moving quicker in a limited time need to be considered [87]. Therefore, it is

essential to review existing search algorithms to justify the intent of the research

work in this thesis.

This chapter surveys the related literature and provides a comprehensive

review of the previous work by analysing their approach to solving pathfinding

problems. Although there is a wide range of literature related to the topic, this
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chapter concentrates on the literature relevant to the multi-agent problem.

Initially, single-agent pathfinding algorithms are presented which are regarded

as incremental heuristic and real-time algorithms. They provide various

solutions that navigate a single agent towards a single target. Alongside these

algorithms and while the problem increases with the number of pursuers,

multi-agent pathfinding algorithms are introduced. It is possible to see some of

the single-agent methods to be enhanced and developed to multi-agent

algorithms. Multi-agent algorithms solve more complex problems and they do

not necessarily chase one target, but there could be multiple targets. Depending

on the problem scenarios, the target can be positioned on the map and stand

still until an agent reaches it, or the target can move around the map and avoid

being caught. Hence, some of the target algorithms are also discussed. The

survey provides fundamental knowledge and an understanding of pathfinding

search algorithms and their characteristics, variations, implementations, and

issues.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.2 gives an

overview of single-agent algorithms categorised as incremental heuristic

algorithms and real-time algorithms, and includes the A* algorithm. Section 2.3

provides background on multi-agent algorithms and their approach towards

single or multiple targets. Section 2.4 reviews the research on target algorithms.

Section 2.5 defines the problem and presents existing assignment strategy

criteria. Additionally, the section designs and structures the experiments that

are used in the following chapters. To conclude this chapter, Section 2.6

summarises and analyses the limitations of existing algorithms and indicates a

research gap.

2.2 Single-Agent Algorithms

Getting from the pursuing agent’s starting position to the target is the pathfinding

problem that has been addressed by many single-agent algorithms. The objective

is to find an optimal path, if one exists, by employing a search algorithm [88]. The

path should avoid obstacles and find a cost-minimal approach in real-time to the

static or moving target [79]. Heuristic search algorithms should find a path with
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minimal costs and do so using minimal computation time. They should be able

to improve their performance over time when used in an environment that does

not change much. This section briefly introduces the A* algorithm and discusses

other algorithms that are classified as incremental heuristic algorithms [89] and

real-time algorithms [90] that provide the solution for a single agent.

2.2.1 A* Algorithm

The A* algorithm has broadly been applied to many single-agent problems in AI

[84, 91, 92] and is the basis of many search algorithms [68] as well as described in

this project. It is an offline algorithm that must find the whole path even before

committing to take the initial action. It estimates the optimum path by using

heuristics. If the heuristics are admissible, then it is guaranteed that it finds the

shortest path without overestimating the path cost from the position of the agent

to the target [88]. A* requires exponential space which is the main disadvantage

[93].

A* keeps the cost of discovered path values g(s) of the shortest found length

from the initial state to the state s ; a heuristic value h(s) is the heuristic distance

from state s to the target state; f(s) = g(s) + h(s), that is estimated distance

to the target state via state s. Once the search is complete, it uses tree (s) to

identify the shortest path in reverse [94].

A* has two sets of states, OPEN and CLOSED. The initial state is added to

the OPEN set. A state with the lowest f(s) is removed from the OPEN set and

inserted into the CLOSED set. If the f(s) of state s is no smaller than the f(s)

of the target state, then the target is found and A* terminates. Otherwise, it

continues the loop by expanding every neighbouring state s if it’s traversable or

not already in the CLOSED set. It assigns f(s) to the neighbouring state s if it

is a shorter path or not in the OPEN set. Next, it assigns tree (s), i.e. parent,

to the neighbouring state to point to state s. Finally, the neighbouring state is

added to the OPEN set, if it is not there already. Then, the procedure repeats

[95].
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2.2.2 Incremental Heuristic Algorithms

For efficient planning, an Incremental Heuristic Algorithm (IHA) uses a

technique that finds a solution by replanning a path with information obtained

from previous searches [96]. After computing the initial search path, the

algorithm reuses the same information to make its next search faster instead of

starting from the beginning again. Through this, it performs faster compared to

repeated A* searches [97]. In the AI world, the dynamic is essential. If the

current world has changed or the target has moved, then the initial search path

may not be relevant, and it needs to be recalculated, learn a better path, or be

refined by reusing the previous search. Reusing the search is useful if not much

change is needed to the previous best search path [89].

One of the algorithms that were developed in a combination of incremental

search and heuristic search is Lifelong Planning A* (LPA*) [98]. It continuously

finds the shortest path from the start position to the goal position by reusing

details from the previous search on partially-known finite graphs [99]. It expands

positions similarly to A* in the first search. In following searches, it expands

them maximum twice and not all of them whose values are equal (incremental

search’s efficiency) or whose heuristic values are larger than the goal (heuristic

search’s efficiency) [89].

To speed up the searches and increase the efficiency in navigation strategy

for computer games or mobile robotics, Dynamic A* (D*) [100], and its

extension Focused Dynamic A* [101] algorithms were proposed. Focused

Dynamic A* has been extensively used and is the most known incremental

heuristic search algorithm; it is a great achievement in robotics [89]. Computing

the shortest path for Focused Dynamic A* is similar to the LPA*, hence the

combination of both algorithms resulted in presenting the D* Lite algorithm for

moving robots. D* Lite uses the same route strategy as Focused Dynamic A*

and both are equally fast [102]. But the D* Lite algorithm is simpler, easy to

understand, implement and extend [28]. Both search from the target state to

the agent’s current state. The agent notes obstacles around its current position

and moves towards the stationary target. The root (target) of the search tree

stays unchanged. Thus, D* Lite reuses previous search information. D* Lite is
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usually faster than A* on stationary targets [95]. Moreover, it has been

extended to a Multi-Objective Path-Based D* Lite (MOPBD*) [103] algorithm

that finds multiple shortest-path solutions in a dynamic setting where edge cost

can change.

It was believed that the incremental search algorithm Fringe-Retrieving A*

(FRA*) [104] was the fastest solution for moving target search in the known

environment. It solved the problems only on two-dimensional grids, which is

impractical in robotics, such as Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs). As a result,

Generalised Fringe-Retrieving A* (G-FRA*) [105] was formed to solve UGV’s

navigation problems on a grid with motion constraints (UGV’s location (x,y) and

orientations (θ)). It finds the path with minimal cost from the UGV’s current

state to the target’s state, and when the target changes its directions, it reuses

the previous search tree to speed up the current search.

The Moving Target D* Lite algorithm [80] is the extension of the previously

described D* Lite algorithm. The new algorithm is used in dynamic

environments where obstacles appear and disappear and a target moves.

Targets change their position to escape pursuers to pre-selected locations and

the chase continues until caught or ends in a deadlock. Meanwhile, D* Lite does

not perform as fast when the problem includes moving targets, therefore, the

algorithm inherits the same principle of G-FRA*. However, the G-FRA*

algorithm cannot perform in dynamic environments. Moving Target D* Lite

constantly determines a low-cost path from the agent’s current state to the

target’s state even though the environment changes obstacle positions and the

target moves to a new position. It is considered to be the fastest incremental

search algorithm in dynamic environments to solve moving target search

problems.

To have more realistic and natural movements, the Field D* algorithm [106]

was produced, which is a variation of D* Lite. It smoothens the path between

the grid points, and the agents can move at any angle, not necessarily 45° or

90°. Field D* creates a path where each state can be entered and exited in any

position, not only the corners. Low-cost paths are efficiently generated that omit

unnecessary turning without reducing the performance [107].

Anytime algorithms such as Anytime A* [108], Anytime Repairing A*
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(ARA*) [109, 110], Anytime Dynamic A* [111] and Anytime Weighted A* [112]

are designed to give not the best but feasible solution. They are believed to give

better results with more time for path calculations. Within the given

computation time, the result converges, and its quality will not be refined

anymore. Solution quality or execution time has been their main trade-off [106].

To enhance the search, the Incremental Anytime Repairing A* (I-ARA*) [113]

algorithm is built on ARA* and also uses incremental search that is the same

as G-FRA*. It is the algorithm that is applied to moving targets which are

further improved using Compressed Path Databases (CPD) [114]. CPD stores

pre-computed information of All-Pair Shortest Path (APSP) [115] in a compressed

form to reduce the memory requirement during the runtime. This improved

algorithm, Moving Target Search with Compressed Paths (MtsCopa) [116], with

CPD’s optimal and the shortest paths finds better results and outruns I-ARA* in

known or partially-known environments [117]. Nevertheless, to propose a different

solution, a Moving Target Search with Subgoal Graphs (MTSub) [118] algorithm

is presented that is faster in finding paths than G-FRA* and quicker in the

processing phase than MtsCopa by utilising the search with abstraction on small

or large environments.

Series of Adaptive Algorithms. The incremental version of the A* algorithm

is Adaptive A* [30] which solves the heuristic problems by updating the cost.

Adaptive A* is called Lazy Adaptive Moving-Target Adaptive A* [94] as no

effort is wasted. It updates the heuristic value (h-values) at the time of search

when the search is needed. This makes it faster compared to A*. It can only do

this because it remembers information during A* searches, such as distance from

start to goal, and reuses this when future searches are needed to calculate the

h-value state. Adaptive A* is simple to understand and implement.

Adaptive A* has been adapted to execute heuristic searches in real-time [94].

Real-Time Adaptive A* (RTAA*) [119] is another version of Learning Real-Time

A*. The heuristics get updated after A* searches for these two algorithms but

each one does it differently. The RTAA* can quickly update heuristics in a

detailed way for those positions that are adjacent to the agent. It can select a

low-cost path in a limited period of time in each search episode. RTAA* plans

forward but cannot handle dynamic obstacles [1].
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MT-Adaptive A* [95] is another modification of Adaptive A* where it also

corrects the heuristic values to maintain consistency if the goal state changes. In

many cases, it is faster than repeated A* searches and D* Lite. MT-Adaptive A*

can search two ways, from the agent’s current state to the target state and vice

versa.

Generalised Adaptive A* (GAA*) [105] is another model of Adaptive A*.

GAA* quickens the current search by updating h-values from previous searches

and not by reusing them. Adaptive A* finds the shortest path for actions with

increasing cost but no promise for decreasing action costs in the state spaces,

which means it limits its relevance and h-values need to be corrected. The GAA*

does not mind action cost increase or decrease but still finds the shortest path in

state space [94].

The Adaptive A* algorithm is extended to the Multi-Target Adaptive A*

[120] algorithm by including multiple targets in its new framework, which is a

maze environment. An agent is required to reach one target or multiple targets

(experiments conducted up to fifteen targets). A possible solution could be to

compute each target for optimal results, which is inefficient for large numbers.

It uses OR settings, where the agent must find the shortest path to the closest

target and AND settings for the agent to find the shortest path for all targets.

An optimal path is always achieved with all methods of AND settings.

Tree Adaptive A* (Tree-AA*) [121] is a generalisation of Path Adaptive A*

(Path-AA*) [122] which generalises Adaptive A*. Path-AA* is the first search

algorithm that is combined by the two types of incremental heuristic searches.

The first type makes heuristic values of the current A* search more informed

in order to quicken future A* searches, for example, Adaptive A*, GAA*. The

second type reuses the previous search tree instead of calculating from scratch, for

example, the D* or D* Lite algorithms. Path-AA* uses a termination strategy,

it stops search early if all h-values states are equal to their goal costs. Tree-AA*

finds a cost-minimal path from the current location to the goal destination and

applies it to path planning with no obstacles. A novel feature of Tree-AA* is to

reuse the search tree by forwarding the A* search.

A real-time Time-Bounded Adaptive A* (TBAA*) search algorithm is

integrated with Adaptive A* to minimise goal-achieving time within given time
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intervals [123]. It has been proved that it reaches the destination with a

cost-minimal path or efficiently detects that there is no existing path. The

TBAA* needs fewer or almost the same time intervals compared to the

state-of-art algorithms in partially-known or unknown terrains.

Multipath Generalized Adaptive A* (MPGAA*) [124] is a simple but

powerful algorithm that utilises more previous A* searches. It is theoretically

the same as GAA* but uses more information from previous A* searches and is

easier to understand than D* Lite. Reusing previous A* searches is also a

feature in Multipath Adaptive A* (MPAA*) [125], but this algorithm cannot be

used in dynamic environments. MPAA* was an inspiration for MPGAA*. The

experimental evaluation demonstrates that MPGAA* is a superior algorithm

compared to D* Lite in relation to memory usage and for a goal-directed route

in the dynamic environment.

2.2.3 Real-Time Algorithms

Unlike offline search algorithms, such as the A* algorithm where the entire

solution path is computed before the first action is executed [126], real-time

algorithms restrict the search to a small part of the environment and perform

sufficient computation to determine the first action from the current state, that

is incorporating planning and execution independent of the problem size

[127, 128]. Real-time algorithms do not plan the whole path, instead with a

given lookahead (a maximum number of states to expand) provide smaller

searches that result in quicker times but higher pathfinding costs [119].

Moreover, any size environment can be adapted and larger areas compute faster

planning in comparison to IHA which is slower with the environment size

increase [47]. Although finding the optimal solution is not guaranteed,

suboptimal solutions for real-time algorithms are faster than offline algorithms

[127].

Real-time heuristic search computes from the current position of the agent

to the adjacent neighbouring unblocked position within the given lookahead and

takes an action to the lowest value determined by the heuristics. This process is

repeated until the agent reaches the target position or the target becomes
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unreachable [119]. Real-time heuristic search holds information on visited or

learned positions throughout the process in the hash table, where planning gets

updated using asynchronous dynamic programming techniques and thus

efficiently avoids cycling [93]. An unknown target’s location makes it difficult

for real-time algorithms, so they need to be fast, respond quickly to the changes

in terrain and move smoothly [47]. It is also realised that most of the

algorithms use two-dimensional grids for simplicity purposes [129].

One of the real-time variations of the A* is Real-Time A* (RTA*) [35]. RTA*

guides itself towards the goal using heuristic values. It uses a hash table to keep

previous search results. The agent’s move depends on the value in the hash table,

which determines the closest state to the goal. The second-best value is written to

the hash table too, where it tracks back the path when it seems promising to avoid

dead ends and infinitive loops (heuristic depression) [93]. In contrast to RTA*,

Learning Real-Time A* (LRTA*) [35] writes only the best heuristic value into the

hash table. After repeated searches, as the name suggests, the heuristic value in

the table will guarantee convergence to its exact value. Both RTA* and LRTA*

have been one of the first real-time algorithms and have been an inspiration to

many approaches. There are four different approaches introduced [130] to avoid

impassable paths, deadlocks, and escape a stationary position without forward

movement, heuristic depression. Among these solutions, the daRTAA* algorithm

displayed better performance and provided optimal results.

Moving Target Search (MTS) [27] is the first real-time search algorithm to

solve a problem in a dynamic environment. It is the generalisation of LRTA*

with a moving target. It gets the heuristic values for each target and keeps all

location values in a matrix. In the progress of the search, the heuristic values are

updated, and the accuracy improves [22]. To enhance its efficiency, commitment

to goals and deliberation were included [131].

Real-Time Moving Target Evaluation Search (MTES) [132] was developed

for dynamic and partially-known environments. It is capable of estimating the

distance to the target with obstacle consideration. MTES eliminates closed

directions in real-time to move the agent to the static or dynamic target

avoiding obstacles that were found using virtual rays. Virtual rays form the

border of obstacles, and the resolution mechanism chooses the single moving
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direction [133].

Abstraction MTS (A-MTS) [36] uses a heuristic array table. It has a 2-level

search and uses abstracted state space for calculating the path towards the target.

Each searched cell is numbered and stored in a 2D array labelled Abstract. These

numbers represent a group and contain a group head. The group head measures

nodes’ distance within the same group. A-MTS has an abstraction move list and

a real move list, where both lists contain a sequence of movements. If the target

gets detected, then it is checked if it is within the group. If so, the abstraction

move list produces a list of movements and the real move list captures the target.

To avoid delays and quicken the movements, a real move list is only produced

when the previous path has been traversed. Even though the response time is

low, it is not optimal as the generated path is abstract.

The Fuzzy MTS (F-MTS) [36] algorithm is based on forecasting the future

position of the target by identifying the moving direction. If the target is not

discovered, then its last known position is used. There are two parameters:

probability – which uses the equal distribution of movements and pattern -

uneven distribution of movements, for example, the maze map environments.

These are used for locating the target’s possible future position. Prediction

performance in large environments is unsatisfactory.

2.3 Multi-Agent Algorithms

Pathfinding search algorithms have been generally employed as a single-agent

task; however, recent research is extensively focused on multi-agent algorithms

to develop solutions that coordinate multiple agents to work as a team to satisfy

the intended goal [134], either in known [135], partially-known [136, 137] or

unknown dynamic environments [122, 138]. Even though multi-agent

pathfinding algorithms are difficult, complex, and challenging, with issues such

as communication, coordination, path planning, exhaustive computation process

and distributing the tasks, there are still several challenges that need to be

addressed.

This section reviews several existing algorithms that are used in the multi-

agent scenarios in the literature. Each algorithm is characterised by the given
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problem, some of which were discussed in Chapter 1, and applied with multiple

target or goal destinations in multi-agent pathfinding frameworks. Additionally,

the algorithms differ in the target assignment and the scenarios they are applied.

None of the algorithms can be employed in every scenario [139] or solve every

possible problem [57]. Thus, this section classifies these algorithms according to

the number of targets and whether pursuing agents approach stationary (static) or

fleeing (moving) targets. Table 2.1 illustrates multi-agent pathfinding algorithms

and two new algorithms that contributed to this thesis. The review of these

algorithms is discussed in the following sections.

2.3.1 Pursuers and Single Target

The Multiple Agents Moving Target (MAMT) [35] algorithm, is a decentralised

approach where each agent computes its path and moves towards the targets

independently from each other, however, the agents can share information among

themselves. They see what is in front of them, either agent or target, and there

are obstacles, too. The target’s or other agents’ location information is unknown

and depends on clearly seeing, assumptions, or communication among the agents

but not the target. The agent uses a believe set which depends on the grid map,

knowledge of the target and its last known place. The believe set uses filters within

a certain time to increase effectiveness and speed up the process. If the target is

invisible, the coordination and pursuit work well, otherwise, the collaboration is

ignored, and the shortest path is searched independently.

Multiple agents cooperatively outsmart the target. They do not try to

outrun but coordinate with each other to find the solution by splitting up and

surrounding the target. An effective strategy requires time balance for agents in

planning and coordination. To make it practical, the Cover with Risk and

Abstraction (CRA) algorithm is introduced in [60]. It uses a cover set to

consider the position and speed of other agents and to catch the target faster.

The agents aim to collectively reduce the target’s moving choices and not to

find the shortest path like many existing algorithms do. CRA uses abstraction

to increase the efficiency and risk to balance between keeping the target

encircled and “rush-in” to capture. CRA is slow in computing time and
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Table 2.1: The multi-agent algorithms are categorised in relation to the targets
and their brief description. The new contributions are at the bottom of the table.

Multi-Agent
Algorithm

Target Relation A Brief Description

MAMT
Approach the target without knowing its place but use believe set  of possible 
positions of the target.

LRA*
Each agent computes its route independently without considering other agents 
which can revisit the same position and is time-consuming.

eMIP
Coordinating robots with minimum travel costs and sharing maximum 
information are experimented with in a lake.

ADP
The number of agents is limited to adapting a strategic behaviour for coordination, 
but each action is committed independently.

MLA*
It is for pickup and delivery problems in warehouses for multiple agents towards 
static goal positions with collision-free paths.

MM*
A meeting point for multiple agents can be a challenge and with assignment 
strategies an optimal distance is arranged.

PRA*
The cost of the search is reduced by generating a path on an abstract level of the 
search space.

CRA
Instead of rush-in and attacking the target, the agents split up and surround the 
target using cover heuristics.

HCA*
A hierarchy of abstractions is employed, and previously computed paths are stored 
in a reservation table to avoid future collisions. 

WHCA*
A window space is created for agents to cooperate and in a short period of time 
dynamically prioritise the search in the current window .

FAR
Another approach is to use road networks where the flow of a direction is 
annotated as a one-way road on a grid map.

OD
One action is considered for one agent at a time and continues to the next agent 
until all agents know their next move. It is optimal, complete but expensive to run.

ID
The problem is divided into sub-problems and merges agents into a group. The 
solutions are found independently without any conflicts or sacrificing optimality.

CBS
A centralised approach with high and low levels of searches, however, its searches 
are single-agent. The conflicts are resolved for pairs of agents.

MA-CBS
It is a generalisation of CBS where it merges the conflicting agents into one 
compound, which then is processed to find a path at the lower level.

CBM
Agents are split into teams with the same number of targets and plan their path 
with no collision by minimising the makespan in the known environments.

DiMPP
Targets are allocated in advance to the agents and each computed path uses a 
priority assignment. The longer the path, the higher the priority. 

TP
One solution for warehouses where agents plan one after another. The tasks are 
assigned using the service time efficiency with the lowest value with no collision.

TPTS
All tasks are assigned, and agents can request to swap tasks if has a smaller cost 
before reaching the location.

TA-Hybrid

TA-Prioritized

STMTA* It uses assignment strategies and the A* algorithm to surround moving targets.

CDMTA*
Cover heuristics is the main feature as well as assignment strategies. The agents 
use risk analysis either to rush-in method or to trap moving targets.

Pursuing agents aim to 
find a path towards a 
single static target.

Although it is a single 
target, it can move 
away from pursuers.

A novel contribution to 
the thesis where 
pursuers chase multiple 
moving targets.

Another solution for agents in warehouse problems (pickup and delivery), is 
where task planning, path planning and deadlock avoidance are improved. These 
are offline algorithms which can scale to a larger number of agents and tasks.

These algorithms aim 
towards multiple targets 
that are stationary 
during the search.
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indecisive in tie-breaking when each agent’s move has equal cover values if the

whole area is considered. This algorithm is thoroughly discussed in Section 7.2.

The video games industry uses the Local Repair A* (LRA*) [32] algorithm

widely. Each agent calculates its own route independently from other agents

[140]. LRA* does not consider other agents while planning the route and may

conflict with other agents’ directions. If it happens, the agent recalculates the

route to find another way. This brings revisiting the same location repeatedly

and takes time for rerouting. It has difficulty coping in challenging environments

and the planning time increases with the problem size [128].

Partial-Refinement A* (PRA*) [34] is an algorithm that reduces the cost of

search by generating a path on an abstract level of the search space. These

abstracted spaces (graphs) are built from the grid map [66]. The abstract level

is selected dynamically. The A* algorithm is then used to execute a search with

sub-goals on the abstract graph. The abstract path creates a corridor of states

in the actual search space, through which the optimal path is found. The PRA*

algorithm has often been used in the literature and it is a widely used approach

with variations that have been described with different search techniques [141].

PRA* assigns a target with the closest distance, and not all targets might be

chased, as some targets could be positioned at a further distance than others

for all pursuers. It has been implemented in multi-agent scenarios [60] and was

successfully adapted in the Dragon Age: Origins video game [34].

One way to find solutions for multi-agents is adapting strategic behaviour

among single agents that are set to limit the number of agents to coordinate but

independently commit their actions [142, 143]. Agents construct their paths on

the individual planning graph while checking their actions on the public planning

graph to avoid the path invalidation of other agents [144]. Each path is extracted

and checked until all agents reach their target destinations [145]. Furthermore, the

problem got formulated to Agent Decomposition Planner (ADP) [146] algorithm

where planning gets automatically decomposed prior to the actual search with

the help of heuristics. The ADP is an offline (must find the whole path even

before committing to take the initial action), cooperative, totally centralised,

and complete algorithm in which methods find solutions and effective paths for

independent agents. However, because of the heuristic approach, the whole search
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space can get explored [69].

Several agents are tasked to find a collision-free path to the static goal

positions in the multi-agent pickup and delivery problems. Agents are allowed

to move from the starting position to the pickup location, wait and then

continue to the final location. A task to pick up from a location and deliver to a

goal destination is a specific multi-goal MAPF problem that is referred to as a

Multi-Agent Pickup and Delivery (MAPD) [147] problem. This process requires

multiple paths and involves planning for multiple agents [148]. The Multi-Label

A* (MLA*) [149] algorithm is able to provide a solution by computing multiple

paths by using the A* algorithm and centralised heuristic value (h-value).

First, MLA* finds the shortest path for each agent and each path has a label

of 1 or 2, where 1 is the distance from the initial position to the pickup location,

and 2 is the distance from the pickup location to the delivery destination. Second,

the assignment strategy uses heuristics to assign tasks to the agents using their

h-values that are sorted in increasing order. The agent’s h-value at the initial

position is the sum of heuristic values from the current location to the pickup

and from there till the delivery location. But, if the agent is already at the pickup

location, then the h-value is from the pickup location to the delivery location. All

successful assignments use the path found by MLA*. Although this modification

is more complex with multiple goals, it allows for better decisions to assign tasks

to the agents and find paths with shorter routes.

For real-life situations where multiple agents need to gather and choose a

meeting point among all possible destinations, Multi-Agent Meeting (MAM)

[59] arranges an optimal meeting point with the shortest paths from the starting

positions. The distance towards the meeting position is minimised using two

different costs, firstly the Sum-Of-Costs (SOC) and secondly, the Maximum

Distance Cost (makespan). The solution for these problems is overcome with

the Multi-Directional Meet in the Middle (MM*) algorithm that uses the

best-first search method when finding the middle meeting point for several

starting locations. MM* is the generalisation of the Meet in the Middle (MM)

[150, 151] algorithm that is a bidirectional heuristic search guaranteed to meet

in the middle. MM* with a unique priority function for SOC cost and makespan

cost, the MM* algorithm promises an optimal path for MAM problems. Despite
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the solution being found for the first SOC priority function, the search continues

to find if any other solutions are available from another priority function, which

in this case is makespan.

Robotics is one of the core applications used for search algorithms and the

Efficient Path Planning (eMIP) [152] algorithm is one of them. It uses

coordination among the robots with resource constraints, for example, path

length or energy capacity. Robots monitor the environment to obtain maximum

shared information. This mutual information analyses the most informative

paths. Each robot’s path is associated with a sum of sensing cost and travelling

cost. The task is to find a path with a minimum cost and maximum

information using joint effort. This is another useful method for assigning

targets to the robots. The experiments are set on robotic boats in a lake.

2.3.2 Pursuers and Multiple Targets

Research has been conducted to investigate solutions for multiple pursuing agents

in multi-target environments that use road networks as a different approach.

The Flow Annotation Replanning (FAR) algorithm is based on annotating flow

direction on the grid map, which was inspired by two-way roads [31]. The whole

map is designed with a one-way direction for each column or row, avoiding head-

to-head collisions. Each agent runs the A* search independently. The Open and

Closed list is released from the memory and caches the computed path when it

completes the search. The deadlocks happen quite often, block the planned paths

and agents wait until the agents in the front move. Agents have solved it locally

instead of replanning the whole step.

A more suitable method in a dynamic environment is to use a hierarchy that

computes the abstract distances on demand. Hierarchical Cooperative A*

(HCA*) [32] employs a simple hierarchy of abstractions which is a simple

two-dimensional map. It creates a reservation table, previously computed and

reserved paths, for future replanning to avoid collisions [86]. HCA* calculates

the shortest path to the goal with no problem unless pushed away by other

agents on the same path. When this happens, HCA* will lose its computed

shortest path and recalculate until the goal is reached. HCA* solutions are
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shorter compared to LRA*, however, HCA* performs worse when abstract

distances increase.

The solution of Windowed Hierarchical Cooperative A* (WHCA*) [32] is to

create a search in window space where agents cooperate among themselves and

calculate the complete path in a large, three-dimensional state space. For a

robust solution, each agent is dynamically prioritised with the highest search

preference for a short period of time in the current window. Each window specifies

a limited fixed depth in the cooperative search for the agent to move in the right

direction. The agent calculates a partial path within the window space and moves

steadily towards the goal. With improved heuristics, WHCA* is more concise,

powerful, and efficient. Agents can distribute the processing time across each

other. WHCA* is better than LRA* in finding short and successful routes with

fewer cycles.

An algorithm can be complete if it finds a solution to the existing

multi-agent pathfinding problem. An algorithm, such as a fully Distributed

Multi-agent Path Planning (DMAPP) [153] algorithm, is incomplete as it fails

to find a path although it exists. This occurs when DMAPP is prevented from

finding a solution because of the priority order. However, it has been enhanced

and proposes a complete Distributed Multi-agent Path Planning (DiMPP) [62]

algorithm for multi-agent path planning. Agents may not have complete

knowledge of all existing agents and the targets are allocated in advance.

DiMPP computes a path independently for each agent, if a conflict occurs, it is

resolved using priority assignment to the agents. The priority is decided based

on the path length of individual agents. The longer the path, the higher the

priority. DiMPP works in path planning, distributed decision-making, and plan

restructuring phases.

A real-world domain such as an automated warehouse [154] is an environment

where agents navigate between locations and interact with executing tasks. This

is a MAPD instance, one of the MAPF problems [147] where agents constantly

need to assign new assignments. The assignment is a task, that is to move from

the initial position to the mid-point and from the mid-point to the final goal

destination, where an agent picks up at a certain location and delivers to the

allocated point. Tasks can appear in the application at any time and only an
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agent that is not allocated to any tasks yet is assigned to one task. This agent

plans a collision-free path using the A* algorithm from its current position, and

then moves to the pickup position and delivers the task.

The recent research on MAPD has improved task planning, path planning

and deadlock avoidance by introducing two offline search algorithms, Task

Assignment and Prioritized (TA-Prioritized) and Task Assignment and Hybrid

(TA-Hybrid) [155], that have experimentally proven to perform better and scale

to a large number of agents and tasks. Additionally, a closely related solution

and a different challenge to warehouse problems is the Multi-Goal Multi-Agent

Path-Finding (MG-MAPF) [156] problem where each agent gets multiple target

destinations assigned which needs to be visited at least once for successful

output. Despite, the agents can navigate the high-quality path with no collision

in automated warehouse environments, the challenge still exists in the

implementation where agents, for instance, robots, are unable to adhere to the

path accurately. Thus, the Action Dependency Graph (ADG) [157] framework

proposes a solution that guarantees robustness. Furthermore, the authors in

combination with the Rolling-Horizon Collision-Resolution (RHCR) [158], which

has a limited planning timeframe, improved the framework to resolve the

MAPF problems with a continuous flow of online tasks.

Two decoupled MAPD algorithms, Token Passing (TP) and Token Passing

with Task Swap (TPTS) are introduced in [147]. TP is a simple, distributed

algorithm that uses token passing, which stores data (task sets, assignments, and

the path of agents) in a shared memory block. All non-assigned tasks are kept

in a task set, and the task is assigned using the service time efficiency. The

service time is the average of time steps required to complete the tasks. Each

agent’s path is planned one after another. At each time step, an agent chooses a

token with the smallest h-value and no collision path at the pickup and delivery

locations. An agent with no assignment stays at the last position of the path.

Unlike TP, the TPTS contains all tasks that have not been executed

previously, not just non-assigned tasks. The difference is that an agent can

assign the task that was previously assigned to another agent and can request a

token swap if the task has not reached the pickup location and has a smaller

cost. The TPTS algorithm is more effective in comparison to TP but scalability
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is not guaranteed for many agents as TP does. TP’s runtime is measured faster,

although the computation time needs improvements [149]. These two

algorithms operate in a known environment and are tested on a simulated

warehouse-modelled map [23].

Conflict Based Search (CBS) [159] is the algorithm for MAPF problems that

promises optimal solutions at the expense of computation by using a centralised

approach, however, all pathfinding searches are single-agent which is similar to

the decoupled approach [160]. CBS uses both high-level and low-level searches.

At the high level, the search is structured to use the best-first search, and the

arising conflicts need to be resolved for pairs of agents. The CBS algorithm uses

a constraint tree (CT), with each node having constraints on time and location.

At the low level, the A* based search is run only for the single agent, while

disregarding the other agents, to find the optimal path under a set of constraints

that are established at the high-level search [161]. CBS outperforms other optimal

multi-agent pathfinding algorithms in the corridors and the areas with many

obstacles, additionally, in the scenarios with many bottlenecks that have fewer

conflicts. Also, CBS performs better in comparison to large open spaces that

have many conflicts [33].

Although CBS solves MAPF problems optimally, still the worst-case

performance needs to be reduced and therefore, CBS has been generalised into a

new algorithm called Meta-Agent CBS (MA-CBS) [33]. This approach has been

generalised to merge the conflicting agents into one compound as a meta-agent

if the predefined conflict bound is met. Once the conflicting agents are merged,

then this meta-agent is processed to find a path at the lower level. The

complexity of the MAPF problem is exponential with the number of agents and

maintaining a larger number of agents is a problem. To mitigate this issue and

increase the performance, the conflicting agents are merged if the conflict bound

is levelled in MA-CBS and this merging is always true for the Independence

Detection (ID) [86] algorithm, unlike the CBS algorithm, which never merges

agents.

It is possible to use the extensions of the A* algorithm such as Operator

Decomposition (OD) and ID [86]. OD is an approach where branching factors

are reduced for search algorithms. At each time step, OD considers possible
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actions for one agent at a time, and with a fixed order continues to assign the

action to the next agent. This process is called an intermediate state until all

agents know their next move, which is a full state. If no actions, it is a standard

state. This pruning method reduces the expansion of surplus states, and the

solution is found relating to the single agent’s actions [51]. For instance, if each

agent has nine possible actions, including waiting with eight diagonal moves, then

the branching factor is reduced from (9n)d to 9d while d is the depth of generated

states [162]. Despite being optimal and complete, OD has expensive runtime, and

paths can be conflicting if the runs are terminated prematurely [63].

The ID is another extension of the A* algorithm that divides the problem

into smaller sub-problems identifying an independent group of agents. ID

repeatedly merges agents into a group and finds paths using OD and this

process continues until there is no conflict between the agents and they can

independently find solutions without any conflicts and without sacrificing

optimality [63]. Provided that the complexity of MAPF problems grows

exponentially with the number of agents, the search of the largest group

dominates the running time of solving the problem, though avoiding

unnecessary merges can significantly increase performance [46]. The cost is

denoted by the Sum of Individual Costs (SIC) heuristic for these algorithms

[159].

The combined Target-Assignment and Path-Finding (TAPF) [163] problem is

a different kind of MAPF problem. The number of agents is equal to the number

of targets, and the agents are aimed first to assign all targets and then plan their

path with no collision by minimising the makespan in the known environments.

The agents are split into teams and each team is given the same number of targets

to match the number of agents in the team. It is allowed for each agent within

its team to swap the assigned targets but the agents from the different teams are

not allowed to swap the targets with other teams. The solution for this problem

is addressed with a Conflict-Based Min-Cost-Flow (CBM) [15, 163] algorithm

that solves TAPF instances using anonymous (swappable target assignments)

and non-anonymous (pre-determined target assignments) multi-agent pathfinding

algorithms.

CBM is a hierarchical algorithm that uses a non-anonymous algorithm such
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as CBS [161] on a high level and an anonymous minimum cost maximum flow

algorithm [164] on a low level. At the high level, individual agents in each team are

merged into one meta-agent, which uses the CBS algorithm to avoid collisions

among these meta-agents and performs the best-first search on a binary tree.

Each node on the tree has a set of constraints and paths for agents to observe the

constraints. Makespan is used to find the minimum collision-free cost path. At the

low level, CBM runs the minimum cost maximum flow algorithm over the time-

expanded network. All agents in the same team are assigned to unique targets

and no-collision paths are planned to comply with the constraints introduced on

the high level. Moreover, edge weights are introduced on the low level to avoid

possible collisions among meta-agents. The CBM algorithm has theoretically

proven to be complete, correct, and optimal [163]. Furthermore, there are many

improvements and enhancements introduced to the CBS algorithm [165, 166, 167]

and different solutions explored for multi-agent pathfinding [168, 169].

2.4 Target Algorithms

This section introduces several existing target algorithms in the literature. The

following is a brief description of each algorithm. Although there is plenty of

research in the literature emphasising algorithms for pursuing agents, there are

few studies that are conducted on algorithms for mobile, moving targets. The

A* algorithm is a classic example that is implemented as an algorithm for many

pursuing agents, as well as target algorithms [170].

TrailMax [78] is an intelligent algorithm that is based on a strategy. It

generates a path for a target considering the pursuing agent’s possible moves,

i.e., it efficiently computes possible routes by expanding its current and adjacent

neighbouring nodes and the agent’s nodes simultaneously. The TrailMax

algorithm aims to make the targets stay longer by maximising the capture time.

The players can move on the map; thus, the target computes an action at every

time step with new updated information about the players. It is for one-to-one

player scenarios. The algorithm works as follows. To compute a path, an escape

route that maximises its distance away from the agent, it checks the best cost of

the neighbouring states against the pursuer’s costs and expands nodes
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accordingly. The algorithm expands nodes that are not yet expanded and not

already occupied in the target closed list and not in the pursuer closed list. The

node with the best cost is added to the target’s closed list, which would

generate the path afterwards. The first element in the path is an action for a

target to take. This procedure is repeated from scratch at every time step. It is

a state-of-the-art target strategy algorithm that performs the best against

pursuing agents, aiming to make the targets less catchable or more difficult to

capture [53].

When Minimax [171] is used as the target algorithm, it runs an adversarial

search that alternates moves between the pursuers and the target. When the

pursuing agent gets closer to the target state, then the target distances itself

from the pursuing agent’s state. To make the algorithm faster, Minimax is run

with an alpha-beta pruning search, where alpha (α) and beta (β) are constantly

updated to avoid the exploration of sub-optimal branches. The used depth is 5,

i.e., the outcomes after at most 5 moves of each party are considered.

Dynamic Abstract Minimax (DAM) [171] is a target algorithm that finds a

relevant state on the map environment and directs the target using Minimax with

alpha-beta pruning in an abstract space. There is a hierarchy of abstractions.

Higher levels might not provide enough information about the map and lose

important details, such as an agent at the close by, and fine abstract levels might

be very detailed and increase the computation costs. The search starts on the

highest level of abstraction, an abstract space created from the original space.

The Minimax algorithm runs a search at the highest level of abstract space and

continues to the next low level of abstraction. It stops at the level where the

target can avoid the capture. Then, on this level of abstraction, if a path exists,

an escape route is computed using the PRA* algorithm (see Section 2.3.1). If the

target cannot escape and there is no available move to avoid the capture on the

selected abstract space, then the level of abstraction is decreased, and the whole

process repeats until the target can successfully run away from being caught. The

used depth is 5.

Another algorithm for targets is Simple Flee (SF) [60], which can be used to

escape from the pursuing agents to the predefined states on the map. The SF

algorithm works as follows. At the beginning of the search, the target identifies
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Figure 2.1: A sample AR0417SR map from Baldur’s Gate video game used in
the experiments.

some random locations on the map. When the target starts moving, it navigates

to the furthest position, away from the pursuers, on the map among a set of

random locations that are set before the simulation starts. During the escape, to

disorient the pursuing agents, such as incremental heuristic algorithms, D* Lite

[28] and MT-Adaptive A* [95], that can search from the target’s state, SF can

check if the selected location is still the furthest and possibly change direction

after a pre-set number of steps, otherwise, it keeps moving to avoid capture. The

number of locations on the map and the number of steps before the change are

the parameters of the algorithm.

Greedy [172] is the standard algorithm that repeatedly makes the best local

optimal choices that, in the hope, would lead to global solutions. This is a simple

and fast approach to solving a problem that uses sub-optimal and easily computed

heuristics. Greedy runs a cumulative Manhattan distance of maximising the gap

towards the pursuers. It evaluates its options and moves to that state. Once it is

at that point, it will stay until being captured, if any other maximum states are

not available [60].
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2.5 Design and Structure of the Experiments

Initially, this section introduces a precise problem characterisation of the

multi-agents and multiple moving targets that are referenced throughout the

thesis. Then, it follows by describing three existing assignment strategy

algorithms that are considered as a basis for studying other different criteria.

Finally, an experimental problem setting is presented which is referred to later

in the following Chapters 3-7.

2.5.1 Problem Formulation and Description

An instance of the PAMT problem consists of m number of pursuing agents P =

{p1, p2. . . pm} and n number of targets T = {t1, t2. . . tn}, where p ⩾ t on a finite,

known undirected graph G = (V, E). V denotes a set of vertices and E represents

the set of edges between vertices. Vertices are the states, edges are actions and

edge weights represent travel distances. The total cost of distances travelled by

a pursuer from the initial state to the target state is called the pathfinding cost,

i.e., the travelled total cost. A heuristic function (distance heuristic) estimates

the pathfinding cost, and a pursuer then assesses the outcomes, evaluating the

solutions with the lowest value as the most promising in contrast to the cover

heuristic (covered area) with the maximum value [173].

The problem incorporates multiple players, pursuing agents and targets, and

it is studied in a simulation environment. A scenario considers the players

navigating to any adjacent vacant state as well as the pursuing agents traversing

towards the target in a known or partially-known environment where the initial

location of the targets and the obstacles are known. The communication is free,

information is shared instantly and every player’s state is known to all players,

both pursuing agents and targets [174]. The initial states of the agents do not

need to be unique, and agents can start from the same state or during the test

runs can occupy the same state [21, 175]. Similarly, agents can share the same

target if it is an optimal combination provided by the assignment strategy

algorithm (see Section 2.5.2 and 4.2).

Coordination among the agents is achieved through the initial assignment of

pursuing agents to targets. Although, the complete knowledge of the environment
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is known, no prior information is given about the number of targets, their escaping

route or destination. Targets are free to move to any point on the map and escape

from the approaching pursuers, and no pursuer has control over their movement

directions.

The environmental changes do not occur at the starting state, but at the next

time step, the states of the targets can change; therefore, each agent must observe

the new positions of the targets or whether they are caught. The pursuing agents

must adjust to the dynamic changes and find a path from their current state to

the state of the assigned target. Even though the path is computed on the search

space, the only action is executed locally in the neighbouring states.

The success of the problem is when the target is reached and occupied in

the same state by one of the pursuers. The success of a team when all targets

are caught. However, the success of the target when it avoids the capture and

manages to escape the approaching pursuers. When the target is not reached and

the chase continues, the pursuers alternate two actions, planning and execution.

The execution of an action, that is a moving action, interleaves with planning and

planning cannot proceed during the moving. This method enables the simulation

of the asynchronous chase scenarios that can also be found in the literature [22,

57, 176, 177].

The problem applies to any graph, however, empirical studies use grid-type

graphs. Furthermore, in the empirical testbeds, which are commercial video game

maps from Baldur’s Gate [178], the maps are set on grid-based states with four

connected neighbours, where each state is denoted as vacant or blocked by an

obstacle. An agent can move orthogonally to the adjacent empty state or stay

in the same state, i.e., a wait action. Although different speeds could be applied

to each pursuer or target, they all have the same speed. The environment is

deterministic as it is possible to infer the agent’s next action based on the given

current state and current action. Time is discretised into time steps.

2.5.2 Existing Criteria for Assignments

Many algorithms use the shortest distance criteria for assigning agents to pursue

the targets. Others consider all or most possible assignments and use criteria
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such as the sum of distances or the maximum distance (makespan) to select the

optimal combination of assignments. Different or similar methods have been used

for these cost criteria, including sum-of-costs and makespan [59], flowtime and

makespan [179], service time and makespan [149] and the sum of path lengths

and makespan [14], or the sum of the individual path costs (flowtime) and the

maximum of the individual path costs (makespan) [180].

The work in this study builds on the criteria introduced by Xie, Botea and

Kishimoto [53] and their research uses Summation-cost, Makespan-cost and

Mixed-cost criteria. The Mixed-cost criterion is optimised by merging the other

two criteria and it is the best overall in their study [53]. These three target

assignment approaches, which consider a distance to evaluate the cost, are

described in this section.

2.5.2.1 Summation-cost

A cost is the number of movements that measures the distance from a starting

location to the goal location. Every agent, at the current position, estimates a

distance cost towards the goal and not the future positions. Summation-cost is the

cumulative distance sum of each agent [59]. Depending on the number of targets

present in the environment, the pursuer computes a Manhattan distance from its

current position towards the targets. Each combination cumulates the distance

cost of each pursuer, and the Summation-cost criterion selects the combination

with the lowest value.

Consider a two-dimensional game map AR0417SR (Figure 2.1) with

obstacles in the black shade; Figure 2.2 is a portion of this map. There are four

players present, two pursuing agents (A1, A2) and two targets (T1, T2). Each

pursuing agent has an admissible path towards the targets; therefore, they have

got a choice of which one of two targets to follow. Table 2.2 provides

pre-computed individual distance costs, the Distance column, for each pursuing

agent and the table contains DistancesSum column, which is the sum of two

distance costs within each combination. The Summation-cost criterion

compares the DistancesSum values and assigns targets based on the lowest

combination cost. Table 2.2 displays distances from Figure 2.2, where (A1,T1),
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Figure 2.2: Demonstrating pursuing agents’ (A1 and A2) possible directions
towards the targets (T1 and T2) on the part of AR0417SR map, see Figure 2.1.
Black shades are obstacles.

(A2,T2) has a cost of 3+10=13, which is optimal to (A1,T2), (A2,T1) with a cost

of 7+8=15. In this case, Combination1 has the minimum value and it is

preferred to Combination2.

2.5.2.2 Makespan-cost

This is similar to the Summation-cost criterion described above. The Makespan-

Table 2.2: The possible distance cost combinations for two pursuing agents.
DistancesSum is used for the Summation-cost criterion and MaxDistance for the
Makespan-cost and Mixed-cost criteria.

Combination Agent to Target Distance DistancesSum MaxDistance

1
A1 → T1 3

13 10
A2 → T2 10

2
A1 → T2 7

15 8
A2 → T1 8
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cost criterion uses the maximum distance cost within the combination instead

of its total [53]. The Makespan-cost has been called time steps too, as each

move is equal to a one-time step. Thus, it focuses on the maximum time spent

to reach the current position of the targets for all agents. This is important in

many situations, for example, hot food delivery drivers might want to take their

customers’ orders to their destinations such that the maximum time is as low as

possible.

Table 2.2 additionally shows this criterion in the column named MaxDistance

where the combinations are compared with one another and the lowest value is

selected. The assignment (A1,T2), (A2,T1) has a MaxDistance(7,8)=8 which is

optimal with respect to the makespan-cost criterion, whereas (A1,T1), (A2,T2)

has a MaxDistance(3,10)=10. Therefore, according to these results, by selecting

Combination2, which has the lowest value for the Makespan-cost criterion, the

delivery drivers can have the optimal solution.

2.5.2.3 Mixed-cost

The Mixed-cost criterion uses the Makespan-cost criterion as the main component

for its assignment strategy and it has been found to be the overall best criterion

in some previous experiments [53]. To assign agents to the targets it takes the

best value from the MaxDistance, i.e., the lowest value, as shown in Table 2.2.

The distance cost used in the Mixed-cost criterion is the maximum time spent

to reach the destination at the current position. If MaxDistance values are equal

for both combinations, then the tie-breaker uses the DistancesSum.

2.5.2.4 Complexity analysis

The complexity analyses have been previously studied and they are provided

for the above criteria. The problem in the Summation-cost criterion is to find

the minimum total cost within the combinations and the time required to solve is

O(n3) [181], whereas Makespan-cost seeks to find the lowest value of the maximum

cost in each combination and the solution for its time complexity is provided in

O((m + n)
√
n) steps which is O(n

5
2 ) [182]. The Mixed-cost criterion employs

Summation-cost as the tie-breaker, therefore, the worst-case is the same as the
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Summation-cost [53].

2.5.3 Experimental Problem Settings

The experiments are adapted to a simulated gaming environment and set to

run on commercial game industry maps, which are standardised benchmarked

maps from Baldur’s Gate video game [183]. The maps are two-dimensional,

grid-based rectangular environments with four-connected grids and impassable

obstacles. Commercial gaming maps are important for AI research, although

they are complex and difficult in comparison with handmade or purposely-made

artificial environments, these maps are significant in solving real-life problems

[184] and improved to create realistic and engaging behaviour for non-human

players [8]. It can be imagined as a scenario with cops (pursuing agents) and

robbers (targets), where cops need to unite their forces to successfully catch

robbers at a minimum cost.

The selection of experimental maps has prioritised the size, the existence of

obstacles (static non-traversable cells) and the difficulty of navigation. Each

map has its defined obstacles in the black shade and these obstacles shape the

map. The white space is a traversable area. Although the maps are not already

categorised, they are put into three different groups in Table 2.3 based on visual

layouts as circle-shaped, corridors and large open spaces. The circle-shaped with

resembling island obstacles in Figure 2.3(a) and those with narrow corridors in

Figure 2.3(b) are the illustrated samples of Baldur’s Gate video game.

To evaluate the performance of the algorithms, there are twenty-four

benchmarked maps used for the experiments across all chapters and organised

into groups from the same category. Each newly presented algorithm conducted

experiments on circle-shaped and large open-space maps. Moreover, the

environment with narrow passages and corridor-shaped maps were introduced

for Chapters 4, 6 and 7. Additionally, five more purposely-made maps [60, 171]

with varying navigation difficulties are included only for the experiments in

Chapter 3.

Time is discretised into time steps. Only orthogonal moves are allowed where

the travel directions could be horizontal (left or right) and vertical (up or down)
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Table 2.3: The categorised testbeds used in the experiments for each chapter with
their map identification, dimensions in nodes, and traversable states.

Map Names
Chapter

3

Chapter

4

Chapter

5

Chapter

6

Chapter

7

Height x Width

(number of nodes)

Empty States

to Expand

Circle-shaped

AR0313SR ✓ 64x60 946

AR0401SR ✓ 59x52 1081

AR0402SR ✓ 59x56 1075

AR0417SR ✓ ✓ ✓ 54x52 833

AR0507SR ✓ 54x52 739

AR0526SR ✓ 80x72 833

AR0527SR ✓ ✓ ✓ 54x52 531

AR0528SR ✓ ✓ 54x52 562

AR0531SR ✓ 54x52 716

Corridors

AR0016SR ✓ 86x88 2103

AR0304SR ✓ 86x80 1734

AR0413SR ✓ 118x108 1014

AR0503SR ✓ 75x68 745

AR0514SR ✓ 64x64 1134

AR0712SR ✓ 64x64 1163

Large Open Space

AR0302SR ✓ 86x80 1819

AR0311SR ✓ 54x52 558

AR0332SR ✓ ✓ 59x56 973

AR0407SR ✓ ✓ 54x52 576

AR0508SR ✓ 54x52 567

AR0509SR ✓ 75x72 1503

AR0512SR ✓ ✓ 54x56 896

AR0607SR ✓ ✓ 54x60 1730

AR0707SR ✓ ✓ 59x56 974

Purposely-Made

RoundTable09x09 ✓ 09x09 56

RoundTable39x39 ✓ 39x39 572

MTS1 ✓ 41x41 731

MTS2 ✓ 41x41 1277

Empty30x30 ✓ 30x30 900
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Figure 2.3: The standardised grid-based maps from Baldur’s Gate video game
are used and circle-shaped (a) and narrow passage corridors (b) are the samples.

with a cost of one each. This is the Manhattan distance that is the standard

heuristics for rectangular grid environments [185] and Manhattan distance is very

accurate [186]. Meanwhile, the diagonal heuristics are also used in [118, 125, 136]

with a cost of
√
2 and it has been implemented for evaluation only in Chapter

4. If targets are not standing idle, then they have the same moving capabilities

Table 2.4: Experimental setup and the number of test runs for algorithms.

Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6 Chapter 7

STMTA* Assignment

Strategy - 1

MPTM Assignment

Strategy - 2

CDMTA*

Movement

Direction

Manhattan Diagonal Manhattan Manhattan Manhattan

Number of

Test Runs per

Each Setup

30 30 20 20 20

Total Number

of Individual

Test Runs

21,600 12,600 20,480 56,700 56,000

Computer CPU: 2.2 GHz CPU: 1.9 GHz CPU: 2.2 GHz CPU: 2.2 GHz CPU: 2.2 GHz

Configuration RAM: 16 GB RAM: 40 GB RAM: 16 GB RAM: 16 GB RAM: 16 GB
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as pursuers. Pursuing agents and targets have equal speed, and one action is

performed at each time step. Each action is either move to the adjacent cell or

stay put. Nevertheless, the approach is suitable to work in situations where there

are different movement costs and speeds.

In the literature, there are many different settings outlined for the tests. For

instance, in each configuration setting, which consists of a fixed or random

starting position for pursuers and targets, every experimental result is averaged

of the 5 [149], 10 [29, 62, 187], 20 [60, 152] or 30 [179, 188] test runs and

variations may occur due to computational resource constraints [126]. The

number of map environments used during the empirical experiments has been

various, too. Despite the existence of 25 [189, 190], 50 [14] or 100 [66, 191] test

runs, some algorithms, such as those used in warehouse settings [23, 192] or

compressed path databases on static environments for point-to-point distances

[114, 193], were only evaluated once for each state but with a different starting

states on each individual run. The experiments in this research, as can be seen

in Table 2.4, are the average of 20 or 30 test runs for each testing configuration

setup. The total number of individual test runs is displayed in the same table.

To help to analyse the behaviour of the algorithms better, different sets of

scenarios are conducted. Each given environment has various pursuer-to-target

combinations. In single-agent scenarios one target is sufficient, and similarly,

some multi-agent scenarios involve only one target. This research conducts multi-

agent multiple-target experiments (the PAMT problem), which contain several

combinations with 3, 4 or 5 pursuers and 2, 3 or 4 targets, where the ratio of the

pursuers outnumbers the targets or is equal and no target is left unassigned. In

the case of testing target algorithms in Chapter 5, these scenarios also help to

study the actions and measure the performance when targets are outnumbered.

Each problem is defined by the starting position of the pursuing agents and

targets. These positions provide a diverse set of scenarios where the behaviour

and performance of the algorithms can be observed. Depending on the algorithm

evaluated they have different sets of starting positions on each map, and they

are positioned on preselected random locations in the known environment. All

pursuing agents and targets have knowledge of the locations of others. The

constraint is relaxed, and the pursuers are allowed to occupy the same state.
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This helps in understanding how the pursuers utilise the use of surrounding and

trapping the targets. Therefore, on some maps, the starting states included

positioning pursuers in the same location on the map’s corner, in the centre

close to each other or spread out by the wall of the map. The targets are always

positioned as far away on the opposite side of the map. Each chapter, Chapters 3-

7, evaluate different pursuer-to-target combination and various starting positions.

The results presented evaluate the performance of algorithms and each chapter

measures pathfinding cost and the success rate considering all pursuers. The

pathfinding cost (the travelled total cost) is the number of steps taken before

capturing all targets for successful runs, or the number of time steps until timeout

for unsuccessful runs. On the contrary, as for the target algorithms in Chapter

5, this is a capture cost, meaning the number of steps of avoiding capture. The

next is a success which is recorded when a target is captured, i.e., the pursuing

agent occupies the same state as the target. In multi-agent scenarios, at least

one pursuer's occupancy is enough to claim success. In the presence of multiple

targets, success can be achieved when all targets are captured. For the target(s),

success is the absence of pursuer success. Additionally, Chapter 6 and 7 measure

minimum cost and runtime while Chapter 7 includes maximum cost, too. Having

different-sized maps, the experiments are not limited to the fixed runtime, but

the runtime is adjusted to the map size and runs out of time (timeout) at 10 times

the height of the map. Statistical analysis has been provided for the significance

of the results for all pathfinding costs in every chapter.

The base of the implementation [60] was kindly provided by Alejandro Isaza

and it has been extended such that multiple targets and various

pursuer-to-target assignment strategies could be tested. The simulation is

implemented using C++. Table 2.3 displays that all obtained results from the

experiments were conducted on a Linux machine on Intel® Core™ i7 at 2.2

GHz CPU with 16 GB of RAM, except those experiments which are conducted

in Chapter 4 are on a Linux machine with a 1.9 GHz Intel® Core™ i7 and 40

GB of its RAM.

All the above-mentioned descriptions are the base settings of the experiments.

Chapters 3-7 evaluate different algorithms, therefore, the pursuer-to-target ratio

combination, the starting positions of the pursuing agents and the targets and
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their compared algorithms are described in the experimentation section of each

chapter.

2.6 Discussion

The related work presented in this chapter covers pathfinding search algorithms

for single and multiple pursuing agents, alongside target algorithms. This review

aims to identify the research problem of the multi-agent search algorithms towards

moving targets. While previous sections investigate existing approaches to finding

solutions to pathfinding and discuss how the presented algorithms differ from each

other, this section is dedicated to highlighting the limitations of the literature and

how the proposed approaches in this thesis improve the assignment strategy and

the pathfinding for multiple pursuing agents as well as the escaping method for

the target. The algorithms that are covered in this chapter are categorised in

Appendix A.

Finding an optimal algorithm for a given environment is a difficult task, for

instance, the FAR algorithm might be optimal for road networks while

unsuitable for maze map environments. Therefore, finding an optimal algorithm

for all environments is impossible in principle [194]. Therefore, multiple agents

are required to collaborate and work collectively to achieve the goal which is

moving to the stationary goal destinations or capturing all available targets in

dynamic environments. Within this scope, computing the optimal solution is a

challenging task, especially in complex environments. First, targets must be

identified and assigned to the pursuing agents. Second, agents individually or

teams of agents find paths to the assigned targets. Consequently, this is the

area Chapter 2 is primarily investigating. The possible solutions in Section 2.3

mainly focus on multi-agent pathfinding problems with static targets and only a

few consider moving targets. Although the review presented in this section

discusses the pathfinding solutions for multiple pursuers, still computing the

path is performed by autonomous agents. The various methods applicable to

single-agent pathfinding algorithms are described in Section 2.2.

Pathfinding algorithms should find the shortest path, avoid obstacles, and

reach the stationary or moving target within the time limit. Even in a simple
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Figure 2.4: An environment with three different grid sizes as shown in [1]. A
circle is an agent and its generated path.

environment, the pathfinding search algorithm faces several challenges and one of

them is the varying grid size in the environment. Figure 2.4 illustrates grids closer

to the agent with a higher resolution plan a detailed search and grids away at a

distance with lower resolution create a rough plan and compute faster [1]. The key

challenges are switching between different resolutions and representing dynamic

obstacles. Moreover, grid maps, for instance, gaming maps from Baldur’s Gate,

are easier to navigate when compared to room-shaped or maze maps [97].

Another challenge is a large environment where the algorithm performs worse

[32] and produces a movement path in a longer period [36]. If the environment is

dynamic, not every algorithm can be used [124]. The design of the environment

is important, it may lead to collisions or deadlocks [31].

When choosing a search algorithm for moving targets, one criterion should

be considering memory consumption and computation efficiency [36, 89]. Cost-

minimal movements are essential, and improvements demonstrated efficiency in

G-FRA*, Field D* and TBAA*. Some IHAs generate a path from the stationary

target location to the agent location. This is efficient for D* Lite as it can shift

the map to find a quick path but makes it slower if the target moves in a dynamic

environment. Then, D* Lite cannot reuse some previous search information [80].
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Real-time heuristic algorithms search from the agent location to the target and

MT-Adaptive A* can do it and vice versa [95].

One way to find a solution for the pathfinding problem for multiple agents is

to have minimal interaction among the agents and use prioritised planning [5].

For instance, WHCA* [32] executes planning in the prioritised framework, where

agents move in the window space to avoid conflicts. Although there can be valid

solutions, it does not guarantee the completeness or optimality of the solutions

[5]. The planning is much quicker with FAR [31] which uses less memory and

performs even better with more pursuers [195].

Some multi-agent pathfinding algorithms were demonstrated whose

performance could change depending on the grid map, size of the map, number

of agents, and branching factor; and there is not any global best algorithm [33].

An algorithm such as CBS, an optimal solver for MAPF problems, can

underperform in environments with open spaces and display worse performance

than A* [159]. Similarly, A* searches might be a quicker solution than LPA* if

the previous search tree is different from the current one [95].

The majority of the existing search algorithms aim to find the shortest path

to the target location. Meanwhile, the CRA algorithm contradicts this to be the

main objective, instead, it prefers working collectively to minimise choices of the

target [60]. Although the shortest path is important, the timing is essential too

as seen in real-time heuristic algorithms [36].

Multi-agent pathfinding approaches trade-off between coupled and decoupled

approaches [192, 196, 197]. The coupled algorithms are complete and can be

optimal, however, the computation is excessive, and they do not scale with the

number of agents as the state space grows exponentially. Whereas the decoupled

approach is effective and can work with many agents, on the other hand, the

completion of the path, its runtime and the minimum cost are not guaranteed.

There are a few methods that utilise these two approaches by joining together

[162]. For instance, Biased Cost Pathfinding (BCP) [196] combines them to avoid

expensive replanning, and collision among agents, and applies time constraints.

Section 2.4 presents a review related to the target algorithms where the work is

based on escaping strategies. Target algorithms, without strategy but considering

a pursuing agent’s position, can escape from the pursuers but sometimes might
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fall into the path of other pursuing agents. This causes an issue in multi-agent

frameworks. To avoid this limitation, the study in this thesis considers every

pursuing agent, and this new approach provides a winning strategy for the target.

The literature review of the algorithms indicates that there are many

different solutions to solve a pathfinding problem. Initially, single-agent

pathfinding problems were reviewed to demonstrate the variety of possible

solutions. This further continued to the multi-agent algorithm, which indeed,

uses some of the solutions that are provided for a single-agent. For instance,

Adaptive A* with various versions developed to MPGAA*, or D* Lite being

extended to MOPBD*, or different variations of A* such as LRA*, OD, ID,

HCA* or WHCA* are implemented in multi-agent problems. However, these

solutions do not cover every problem or scenario, and especially the complex

problems are left with less attention.

The review indicates that research needs to continue for multi-agent

algorithms, particularly in environments with moving targets. Table 2.1

categorises multi-agent algorithms with respect to their relation to single or

multiple and static or moving targets. Moreover, with the increased number of

players, the research implies the requirement for a good assignment strategy for

pursuers, which has been an area of investigation. In the meantime, the current

criteria for the assignment strategies are presented in Section 2.5.2. Similarly, it

is inevitable to develop an effective strategy capable of providing competent

solutions for the multiple pursuers in order to surround and capture the targets.

These highlighted points suggest new methods to improve and solve multi-

agent multi-target problems. One solution is to use variants of A* with the current

assignment strategy criteria. Meanwhile, this leads to investigating further other

criteria options to assign targets, which have not been studied yet in the literature.

Although the review of algorithms aims to quickly catch a target and concentrate

on the shortest distance, only the CRA algorithm uses coverage areas to minimise

target escaping options. This method was not studied with multiple targets,

consequently, it leads to further investigation of how multi-agents could capture

not only static targets but also moving multiple targets. Therefore, this develops a

new multi-agent algorithm that is capable of capturing multiple moving targets in

an efficient way. This solution needs to consider coupled or decoupled approaches.
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The review presented in this chapter aims to identify the gap while considering

the scope and its limitations. It provides an overview of the pathfinding search

algorithms and discusses various prevalent methods and approaches for both,

single and multi-agent algorithms. Additionally, the limitations of using these

algorithms are also covered in this chapter, which motivates this thesis to find

new approaches that address the gap. Alongside this, the area of research is

illustrated in Figure 1.1 which displays the problem set. Hence, the efforts of

this thesis are focused on exploring multi-agent pathfinding solutions to provide

alternatives to the current approaches.
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Chapter 3

Coordinating Multiple Agents

with Assignment Strategy to

Pursue Multiple Moving Targets

3.1 Introduction

The research aims to find pathfinding solutions for multiple Pursuing Agents and

Moving Targets (PAMT), which is a challenging problem, especially in real-time

applications. This type of problem is considered to be NP-hard [14, 198, 199] in

the theory of computational complexity, that solving these problems efficiently

is not known. Further complications can arise when one expects that agents are

required to compute quickly enough to avoid slowdowns, deadlocks or running

out of allocated time [95]. The agents need to coordinate their actions and move

quickly while avoiding obstacles [200, 201]. They can detect and approach the

target within a specified area and use a suitable heuristic algorithm that enables

them to search, identify and catch the target [36].

The PAMT is an important problem that has many applications, and yet,

despite various methods introduced, there are still limitations to the existing

algorithms either by the number of targets or the moving targets they chase or

coordination in assigning the targets. For instance, if agents plan their actions

independently, conflicts may arise while they execute their plans. Issues like
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whether and how agents communicate and coordinate their actions must also be

considered [37]. Hence, to overcome these limitations, in this chapter, the issues of

coordinating among agents, target assignment, finding the shortest path for each

agent and most importantly, pursuing multiple moving targets are addressed.

The objective is to develop a new method of solving the problem using

assignment strategies for moving multiple targets. The problem can be divided

into coupled and decoupled approaches. The first part of the algorithm

proposed is called Assignment Strategy, which is the coupled approach that can

identify targets, evaluate their positions, and coordinate pursuers. The

algorithm runs all possible pursuer-to-target combinations at the initial position

using the specified criteria and the optimal combination is chosen that assigns

one target to each pursuer.

Figure 3.1 illustrates multiple robot agents aiming to catch multiple targets.

Agents with a strategy to follow the closest target will chase only one closeby

target and leave the rest as depicted in Figure 3.1(a) while in Figure 3.1(b)

agents can chase any random target, which might cause disruption and chaotic

environment. It is possible that all agents can start at the same position, and a

naive assignment strategy causes all of them to follow the same path, which can

cause boredom or a lack of immersion in game applications. The issue can be

addressed with a combined force or trap strategy [202], which not only increases

the difficulty but also makes the game more interesting. Figure 3.1(c) displays

that agents with a given strategy can follow only one assigned target and this

increases the chance of catching all targets quicker. Therefore, the assignment

strategy displays an important step for multiple pursuing agents in identifying

which target to follow which can help in finding an optimal path.

The main algorithm proposed is called Strategy Multiple Target A*

(STMTA*). This is the decoupled approach where STMTA* collects

information obtained from the assignment strategy, and it searches for a

minimum-cost route at each time step for each pursuer and navigates it towards

the moving target in dynamic environments. To find the optimal path, it

independently computes all available paths starting from its neighbouring states

towards the target and the path with the lowest cost is selected. If the target is

caught by the assigned pursuer(s) on successful runs, then only these pursuers
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Figure 3.1: Optimisation with assignment strategies. Four black-shaded agents
move towards three white-shaded targets that are a) closest, b) with random
selection or c) with a given strategy.
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are re-assigned with the existing, not caught yet, targets. This give-a-hand

function helps other agents to chase and catch the remaining targets quicker.

The hypothesis is that the STMTA* increases performance and produces better

outcomes.

The implemented STMTA* and its variations are evaluated on standardised

commercial gaming grid-based benchmark maps. Therefore, in this chapter, the

main contribution is to evaluate the new method through the conduct of extensive

and comprehensive experiments that extend the work significantly, by providing:

• A detailed explanation of the algorithm with illustrated examples.

• A detailed description of the assignment strategy and existing criteria.

• A comprehensive set of experiments.

• An increase in the number of maps including benchmark environments from

the Baldur’s Gate video game [183].

• A variety of pursuer-to-target combinations for experimentation, where the

number of the pursuing agents ≥ targets.

• Different starting positions that help to evaluate the assignment strategy.

• Statistical analysis using Wilcoxon rank-sum test [203].

In the remaining parts of this chapter, Section 3.2 explains the assignment

strategies and the STMTA* algorithm. Section 3.3 evaluates the algorithms

empirically and provides the results of statistical tests. Section 3.4 concludes

with areas that are left for future work.

3.2 Problem Formulation

There are many search algorithms available for multiple agent scenarios, but only

a few can deal with multiple moving targets. Multiple agents need to navigate

cooperatively, rapidly capture the moving targets and avoid obstacles. To study

and evaluate the behaviour and the performance of multi-agent algorithms, the
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Figure 3.2: Position of 4 pursuing agents in the middle and 3 targets dispersed
on the walls on the AR0417SR map (Figure 2.1). The initial state (a), the states
after moving 5 steps for STMTA* (b) and PRA* (c). Black shades are non-
traversable states.

problem is formulated using the idea of outmanoeuvring and surrounding the

target [60]. The pursuing agent considers the position of the target at each time

step and recomputes its path to the new state of the target if the target has

moved otherwise it uses the previously computed path. The complexity of the

problem for multiple cooperative agents is known to be NP-hard [14].

The common feature of the search algorithms that have been discussed in

Chapter 2 is that their purpose is to get to the target as quickly as possible. In

contrast, STMTA* often creates pursuit scenarios where agents do not

necessarily take the shortest path but move in such a way that the target is

trapped and outmanoeuvred. Firstly, at the initial state, before any moves
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start, the assignment strategy algorithm allocates targets to agents after

evaluating all possible combinations according to the set criterion. Then, in the

next stage, once each pursuer is assigned a target to follow, the STMTA*

computes a path and distance towards the target from its adjacent

non-occupied neighbouring states. One of the actions (paths) that reach the

target fastest is selected. As this is not a deterministic step, pursuers may not

necessarily follow the same route towards the target even if they start from the

same position, as displayed in Figure 3.2(a). However, a common strategy is to

approach the closest target. For instance, the PRA* algorithm is one of them

which independently and without coordination moves to the target.

Unfortunately, all pursuers will follow the same target and leave the others free,

unlike in the STMTA*. Even after 5-time steps when all players have

repositioned and have new states. PRA* moves to the target at the top of the

map as it is the closest in the distance as seen in Figure 3.2(c), while in Figure

3.2(b) STMTA* spreads out its pursuers to chase the targets that are previously

assigned. This utilises resources for STMTA*. Another example that often

leads to situations where the pursuers approach a target from different

directions, leaving the target fewer or no opportunities to escape. For example,

in maps that have round, circle-shaped obstacles similar to Figure 3.4(a). PRA*

selects the same action for each agent, but STMTA* might select two different

routes (clockwise and anticlockwise). This is because of the randomness it uses

for its actions. Thus, targets are surrounded and trapped.

This study uses the PRA* algorithm as a baseline, and experiments are

conducted against the STMTA* algorithm with its two variations, the

Summation-cost criterion and Mixed-cost criterion. For the PRA* algorithm, a

pursuer is simply assigned to the target that it is closest to, and the rest of the

targets are pursued if the distance shortens. The performance is studied on

complex maps with multiple pursuing agents and targets that have various

starting positions.

For the statistical tests, the null hypothesis (H0) is that the PRA* algorithm

and the STMTA* algorithm have equal performance. It is aimed to refute it and

show that the performance of the STMTA* algorithm is better.
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Algorithm 1 Assignment Strategy Algorithm.

1: function assignTarget(target)
2: agents← getAllAgents();
3: targets← getAllTargets();
4: for each agents a do
5: for each targets t do
6: d← getDistanceCombinations(a, t);
7: end for
8: end for
9: if d is not empty then

10: c← computeAssignmentStrategy(d); ▷ get optimal combination
11: p← assignAll(c);
12: end if
13: return p;
14: end function

3.2.1 Assignment Strategies

The success of search algorithms is when an agent occupies the same location

as the target within a given time space and has a shorter distance. These types

of searches are easier if they involve one-to-one players or multiple agents to

one target. The problem becomes complex when the number of players increases.

The question arises of how searching agents know which target they need to chase

before making the first move.

Algorithm 1 outlines the assignment strategy steps for multiple pursuing

agents. The aim of the algorithm is to find the best possible combination for

pursuing agents out of all available combinations within the given strategy that

are computed between each agent and each target. The steps of the algorithm

are as follows: initially, in line 2 all agents, agents, and in line 3 all targets,

targets, are identified and placed in the lists. When all players are put in the

relevant lists, the distance is computed by looping through each target, t, for

each agent, a, to get the distance combination, d, at lines 4-8. If the computed

distance combinations are not empty for d at line 9, then the best combination,

c, at line 10 is selected based on the given assignment strategy (Summation-cost

or Mixed-cost). The computed c will be assigned to the agents at line 11 to

pursue relevant targets that return p at the final step in line 13. The
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assignment strategies, Summation-cost and Mixed-cost, are used in this study

and they are described in Section 2.5.2.

The algorithm results in a search for a path for a fixed number of pursuing

agents. Since the algorithm is run in the coupled stage, the complexity is analysed

where the runtime of each distance computation is in the worst-case exponential

in the number of pursuing agents. Computing the distance between an agent and

a target is the most time-consuming operation. Line 2 in Algorithm 1 calls a

function to loop through all players which then identifies the agents and appends

them to agents list. This operation requires n time. Similarly, line 3 calls a

function to identify the targets and appends them to the targets list with n

time. Lines 4-8 instruct two nested loops for agents and targets. Line 4 requires

k operations for the pursuing agents and line 5 requires l operations for the

targets. The total number of players is k × l. However, line 6 calls a function

to get the distance between an agent and a target that needs n times. Line 9

checks the condition and executes one time and then line 10 calls a function to

get the optimal combination with O(n) time complexity. Line 11 is an assignment

statement with one time. Therefore, the function in the worst-case makes the

time complexity of O(kln). Although getting a distance between a pursuer and

a target seems a straightforward computation, it can grow exponentially with

many combinations for multiple pursuers and it makes it impractical for larger

problems.

3.2.2 Strategy Multiple Target A*

As explained in Section 3.2.1, the algorithm starts by considering all possible

assignments of pursuers to targets and choosing one based on criteria such as

those described in Section 2.5.2. Then each pursuer computes the shortest path

towards the target using heuristic methods. The common way is to compute

the path from the current position but the STMTA* algorithm computes from

its non-blocked neighbouring positions separately, and one of the paths with

minimal distance becomes the route to take. Although the targets move away,

the pursuers keep re-computing a path at each time step and thus chase their

assigned targets until the capture or timeout. On successful runs when the target
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Algorithm 2 Strategy Multiple Target A*.

1: function getPathForStrategy()
2: assignedTarget← assignTarget(target);
3: p← currentpursuerstate;
4: t← currentassignedTargetstate;
5: get all neighbours list for p;
6: min distance← max(); ▷ max integer
7: if neighbours list > 1 then
8: for each neighbours list n do
9: compute distance d at position n;

10: if d < min distance then
11: min distance = d;
12: best action← n;
13: end if
14: end for
15: else
16: best action← neighbours list[0];
17: end if
18: return best action;
19: end function

is captured by one or more pursuers, instead of computing new assignments for all

pursuers, the algorithm re-assigns only for these pursuers, which is sub-optimal

but comparatively quick.

The pursuing agents have full knowledge of the map. Since the assignment

or re-assignment is done from a global perspective rather than by individual

agents, this is equivalent to a scenario where agents can communicate without

noise, delays, or bandwidth limits. For STMTA*, the number of pursuers, m, and

the number of targets, n, do not have to match, the scenarios for experimental

tests were based on m ≥ n such that no target would be left unassigned. In

those situations where the agent is left without a target assigned, the algorithm

re-runs the assingTarget() function from the Assignment Strategy algorithm and

provides a new target that has still not been caught by the other pursuing agents.

Algorithm 2 displays the pseudo-code of STMTA*.

The function getPathForStrategy() finds the best possible move for the

STMTA* algorithm. It starts with assigning the target at line 2 that was
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Figure 3.3: Pursuing agent A2 towards a target T1 on a 2-D map for (a) an
orthogonal distance cost and (b) a diagonal distance cost.

identified using Algorithm 1. Lines 3 and 4 set the position p and t for each

player, the pursuer and the target respectively. If the neighbours p' of p are

traversable and there are no obstacles, they are inserted into the neighbours list

at line 5. This is also the list of possible actions. If the number of actions is one,

then it is the best action, line 16, else the actions are more than one. Starting

from line 7, the algorithm loops through neighbours list to find the shortest

distance d towards t. The heuristic search algorithm A* is used to compute d at

line 9, and it is compared with other p' within lines 10-13. The best action for p

is the p' with the lowest value, line 12.

The experiments in this study use the Manhattan distance, but it is possible

to use a diagonal distance. To illustrate this, Figure 3.3 displays orthogonal

neighbours with distance costs of 1 and diagonal neighbours with a distance

cost of
√
2. From the position of pursuer A2 towards target T1, there are two

neighbouring states that are added to the neighbours list at step 5 of Algorithm

2. The possible actions (routes) with 5 steps from position A2' and 6 steps

from position A2'' are displayed with arrows towards the target as shown in

Figure 3.3(a). But Figure 3.3(b) has got three neighbouring states with additional

diagonal movement and the possible actions with a cost of 4.8 from position A2',
5.4 from position A2'' and 4.4 steps from position A2'''. The best action for

the orthogonal distance is 5 steps from the neighbouring position A2', and the
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Figure 3.4: Sample maps used in the experiments, (a) round circle-shaped
RoundTable39x39 and (b) benchmarked AR0527SR from Baldur’s Gate video
game.

best action for the diagonal distance is 4.4 steps from the neighbouring position

A2'''.
Although the time complexity of Algorithm 1 depends on the number of

pursuers, Algorithm 2 finds a path per pursuer where the planning is individual

and there is no need to interact with other pursuers. Lines 2, 3, 4 and 6 are the

assignment statements that generate one time. The pursuer has its state and

four neighbouring positions, thus line 5 executes five times if not blocked. Line

7 checks the condition of whether there are more traversable neighbouring

positions for the pursuer which requires one time, and then the algorithm

performs a loop to find the shortest distance in line 8 with k time requirement.

Similarly, lines 9 to 12 require k times of operations. Line 16 is an assignment

operation that executes one time. The time complexity of the algorithm is

O(k). However, if the distance is computed using the A* algorithm and its time

complexity is O(bd) where b is the branching factor and d is the depth of the

solution [84]. Moreover, the difficulty of the map and the length of the path

have a proportional effect on the complexity [204].

It is possible to use other parameters such as different speeds for players.
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For example, MTS [131], Moving Target D* Lite [80], Incremental ARA* [113]

and some other algorithms are successful in solving the problem if the target

occasionally misses a turn. The empirical evaluation section demonstrates that it

is possible to combine forces and trap targets while maintaining the same speed

for all players, which makes the algorithm more powerful. The method might

be slower overall (because of the overhead of computing assignment strategies)

in comparison to “rush-in” methods, but it demonstrates a higher chance of

being successful, i.e., catching all targets. STMTA* is capable of surrounding the

target unless it ends in a deadlock or runs out of time steps in the scenarios where

round circle routes exist, as shown in Figure 3.4(a). Therefore, to evaluate the

algorithms in various scenarios and proceed with similar environment settings

from the previous studies [60, 171], the experiments included purposely-made

maps only in this Chapter 3 where the details of maps are displayed in Table 2.3.

3.3 Empirical Evaluation

Empirical results are presented in this section to demonstrate the efficiency of

the proposed new STMTA* algorithms. First, the setup for the experiments is

described, and then, the measurement of pathfinding cost for the solutions and

the performance success is explained. Finally, the results are tested for statistical

significance.

3.3.1 Experimental Setup

The general setup of experiments such as the map environment, player

combinations, the movement direction of players, the cost of moves, the number

of test runs for each configuration and the total number of individual tests as

well as the computer settings are detailed in Section 2.5.3.

The performance of STMTA* with two criteria, Summation-cost and Mixed-

cost, is tested and compared to the previous approach, the PRA* algorithm which

has been used in the literature often [141]. PRA* uses a greedy approach that

loops through all players and assigns a target with the closest distance, and not

all targets might be chased, as some targets could be positioned at a further
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distance than others for all pursuers. A similar situation is depicted in Figure

3.2. By using abstractions of search spaces, PRA* is quicker than A*.

The targets are not allocated to the pursuers in advance, instead, each agent

algorithm identifies its target to follow. PRA* selects targets based on their

nearby position on the map, whereas STMTA* assigns all targets to all pursuing

agents using the assignment strategy algorithm, either the Summation-cost or

the Mixed-cost criterion. The targets use the SF algorithm to avoid capture from

the pursuing agents and a detailed description is in Section 2.4.

Figure 3.4 illustrates only two out of ten sample maps that are used to evaluate

the performance of algorithms with different ratios of pursuers and targets and

different starting positions. The combination of players can be seen in Table 3.1.

There are four different starting positions, and all players are located at

randomly selected positions on the maps. The first starting positions, state1, for

the pursuing agents are on the right bottom corner, similar to previous

experiments [29] on Figure 3.4(a), and the targets’ positions are further away on

the left side of the map. Pursuing agents and targets are aggregated in one

position in the first test run [60]. All other starting positions, staten, are

Table 3.1: The pathfinding cost (number of steps), lower is better, and
success rate (%), higher is better, are displayed for each algorithm with player
combinations on each row.

Player Combinations

(Pursuer vs Target)

PRA*
STMTA*

Summation-cost Mixed-cost

Number

of steps

Success

Rate

Number

of steps

Success

Rate

Number

of steps

Success

Rate

3 vs 2 79.52 88.63% 69.87 96.58% 66.76 97.50%

3 vs 3 116.89 82.22% 80.34 97.83% 80.53 97.47%

4 vs 2 84.69 87.46% 48.82 99.30% 47.4 99.63%

4 vs 3 94.79 85.64% 74.54 98.11% 73.35 98.50%

5 vs 2 88.41 86.25% 49.28 99.38% 49.97 99.46%

5 vs 3 79.36 89.86% 53.54 99.50% 51.4 99.61%

Average: 90.61 86.68% 62.73 98.45% 61.57 98.69%
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dispersed and positioned as far away as possible or next to the map walls. The

similar positioning is applied for all players, pursuers and targets, on all maps.

These positions provide a diverse set of scenarios where the behaviour and

performance of the algorithms can be observed.

3.3.2 Experimental Results

Performance analysis is conducted with respect to two key indicators; (i) the

pathfinding cost is the number of steps taken before capturing all targets for

successful runs, or the number of time steps until timeout for unsuccessful runs,

and (ii) its success rate. Both measurements are averaged considering all pursuers.

To evaluate the overall performance of the algorithms, the comparison table is

displayed in Table 3.1 grouped by the number of pursuing agents against targets.

During the experiments, success for the pursuing agents is achieved when at

least one pursuer reaches each target and occupies the same state as that target

on the map. The 100% success is measured when all targets are captured. The

pursuing agents cannot always reach the target before the timeout. But in all

cases, a lower number of steps indicates a more successful algorithm.

The experimental results are run on ten different maps described in Section

2.5.3 and each row in Table 3.1 is the mean taken per player combination. It

can be seen from the results that both variations of STMTA* manage to reach

the targets quicker, i.e., with less pathfinding cost and have a better success rate

compared with PRA*. The Mixed-cost criterion was previously reported that it

is overall the best [53], and the results displayed in Table 3.1 support that.

When the difference of success rate is taken in each row for player combinations

in Table 3.1, then the lowest is 8% for 3 vs 2 and the highest is approximately

16% for 3 vs 3 is seen when the Summation-cost criterion is employed. Although

STMTA* Summation-cost has slightly better success rates in the 3 vs 3 and 5

vs 2 player combinations, this is because STMTA* Mixed-cost missed the target

and went to timeout on a few occasions on various maps, but the time steps mean

shows better results.

Comparing scenarios with different pursuing agent combinations shows that,

as expected, when the number of pursuing agents increases, the pathfinding cost
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Figure 3.5: The pathfinding cost mean per pursuing agent combination for all
algorithms.

tends to decrease, as illustrated in Figure 3.5, and the success of catching the

targets tends to increase, see Figure 3.6.

Even though the results in Table 3.1 indicate that the STMTA* algorithm

with its two variations has an overall success rate of over 98%, it performs weaker

on round circle maps in comparison with other maps, but it still outperforms the

PRA* algorithm which has 86%.

For example, the RoundTable39x39 map (see Figure 3.4(a)) is used, where

the obstacles are shaped as a round table and players navigate by circling

around it. Figure 3.7 illustrates the results for all player combinations for this

map environment. There are two results displayed, the top half is a line chart

for success rate and the lower part is for a number of steps using the bar chart.

The maximum success rate for the PRA* algorithm is 75% and it performs

worst in 3 vs 3 player combination with 58%. The reason is that PRA* rushes

in towards the target and keeps chasing it, as all agents use the same speed, it

hopes that the target makes a mistake by turning in the wrong direction,

otherwise they loop continuously until timeout. This has been the main issue

for PRA*. On the other hand, the STMTA* algorithm is more successful

because the pursuers approach the target from different directions. The
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Figure 3.6: The success rate mean per pursuing agent combination for all
algorithms.

difference in the number of steps is displayed on bar charts. The performance of

PRA* is similar against agent combinations when two targets are present but

shows significant change with three targets when the pursuers increment. Only

in 3 vs 2 player combination, PRA* performs noticeably well against STMTA*

Summation-cost but still demonstrates poorer results in all other test runs. In

contrast, the success rate of STMTA* with both variations is higher, and there

are fewer steps until targets are caught.

PRA* displays similar lower results on other maps too. The success rate is

79.6% on a smaller RoundTable09x09 map and 72.3% on the MTS2 map and

it has the worst performance on the Empty30x30 map with 43.1%, whereas the

STMTA* algorithm has over 94% of success for the RoundTable09x09 and the

MTS2 maps. The environment without any obstacles, the Empty30x30 map, has

a success rate of 100% for STMTA*. The STMTA* Mixed-cost demonstrates

overall the best results.

Despite the fact that STMTA* was successful in most of the test runs, it

displayed a drop in relative performance on the AR0407SR and AR0528SR maps.

All three algorithms have a 100% of success rate but PRA* was slightly quicker

to catch the targets on these map environments.

Next, statistical tests are used on the pathfinding costs to find out which of
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Figure 3.7: The performance analysis of three algorithms on a RoundTable39x39
map, measuring the pathfinding cost (number of steps) and success rate.

the results are significantly different. The pathfinding costs are not normally

distributed; therefore, the statistical results are obtained using the Wilcoxon

rank-sum tests. The level of significance used is 0.05.

Table 3.2 provides a heat map for the values obtained from the statistical tests.

The table compares the p-values for each initial starting position for PRA* with

STMTA* Summation-cost (left column) and for PRA* with STMTA* Mixed-cost

(right column) algorithms. State1 is the aggregated and staten, n >1, are the

dispersed positions for pursuers.

From this table, the majority of the results display statistically significant

differences. Most of the state1 aggregated positions show significance, in

contrast to staten dispersed positions. What stands out in the table is a

significant difference in round table maps (RoundTable09x09 and
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Table 3.2: The statistical analysis is used between PRA* and STMTA* algorithms
and the p-value obtained using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The results are
grouped by the starting position for each test run on all maps and player
combinations. The p-values below 0.05 have no shades.

State1 State2 State3 State4 State1 State2 State3 State4

RoundTable09x09 3.8E-08 2.4E-08 0.3438 4.5E-13 3.6E-08 9.8E-11 0.4733 4.5E-13

RoundTable39x39 0.0001 8.0E-10 4.0E-11 4.8E-10 1.3E-05 0.2028 1.7E-10 4.4E-09

MTS1 0.0341 0.0007 0.0002 0.0017 0.0323 0.0021 0.0002 0.0002

MTS2 8.8E-07 1.7E-12 6.9E-12 9.3E-13 1.7E-08 4.5E-11 4.6E-11 7.4E-13

Empty30x30 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 NA 1.3E-08 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 1.6E-09 1.2E-10

AR0407SR 0.4486 0.01293 6.4E-09 0.1217 0.0245 0.0449 0.1416 0.0002

AR0417SR 0.0001 7.9E-07 0.1582 3.8E-09 0.0030 3.0E-06 0.1296 5.8E-10

AR0527SR 0.2136 6.7E-06 0.6565 0.0143 0.9646 2.8E-05 0.6890 0.6461

AR0528SR 4.7E-05 4.0E-05 2.2E-08 0.0040 4.0E-07 1.2E-10 1.0E-08 0.0023

AR0707SR 0.0164 9.9E-09 0.1689 2.7E-08 9.2E-05 8.3E-11 0.0273 5.3E-06

RoundTable09x09 7.2E-13 9.7E-13 0.4602 0.0004 4.0E-11 1.0E-12 0.7587 0.0076

RoundTable39x39 6.1E-14 0.0005 0.0195 5.7E-12 4.9E-13 0.0013 0.0112 2.3E-11

MTS1 1.1E-12 0.0175 4.8E-05 2.2E-05 1.1E-12 0.0054 2.8E-06 0.0020

MTS2 0.0110 1.3E-08 0.8155 5.8E-10 0.3337 1.1E-12 0.9701 2.0E-11

Empty30x30 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 9.9E-13 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 8.3E-13 1.2E-12

AR0407SR 0.0270 0.2863 7.6E-05 7.7E-05 0.0070 0.9409 3.4E-06 0.0004

AR0417SR 1.9E-07 0.0209 1.5E-06 0.3286 9.3E-05 0.6252 0.0073 0.5385

AR0527SR 0.0368 0.0123 0.6198 0.7058 0.1386 0.0079 0.7956 0.0944

AR0528SR 2.1E-07 1.5E-11 2.7E-07 0.0934 4.2E-08 3.5E-08 9.1E-09 0.0670

AR0707SR 0.0100 0.0007 0.5655 0.5004 0.0011 0.0031 0.2841 0.7111

RoundTable09x09 3.8E-10 5.3E-12 0.0014 1.7E-14 3.9E-12 5.0E-12 0.0014 1.7E-14

RoundTable39x39 1.3E-10 1.2E-10 0.0001 0.0002 1.6E-11 1.2E-10 1.1E-05 1.5E-05

MTS1 0.0027 0.0002 1.3E-12 0.0034 0.0046 0.0212 1.3E-12 0.0008

MTS2 1.7E-14 1.2E-11 1.2E-11 1.6E-13 1.7E-14 1.5E-11 1.3E-11 2.4E-13

Empty30x30 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 NA 1.1E-12 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 NA 1.2E-12

AR0407SR 0.1508 0.8756 0.0307 1.2E-09 0.0179 0.0335 0.1162 3.9E-10

AR0417SR 0.0082 2.1E-07 0.0012 1.5E-07 0.0094 7.3E-06 0.0004 8.5E-07

AR0527SR 0.0210 3.4E-05 0.0145 1.2E-05 6.4E-05 0.0005 0.2149 3.8E-06

AR0528SR 7.4E-09 0.0007 0.3386 0.6420 3.5E-08 1.1E-05 0.0761 0.7902

AR0707SR 0.0280 1.6E-10 0.1048 2.6E-09 0.1892 5.0E-06 0.0073 5.0E-09

RoundTable09x09 1.2E-12 1.2E-11 4.2E-07 0.0262 2.0E-13 1.3E-11 2.0E-06 0.0413

RoundTable39x39 5.1E-11 0.0175 4.8E-10 0.2465 4.2E-12 0.0020 1.7E-08 0.9228

MTS1 4.6E-05 3.6E-05 2.6E-05 4.1E-06 0.0002 0.0731 0.0061 1.9E-10

MTS2 1 1.5E-07 1.7E-14 0.0044 0.6354 1.5E-07 1.7E-14 1

Empty30x30 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 9.2E-13 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 8.3E-13 1.2E-12

AR0407SR 0.0002 0.0006 0.7775 0.0010 0.0002 0.0431 0.2648 0.0007

AR0417SR 2.2E-06 0.0006 3.4E-07 0.0001 7.9E-07 1.3E-06 2.9E-07 0.0057

AR0527SR 0.0220 0.0902 0.1550 0.0071 0.0067 0.0079 0.0139 0.0007

AR0528SR 1.0E-07 1.6E-05 0.6879 2.3E-05 1.2E-08 2.1E-05 0.4611 0.0008

AR0707SR 0.0212 9.0E-06 0.0514 2.8E-07 0.0911 7.1E-07 0.7865 0.2071

RoundTable09x09 2.4E-10 1.7E-14 3.4E-07 2.4E-13 6.4E-13 1.7E-14 3.4E-07 4.5E-13

RoundTable39x39 1.5E-11 0.0001 1.5E-08 1.5E-12 5.3E-11 0.0005 3.6E-08 3.0E-12

MTS1 0.3716 0.6348 1.2E-09 0.0425 0.3889 1 1.6E-12 4.5E-08

MTS2 3.4E-13 4.0E-08 4.1E-08 9.0E-13 2.9E-13 5.5E-07 4.1E-06 9.4E-13

Empty30x30 1.2E-12 1.1E-12 3.8E-08 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 1.1E-12 1.2E-07 1.2E-12

AR0407SR 0.0136 0.0004 0.9466 2.4E-08 1.7E-05 7.0E-05 0.3337 1.2E-07

AR0417SR 2.1E-06 1.9E-08 3.0E-07 4.8E-08 0.0004 7.2E-08 1.2E-06 7.4E-09

AR0527SR 0.1525 0.1258 0.2946 3.7E-07 5.0E-05 0.0307 0.1468 2.0E-06

AR0528SR 2.7E-06 9.1E-06 0.0015 3.3E-08 3.1E-06 1.1E-09 0.0009 5.5E-05

AR0707SR 0.0427 6.4E-10 0.4266 4.5E-10 0.4804 6.9E-07 0.0256 6.6E-09

RoundTable09x09 1.6E-13 0.6012 0.0007 2.8E-12 1.5E-12 1.2E-06 2.8E-05 2.2E-12

RoundTable39x39 4.1E-12 0.0769 1.0E-07 1.4E-11 4.2E-12 0.9285 5.3E-09 1.6E-10

MTS1 7.0E-11 0.9941 2.4E-05 1.7E-08 9.1E-12 0.7104 0.0760 0.0002

MTS2 1.2E-07 1.3E-08 3.8E-08 4.6E-13 1.7E-09 5.4E-07 9.3E-13 4.4E-13

Empty30x30 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 0.0003 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 1.2E-12 NA 1.2E-12

AR0407SR 0.0168 0.0195 3.4E-11 0.9881 2.3E-05 3.1E-07 1.7E-08 0.9468

AR0417SR 5.0E-08 8.7E-12 0.0003 1.9E-07 3.2E-08 6.0E-12 6.5E-05 2.0E-07

AR0527SR 0.0634 0.6705 0.1057 9.9E-12 0.8459 0.6607 0.3968 9.6E-12

AR0528SR 7.5E-06 1.3E-07 0.0799 8.6E-05 2.4E-05 3.2E-08 0.0282 0.0007

AR0707SR 0.6190 6.5E-08 0.9270 0.0005 0.0035 1.7E-08 0.6007 1.3E-07

5 Pursuers
 vs 

2 Targets

5 Pursuers 
vs 

3 Targets

Maps
Players 

configuration

p-value: PRA* vs STMTA* summation cost p-value: PRA* vs STMTA*mixed cost

3 Pursuers 
vs 

2 Targets

3 Pursuers 
vs 

3 Targets

4 Pursuers 
vs 

2 Targets

4 Pursuers
 vs 

3 Targets
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RoundTable39x39) at state1. If the experimental results produce the same

number of steps for all test runs, then the Wilcoxon rank-sum Test returns

nothing for p-value as displayed for the state3 position on the Empty30x30 map.

Overall, most of the results are significantly different, while the exceptions are

not distributed very regularly.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the new STMTA* algorithm is proposed to find the solution

for multiple pursuers in a dynamic environment while chasing multiple moving

targets. The presented algorithm is divided into two approaches, coupled and

decoupled. The coupled approach coordinates all pursuers to find the combination

using the assignment strategy algorithm which runs all possible pursuer-to-target

combinations at the initial position using the given criteria, and the optimal

combination is selected that assigns one target to each pursuer. In the decoupled

approach, the pursuers independently compute their path towards the moving

target at each time step.

The STMTA* algorithm has been investigated more thoroughly in this

thesis on multi-agent and multi-target scenarios using benchmark environments.

Detailed experiments were carried out using ten purposely made and

commercial gaming benchmark testbeds with six different player combinations.

During these experiments, the number of steps and success rate were measured,

and for statistical analysis, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test was applied. This study

has established that the proposed algorithm captures targets quicker and

produces a higher rate of success, approximately by 16%, in scenarios with

multiple moving targets. This algorithm, therefore, provides a useful approach

in dealing with scenarios where multiple moving targets are present.
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Chapter 4

Multi-Agent Path Planning

Approach Using Assignment

Strategy Variations in Pursuit of

Moving Targets

4.1 Introduction

A simple strategy to find a low-cost distance towards the target and move to its

position can promise a capture if the speed of agents is faster than the target.

An example is the real-time strategy video game, Company of Heroes, where a

team of soldiers move quicker [60]. In an environment with multiple players, the

search for the path from agents toward the targets is more complex and requires

well-thought, rigorous task planning. The most straightforward solution for the

agents is to follow the nearest target, however, it might not be the best option in

the presence of multiple targets. Figure 4.1 is an example where pursuing agents

will follow only Target1 as it is the closest among all other targets. If all agents

choose to follow the target that is closest in the distance, then targets that are

not chased can affect the total cost, success, and runtime. The challenge increases

when the targets are not stationary, and their number increments.

Multiple agents can benefit from two stages, the combination of coupled and
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Figure 4.1: A possible scenario where one target is positioned closer than others.
Target1 is chased if the strategy for the pursuers is to follow the closest target.

Figure 4.2: Two stages for multiple agents, first planning the task with the best
combination and then navigating each agent independently towards the targets.

decoupled pathfinding algorithms, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. The assignment

strategy algorithm with the given criterion initially computes all possible

combinations for all pursuers in the task planning stage. The combination with

the lowest value gets all targets assigned to the pursuers, before the move, and

none of the pursuing agents should be idle. Once the targets are assigned, the

next stage starts, where all pursuers search their path independently and

navigate themselves towards the moving targets using heuristic algorithms.
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Pathfinding problem variation and complexity depend on the map

environments, the existence of obstacles, a target being able to move or wait

until the rescue arrives [26], the number of players and the combination of these.

There are many search algorithms that use the classical and standard scenario,

where a single agent’s goal is to find the shortest path; for example, the A*

algorithm is a well-known solution to many applications, as are MTS, D*Lite,

RTAA* or Abstraction MTS to name a few. Moreover, these issues have been

extended to PAMT or MAPF [51] problem scenarios. The problem of multiple

agents is known to be an NP-hard to solve optimally [14, 199]. Alongside this

consider a scenario where five pursuing agents are present, their adjacent states

are not occupied, and each agent can make a move in orthogonal directions.

The possible joint actions at a one-time step are equal to 45 = 1024 [24].

One of the alternating approaches to solve pathfinding problems for multiple

pursuers is to use an assignment strategy algorithm prior to navigating towards

the targets. The distance measures pose a very high impact on the performance

level of the strategy, while an efficient measure would help the agents fast

approach the targets. The study in this chapter investigates more effective

distance measures encompassing multiple criteria. A variety of cost functions

have been considered in this study to ascertain the efficiency of each proposed

composite criterion subject to various environmental configurations. Twin-cost,

Cover-cost and Weighted-cost criteria are investigated in this chapter. It is

found that these criteria are more efficient than the existing best-known

criterion, which has been commonly used in the literature.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.2, the proposed

methods for assignment strategies are presented in the context of multi-agent

algorithms and Section 4.3 follows with a description of the experimental setup

and a discussion of the analysis. Finally, Section 4.4 draws conclusions from the

results obtained.

4.2 Proposed Assignment Strategies

One possible solution to coordinate multiple pursuing agents is to consider the

assignment strategy algorithm which is introduced in Section 1.1.3. The
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Algorithm 3 Twin-cost Algorithm.

1: function computeAssignmentStrategy(combinations)
Input: DistancesSum and MaxDistance
2: m←DistancesSum;
3: n←MaxDistance;
4: for each n do
5: ct ← m× n;
6: end for
7: return ct;
8: end function

pursuers are composed as one entity and a task is delivered that helps to

navigate towards the targets quicker and capture them for a successful outcome.

Existing assignment strategies, such as Summation-cost and Makespan-cost, are

detailed in Section 2.5.2. New proposed methods for the assignment strategy

algorithms are introduced in this section. First, Twin-cost and Weighted-cost

are presented that use distance for their criteria. Then, it follows to introduce

the Cover-cost assignment strategy approach which uses an area of coverage for

computing an optimal solution.

Except for the Cover-cost criterion, all existing and new proposed

assignment strategies use distance as their measurement. Table 4.1 displays 3

pursuing agents versus 3 targets and all possible six combinations are listed.

The Distance column is measured while pursuing agents and targets are

stationary at the initial position. Column for DistancesSum is the sum of all

distances while column MaxDistance is the maximum distance in each

combination, which at the same time represent Summation-cost and

Makespan-cost, respectively. The results for Twin-cost and Weighted-cost

criteria are described in the sections below.

4.2.1 Twin-cost

Similar to the Summation-cost and Makespan-cost criteria as described in Section

2.5.2, the Twin-cost criterion uses distance cost to obtain the best value for its new

assignment strategy. The equation for the Twin-cost criterion is the product cost

that uses the values that were computed for the Summation-cost, DistancesSum,
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and the Makespan-cost, MaxDistance from Table 4.1. The result of this product,

DistancesSum times MaxDistance, is the cost for each combination. In situations

where the combination costs are equal, then the average of DistancesSum and

MaxDistance is taken. The equation for Twin-cost, ct, is:

ct = DistancesSum×MaxDistance (4.1)

Algorithm 3 is the pseudo-code for the Twin-cost criterion. When the Algorithm

1 in Section 3.2.1 calls the function computeAssignmentStrategy() on line 10,

then Algorithm 3 with pre-computed DistancesSum and MaxDistance performs

Table 4.1: The sample scenario of 3 agents versus 3 targets and agents’ distance
towards the targets. There are six possible combinations, and each has the sum of
distances (DistancesSum) and maximum distance (MaxDistance). The Twin-cost
is DistancesSum times MaxDistance and Weighted-cost uses a parameter value
of 0.5 to DistancesSum and 0.5 to MaxDistance.

Combi- Agent to Distance DistancesSum MaxDistance Twin-cost Weighted-cost

nation Target 50/50

1

A1 → T1 8

39 16 624 27.5A2 → T2 15

A3 → T3 16

2

A1 → T2 4

37 17 629 27A2 → T1 17

A3 → T3 16

3

A1 → T2 4

40 22 880 31A2 → T3 22

A3 → T1 14

4

A1 → T1 8

41 22 902 31.5A2 → T3 22

A3 → T2 11

5

A1 → T3 20

48 20 960 34A2 → T1 17

A3 → T2 11

6

A1 → T3 20

49 20 980 34.5A2 → T2 15

A3 → T1 14
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the steps on lines 4-6 and returns, ct, the best result on line 7. Lines 2 and 3

are assignment operations, therefore they are required one time, however, line 4

is a loop that needs k operations. Line 5 is the statement inside the loop and it

requires the same k time. Since the algorithm has only one loop to run its results

for each combination, the frequency of the execution of the statement displays

the complexity of O(k).

Consider a case where only Combination4 and Combination6 from Table 4.1

are present. For the Makespan-cost criterion, the MaxDistance with the lowest

cost value of 20 would be the result. But, when the DistancesSum and

MaxDistance are multiplied, the results are 902 for Combination4 and 980 for

Combination6. Although Combination6 has a lower MaxDistance and it is the

best choice for the Makespan-cost criterion, in multiplication Combination4 has

a better result. Therefore, for the cost of two-time steps, the optimal choice is

Combination4 with respect to the Twin-cost criterion.

In the situations, when there is a tie-breaker needed, then the average of

DistancesSum and MaxDistance is taken. Imagine a conflicting result where the

first combination has 20 steps for DistancesSum and 9 steps for MaxDistance

while the second combination has 30 steps for DistancesSum and 6 steps

MaxDistance. Now it is clear that the product of both combinations returns the

same result of 180 steps for the Twin-cost criterion. However the average of

DistancesSum and MaxDistance in the first combination is 14.5 and in the

second combination is 18. Therefore, the first combination returns the results.

4.2.2 Weighted-cost

This is the criterion relevant to the problems where both DistancesSum and

MaxDistance costs need to be considered. When all distances are computed and

their combination values are obtained for each agent, then the Weighted-cost

criterion allocates predefined weight values for both DistancesSum and

MaxDistance depending on the ratios provided by the assignment strategy. For

instance, it is possible to allocate w1 = 0.25 and w2 = 0.75, where the total of

w1 and w2 is equal to one. The equation for the Weighted-cost criterion, cw, is:
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Algorithm 4 Weighted-cost Algorithm.

1: function computeAssignmentStrategy(combinations)
Input: DistancesSum and MaxDistance
2: initialise w1 and w2 ▷ w is a weight parameter
3: m←DistancesSum;
4: n←MaxDistance;
5: for each n do
6: cw ← (m× w1) + (n× w2);
7: end for
8: return cw;
9: end function

cw = (DistancesSum× w1) + (MaxDistance× w2) (4.2)

The overview of the Weighted-cost criterion approach is presented in Algorithm

4. The pseudo-code provides the steps to compute the best assignment strategy

for agents based on the weight inputs on line 2. The equation on line 6 returns

the values which are compared to get the lowest result for this criterion. Similar

to Twin-cost, this criterion requires two operations with one time in lines 3 and

4. Then it iterates the loop for k times at line 5, and so does the statement in

line 6. Thus the complexity is processed in O(k).

One example can be a taxi driver who has a plan to drive fast to get to the goal

destination quicker, the Makespan-cost criterion, but needs to consider shorter

routes to get there at the same time, the Summation-cost criterion. Another

example to compute the cost of equal ratio 50/50 is shown in Table 4.1 where it

displays the results for the Weighted-cost criterion with 0.5 for DistancesSum and

0.5 MaxDistance in the last column. In contrast to the Makespan-cost criterion

(MaxDistance), where the results show that Combination1 is the best option, the

Weighted-cost criterion displays slightly better results for Combination2.

4.2.3 Cover-cost

All previous criteria, existing ones, the new Twin-cost criterion and the Weighted-

cost criterion use a distance to compute the best assignment strategy for the

multiple agents. This Cover-cost criterion proposes a different approach which
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Algorithm 5 Cover-cost Algorithm.

1: function computeAssignmentStrategy(combinations)
2: compute state to cover ▷ labels ”covered”
3: mark state as agent covered
4: get costValue for marked states
5: append costValue to coverCost list
6: for each coverCost c do
7: cc ← max(c); ▷ gets maximum combination cover cost
8: end for
9: return cc;

10: end function

is not to use the cost of distances, but instead, use the area of coverage. Each

pursuer, while idle, before the test run starts, expands all possible states before

it successfully reaches the target at the current position. Then each expanded

state on the map is marked as “covered” for the pursuer and all other states are

“uncovered” if not an obstacle. This is similar to the expansion of the states in

the breadth-first search algorithm [205] or the Dijkstra algorithm [206]. When

these areas are computed, every pursuer’s covered area value is averaged per

combination, and the combination with maximum coverage area is the optimal

combination to assign targets to the pursuers.

The Cover-cost Algorithm 5 gives the pseudo-code for these steps. Similar to

Table 4.2: The scenario of two pursuing agents, An, versus two targets, Tn,
and the individual expanded states that are labelled “covered” by the pursuers
towards the targets on the AR0509SR gaming map. There are two possible
combinations, and each has a percentage of covered area (CoveredArea), and the
results are averaged within the combination (CombinationCoverage).

Combination
Agent to Covered Number CoveredArea Combination-

Target of States Coverage

1
A1 → T1 274 18.2%

18.4%
A2 → T2 279 18.6%

2
A1 → T2 490 32.6%

39.5%
A2 → T1 696 46.3%
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Figure 4.3: A benchmarked AR0509SR map from Baldur’s Gate video game.
There are two pursuing agents and two targets dispersed on the map.

the previous criteria, when Algorithm 1 calls the function on line 10,

computeAssignmentStrategy(), then Algorithm 5 returns the optimal result from

all possible combinations. First, it computes all available states for each pursuer

in line 2 and marks each state as it is covered by this pursuing agent in line 3.

Then, in line 4, the percentage of covered areas is computed and added to the

list in line 5. To return the final output, lines 6-8 loop through the list and

provide the maximum coverage.

The time complexity of Algorithm 5 is analysed. Line 2 is the expansion of

the states which has a linear complexity [60] and requires k times. Similarly,

lines 3 and 4 need k time and line 5 is the statement that generates one time.

However, line 6 is the loop that does not compute distance, instead focusing on

the covered area which requires k times. The assignment statement inside the

loop, in line 7, needs k times, too. Therefore, the Covered-cost criterion displays
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the same complexity of O(k) as the Twin-cost and the Weighted-cost criteria.

Table 2.5.3 in Section 2.5.3 details map environments and displays the total

number of empty states to expand for each map in the Empty States to Expand

column. For instance, the AR0509SR map illustrated in Figure 4.3 contains 1503

empty states and has 4 players (2 pursuing agents vs 2 targets). Table 4.2 displays

possible two combinations for these two pursuers. The table contains the sum of

all states that are labelled “covered”, Covered Number of States, for each pursuer

(An,Tn). The CoveredArea is the percentage of the states on the map, that is

Covered Number of States divided by the total of empty states Empty States to

Expand. This results in the equation:

CoveredArea =
Covered Number of States× 100%

Empty States to Expand
(4.3)

The last CombinationCoverage column is the average for each combination. The

combination with the highest CombinationCoverage percentage is assigned to the

pursuers. Combination2 has the highest value in this instance, and hence it is

chosen over Combination1.

4.3 Experimentation and Discussion

This section contains empirical results for the existing and proposed approaches.

The experimental setup is described first and followed by performance results for

the proposed new methods.

4.3.1 Experimental Setup

The general setup of experiments such as the map environment, player

combinations, the movement direction of players, the cost of moves, the number

of test runs for each configuration and the total number of individual tests as

well as the computer settings are detailed in Section 2.5.3.

All new assignment strategy approaches are compared against the existing

overall best assignment strategy, the Mixed-cost criterion. The Twin-cost or the

Cover-cost criteria do not take any parameters, however, the Weighted-cost

criterion employs pre-defined weight parameters. For the experiments in this
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study, the ratio of 75/25, 25/75 and 50/50 was used for DistancesSum and

MaxDistance, respectively. In the first setting for the ratios, the strategy

considers more weight on the DistancesSum than the MaxDistance, while the

second setting is the opposite strategy where the MaxDistance considers more

weight than the DistancesSum. The third setting considers the equal weight

strategy for both values. These weight parameters are analysed to compute the

best possible combination for pursuing agents.

The pursuing agents use the STMTA* algorithm and the targets use the SF

algorithm. The initial scenario is configured with 4 vs 2. The number of players

is increased by 1 for each side in the next combination.

There are five different starting positions for agents and targets. The first

starting position is the same state for agents and at a far distance, it is the same

state for targets. The second starting position is to locate all agents in the centre

of the map, if possible and spread the targets around the corners of the map.

The position of agents on other sets was randomly selected on the opposite side

of each other.

4.3.2 Performance Analysis

The results are presented as a comparison of assignment strategies for multiple

agents. Performance measures the average number of steps travelled for all agents

on a single map and the success of completeness of the path. The timeouts are

excluded from the results, instead, the percentage of the hit rate is provided.

The results are compared for Mixed-cost, Twin-cost, Cover-cost and Weighted-

cost criteria.

The evaluation of assignment strategies and their comparison is displayed in

Table 4.3. The means represent the number of steps travelled for each test set

and the hit rate indicates the percentage of successful runs, meaning at least one

of the agents occupying the state of the targets before the timeout. At the bottom

of the table, the results are averaged for all maps. Although there is not a big

difference, the Cover-cost and the Twin-cost criteria perform slightly better in

the 4 pursuers vs 2 targets (4 vs 2) scenario and only Twin-cost shows positive

results for the 5 pursuers vs 3 targets (5 vs 3) scenario.
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In Table 4.3 the results show that the Mixed-cost criterion has been

outperformed in every case on each map. The overall means for the number of

steps travelled display that the Weighted-cost criterion is successful with the

lowest results, although with a different set of parameters for each scenario,

Weighted-cost 75/25 on 4 vs 2 and Weighted-cost 25/75 on 5 vs 3.

Table 4.3: The means for the number of steps travelled, the ratio of successful
test runs and their standard deviations for all maps in all configuration settings.
The bottom of the table is the average results of all maps.

4 pursuers vs 2 targets 5 pursuers vs 3 targets

Mixed-

cost

Twin-

cost

Cover-

cost

Weighted-

cost 75/25

Weighted-

cost 25/75

Weighted-

cost 50/50

Mixed-

cost

Twin-

cost

Cover-

cost

Weighted-

cost 75/25

Weighted-

cost 25/75

Weighted-

cost 50/50

Map AR0302SR

Means 67.55 65.62 64.93 65.03 65.54 62.84 90.11 87.77 73.93 89.35 89.80 85.44

Std. dev. 9.66 10.35 5.38 9.66 9.95 9.20 14.41 12.35 10.56 12.85 15.42 15.84

Hit Rate 84% 87% 90% 80% 83% 83% 93% 92% 88% 94% 91% 91%

Map AR0304SR

Means 51.44 52.20 52.43 41.57 53.13 52.61 64.92 64.11 69.73 64.24 63.74 64.08

Std. dev. 4.21 5.05 5.46 4.54 4.96 4.52 8.05 7.21 5.77 7.31 6.42 6.69

Hit Rate 83% 84% 79% 79% 82% 83% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Map AR0313SR

Means 69.33 68.31 69.91 68.65 69.45 70.39 83.27 81.92 85.26 79.77 84.47 83.90

Std. dev. 14.65 13.09 10.15 12.61 14.21 12.63 17.65 14.19 15.87 17.09 14.13 14.40

Hit Rate 89% 87% 86% 91% 87% 91% 91% 94% 93% 92% 95% 95%

Map AR0417SR

Means 47.10 44.97 46.55 49.38 47.77 48.95 63.99 64.51 58.28 60.61 56.06 55.04

Std. dev. 14.39 8.91 15.65 11.33 9.71 12.27 24.22 37.50 19.68 22.23 20.65 17.15

Hit Rate 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Map AR0514SR

Means 49.27 48.47 43.08 49.39 48.81 47.23 46.57 48.12 49.03 46.11 45.28 45.79

Std. dev. 9.09 8.89 3.77 10.19 8.82 8.46 9.42 8.29 6.91 7.63 6.95 7.89

Hit Rate 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Map AR0528SR

Means 34.75 34.91 33.29 36.24 35.56 34.91 40.47 38.32 46.36 42.97 38.16 39.90

Std. dev. 7.26 7.45 2.69 7.41 7.50 7.30 11.09 9.44 6.58 10.81 7.92 6.80

Hit Rate 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Map AR0607SR

Means 80.78 83.14 83.82 78.00 82.88 84.95 65.42 65.30 80.83 73.91 65.55 71.78

Std. dev. 18.67 23.49 21.02 18.51 20.29 21.83 15.66 18.45 27.00 23.55 16.20 22.90

Hit Rate 83% 85% 91% 89% 88% 89% 99% 100% 93% 97% 99% 95%

Means of all 57.17 56.80 56.29 55.47 57.59 57.41 64.97 64.29 66.20 65.28 63.29 63.70

Std. dev. of all 11.13 11.03 9.16 10.61 10.78 10.89 14.36 15.35 13.20 14.49 12.53 13.10

Hit Rate of all 91% 92% 92% 91% 92% 92% 98% 98% 96% 98% 98% 97%
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Figure 4.4: The illustrated graphs display the number of steps mean for all
assignment strategy costs per map (a) and the success rate of completed test
runs per map (b).
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AR0302SR, AR0304SR, AR0313SR and AR0607SR maps are either larger in

dimensions or have more nodes to expand. These maps are more difficult to

navigate and provide lower rates of success, i.e., capturing the targets before the

timeout, see Figure 4.4(b). The results suggest that increasing the number of

agents from 4 to 5, increases the success rate and it never drops. The great

improvement is seen on maps: AR0304SR with an average hit rate from 82% to

100% and AR0607SR with an average hit rate from 87% to 97%, as depicted in

Figure 4.4(b). The graph illustrated in Figure 4.4(a) demonstrates the

improvement in the number of steps, averaged per map when compared with 4

vs 2 and 5 vs 3 players. More experiments with scenarios on 4 vs 3 and 5 vs 2

test combinations for each assignment strategy have been conducted, but due to

space limitations, and similarities in the outputs, the results are not outlined in

this study.

Standard deviation is taken as the third metric alongside means and hit rate

to indicate the spread of data with which the particular mean value is calculated.

The lower the standard deviation, the better the performance is. The results in

Table 4.3 show the standard deviation remains steady and helps differentiate the

performances from one another.

Overall, the experimental results show that the proposed new assignment

strategies help to succeed and in some individual cases improve by approximately

23% especially when themeans are the same. The reduction is seen in the number

of steps, even if the number of agents increases.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter has investigated and identified more new alternative methods for

assignment strategies in multi-agent scenarios in order to increase efficiency. The

proposed methods such as Twin-cost, Cover-cost and Weighted-cost criteria have

been experimented with, and performance analysis measures the number of steps

travelled and the success of completed test runs on grid-based gaming maps.

These findings highlight the potential usefulness of these methods and evaluate

the strengths and weaknesses during the experiments. It was suggested that

the use of the proposed criteria makes the algorithms more efficient than those
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currently used including the Mixed-cost criterion. The results suggest that the

Weighted-cost criteria depending on parameters have performed the best.
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Chapter 5

A Strategy-Based Algorithm for

Moving Targets in an

Environment with Multiple

Agents

5.1 Introduction

There has been a large amount of research on search algorithms for many years.

The study and development of search algorithms were based on the basic scenario

of a single agent that is tasked with finding a target or goal state on a graph

within minimal time. Each search algorithm has its own purpose and need.

Even in a simple, static environment, the pathfinding search algorithm faces

several challenges. In complex environments, more challenges arise. With various

assumptions of this single agent with a single target, the scenario can be relaxed,

leading to more difficult problems: there can be several pursuing agents that

need to coordinate their search, assigning strategy to the agents before following

targets, there can be multiple targets, all of which need to be caught, and targets

can move on the graph over time rather than be in a fixed position.

Besides a more standard pathfinding search for a single agent pursuing a

single target on a static map, the case could be complicated by an increase in the
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number of agents or dynamic changes in the environment. For example, in the

scenarios with moving targets, the target algorithms also play an essential role

in developing multi-agent scenarios, but they are less studied. The goal of such

algorithms is to evade capture as long as possible.

Consider a pursuit and evasion game, where players could be human or

computer-controlled. Other examples are video games such as Grand Theft

Auto and Need For Speed where both sides of players can be controlled by the

algorithms or a flight simulation application where computer-controlled targets

are needed to catch or shoot [207]. To make the game more interesting,

intriguing, and challenging, the targets need to behave intelligently. Therefore,

good target algorithms are an essential factor in improving the gaming

experience.

Target algorithms that exist usually have strategies such as maximising the

escaping distance [53], random movements to selected, unblocked positions to

evade the capturer [3] or, in a state-of-the-art approach called TrailMax,

maximising the survival time in the environment by considering the potential

moves of pursuing agents on each time step [78].

MAPF problems have been analysed in detail in the literature [170]. These

problems are known to be NP-hard [14]. An example of such a problem in a video

game is when all non-player agents need to navigate from a starting location to

the goal location on a conflict-free route in a static or dynamic environment [62].

Algorithms developed for moving, in other words escaping targets, can make the

empirical study of MAPF problems more meaningful, useful, and challenging.

Thus, how the existing ones can be improved? An algorithm is introduced based

on TrailMax that can be used for multiple moving targets to flee from multiple

agents in a dynamic environment. A good design of such an algorithm can help

targets to escape more intelligently, rationally and in a human-like manner.

This study considers more testing scenarios against more pursuer strategies,

target algorithms, benchmarked maps, player combinations and improving the

cost while the target expands pursuers’ nodes. Empirical evaluations report

different performance metrics, such as capture cost, success rate, computation

time and statistical analysis for the significance of the findings.

In the remaining parts of this chapter, Section 5.2 describes the new approach
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to the problem. Empirical comparisons are described in the subsequent Section

5.3 which follows the discussion in Section 5.4 and the conclusion is derived in

Section 5.5.

5.2 Multiple Pursuers TrailMax: Proposed

Approach

The proposed new target algorithm is described in this section. First, the

introduction is given for the algorithm, then it follows with pseudo-code and the

section finalises with further improvements.

When the problem was described in Section 5.1, it was stated that a smart

target algorithm is very useful. In simple scenarios where a single agent pursues

one target, the target would know from which agent it needs to escape, as there is

only one. Some of the strategies to run away from the agent have been discussed

in Section 2.4. But if a situation is considered where multiple targets need to

escape from the current state and move to the safest destination in the dynamic

environment, how would targets know which pursuing agent they need to avoid

for a successful run? For example, the SF algorithm can flee from the closest

pursuer but sometimes could run into other pursuers. What would be a smart

move for a target while avoiding capture if there are many pursuers?

Although the TrailMax algorithm is a state-of-the-art algorithm, it has been

designed to work with only one agent, meaning a target does not have any strategy

to escape from one pursuer and avoid another approaching pursuer at the same

time. For this specific reason, a target algorithm that would be able to identify

approaching multiple agents and escape from all pursuers, a novel algorithm,

called Multiple Pursuers TrailMax (MPTM), is developed.

The MPTM algorithm uses a similar methodology as TrailMax but is

enhanced for MAPF or PAMT problems. There are two possible benefits that

could come from extending TrailMax to multi-agent pathfinding problems.

First, the target can identify the state location of other targets and collaborate

with them. Second, it can ensure the escape is not only from one pursuing agent

but from any approaching invading agents. Here the focus is on the second
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issue. It is exhaustive, meaning it considers all possible moves from the agents.

Therefore, it is relatively computationally intensive and provides a solution if

one exists.

5.2.1 The MPTM Algorithm

The pseudo-code for the MPTM algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 6. First, the

current locations of all players (pursuers and target) need to be initialised in line

Algorithm 6 The Multiple Pursuers TrailMax Algorithm.
1: function MultiplePursuersTrailMax()
2: initialise position for all players (pursuers and target)
3: initial cumulative cost c ← 0 for each player
4: add target to target node queue
5: add pursuers to pursuer node queue
6: target caught states ← 0
7: if target is not captured then
8: while target node queue not empty do
9: ct ← get c from target node queue
10: ca ← get c from pursuer node queue
11: if (ct ≤ ca) then
12: remove target from target node queue
13: if target not in target closed and pursuer closed and parent node not in pursuer closed then
14: insert target into target closed
15: append target neighbours onto target node queue
16: end if
17: else
18: for each pi of players do
19: get state si for pi
20: if si is pursuer then
21: ca ← get c on pursuer node queue
22: remove pi from pursuer node queue
23: if pi not already in pursuer closed then
24: insert pi into pursuer closed
25: if pi in target closed then
26: increment target caught states
27: if target caught states is equal to size of target closed then
28: return true
29: append pi neighbours onto pursuer node queue
30: end if
31: end if
32: end if
33: end if
34: end for
35: end if
36: end while
37: end if
38: generate target path
39: if target closed not empty then
40: reverse target closed
41: end if
42: return target path
43: end function
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2. The next step is to group all players according to their role and append their

positions into the relevant queues, all pursuers to the pursuer node queue and a

target to the target node queue. At this point, all players will have a cumulative

cost of zero, lines from 3 to 5. To make it easier to follow the code, each movement

cost will be equal to one unless it is in wait action, then it is zero. This is with

the assumption that there is no octile distance. However, the algorithm works

with different speeds and distances.

The algorithm has four different lists. The first two lists, target node queue

and pursuer node queue, contain expanded and visited nodes, such as the

current state or neighbouring states for both target and pursuers. The next two

lists, target closed and pursuer closed, contain states that are already visited

and occupied by players.

Since this is the target algorithm, in line 7, it starts first to check if it is

already caught or not. Then loops through if there are any target nodes in the

target node queue. As this is the first step, it only contains the target’s current

position. Then, it computes the cumulative cost c, the highest value, for target

ct and pursuers ca at lines 9 and 10. If the ct is lower or equal to the ca, then the

target expands its nodes, line 11.

During the expansion of nodes for targets in lines 12–15, first, the target

node is removed from the target node queue and placed inside target closed if it

is not already in the list and not in the pursuer closed list. It also checks if

the target’s parent node is not in pursuer closed. The target loops through its

available adjacent neighbours and adds them to the target node queue. These

steps are iterated until no state is left to expand. The nodes are expanded like

in breadth-first search [205], first-in-first-out.

When the target ct is higher than ca, the condition on line 11, the pursuers

take the turn and start to expand their nodes. The main part of this algorithm

is the lines between 17 and 35, where each pursuer loops through its state and

expands its nodes independently from other pursuers. The target needs to know

the position of pursuers’ states and loops through each player. If it is a pursuing

agent, then this particular agent will be removed from pursuer node queue and

placed inside pursuer closed if not already in. The neighbours will be added

to the pursuer node queue. Any state visited by the pursuer exists inside the
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target closed list, then target caught states is incremented and compared to the

size of target closed, which returns true if equal.

Lines 38–42 generate a path. The last element in target closed is the furthest

state that the target could move to. This list is reversed to identify the route,

and the first element in the list is the action that the target takes. The function

repeats every time step to find the best action for the target.

This turn-based expansion goes to the point where all states on the map have

been occupied either by the target or the pursuers. The target could only win if

its state is not taken by any pursuers until the timeout. For multiple targets, the

algorithm runs on each target, and normally, each will get a different outcome

based on its location. The result will be the same if they are all in the same state.

Even if the starting position is different, the targets could join their path if that

is the optimal option.

Although the MPTM algorithm is similar to breadth-first search in

expanding its states, it additionally requires computing the cost and comparing

each iteration to the cost of the pursuers. First, line 2 requires k times to

initialise the position of pursuers and targets. Line 3 is an assignment statement

to each pursuer which needs k time operations. Lines 4, 5, and 6 are the

statements that require one time. Next, line 7 is a conditional statement that

needs one time, however, it contains the main part of the algorithm. This

follows with a while loop in line 8 and this requires k time operations. Line 9

and line 10 are the assignment statements which also need k times. Then

another conditional statement to compare the costs and needs k time in line 11.

The statements in lines 12, 13 and 14 require k time operation, however, line 15

generates l operations for target neighbours, therefore, the required time is kl.

When the condition in line 11 is not met, then line 18 is checked and requires l

operations for each player which makes its complexity of kl times. The

statements in lines 19 to 28 all require kl time of operations, too. Meanwhile,

line 29 needs n operations for each neighbour of the pursuer and this makes kln

time in total operations. Lastly, the line 38 generates a path with k time. Line

39 is a conditional statement with one time and line 40 requires k time

operations. The final result is generated with one time in line 42. Hence, the

worst-case time complexity of the MPTM algorithm is O(kln).
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5.2.2 Further Improvements

The strategy of TrailMax works for one-to-one agent scenarios, and getting the

best cost from the list for each player is straightforward. But this is not the case

for the MPTM algorithm as it considers many pursuing agents in one search.

The pursuer node queue contains information for all pursuers and their moving

directions with costs.

It has already been discussed that the initial cost is zero for all players. When

line 11 is called, it will be true, and the target will take turns to expand and

increase its cost by one. On the next iteration, this condition will be false, as

the cost for the target is 1, and all pursuers’ cost is still zero. The expansion

takes place for pursuers. As there are many pursuers, line 21 will request the first

pursuer’s cost from the pursuer node queue. Then this pursuer will expand and

increase its cost to 1. There is a problem here because TrailMax requests the best

cost for each iteration. It would have been fine if there was only one pursuer, but

this is an issue with multiple pursuers. If the best cost was considered for multiple

pursuers, then only the first pursuer would be expanded as only its cost would be

incremented. This leads to the fact that only the same pursuer is requested with

the best cost and all other pursuers are left without expansion with an initial cost

of zero.

To fix the above problem, the cost requested on lines 10 and 21 is not the

best cost but a cost for each pursuer in order of from the pursuer node queue.

This gives a greater opportunity for a target to evaluate all pursuers’ moves

and make decisions more accurately. Another enhancement is that MPTM does

not only consider and run away from the closest pursuing agent but takes into

consideration all pursuers on the map by checking each pursuer’s state on line 18.

5.3 Empirical Evaluations

The empirical results will be presented in this section to demonstrate the efficiency

of the proposed algorithm. First, the experimental setup will be described, and

then, the performance results of the MPTM algorithm described in the previous

Section 5.2 will be reported.
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Figure 5.1: The experimented sample maps, (a) AR0311SR and (b) AR0507SR,
are used in the Baldur’s Gate video game.

5.3.1 Experimental Setup

The general setup of experiments such as the map environment, player

combinations, the movement direction of players, the cost of moves, the number

of test runs for each configuration and the total number of individual tests as

well as the computer settings are detailed in Section 2.5.3.

The evaluation of the MPTM algorithm is tested and compared against

Greedy, Minimax and SF algorithms. The pursuing agents use PRA* and

STMTA* algorithms. The assignment strategies algorithms such as Twin-cost,

Cover-cost and Weighted-cost 50/50 criteria are introduced in Section 4.2 and

they are employed for STMTA*.

The scenarios were chosen to have multiple targets, and for the experiments,

initially, two and later, three targets were tested. The combination of pursuers

versus targets is displayed in Table 5.1. These scenarios help to understand the

behaviour of the MPTM algorithm when targets are outnumbered.

All players are placed at different randomly selected locations on each map.

There were two different sets of starting positions. The first set has all pursuers in

the same location and all targets in the same location, and targets are positioned
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at the farthest distance from pursuers. The second set has all players randomly

positioned in disperse, on various walls of the map.

Table 5.1: The average number of steps (the capture cost) for each target
algorithm against pursuer algorithms. A larger number is better as it avoids
the capture by the pursuing agents.

Player

Combinations

(Pursuer vs

Target)

Target

Algorithms

Pursuer Algorithms

PRA*
STMTA*

Twin-cost Cover-cost
Weighted-cost

(50/50)

4 vs 2

SF 50.44 51.22 51.94 52.73

Greedy 53.32 50.44 49.80 50.77

Minimax 73.11 57.38 58.3 57.86

MPTM 117.30 119.45 125.62 117.92

4 vs 3

SF 52.78 55.98 57.14 55.33

Greedy 60.78 52.02 51.22 51.63

Minimax 68.23 59.33 60.43 61.08

MPTM 130.27 138.97 146.26 132.28

5 vs 2

SF 48.31 49.6 50.00 49.53

Greedy 52.70 49.55 50.20 50.00

Minimax 67.59 56.26 55.79 55.05

MPTM 106.72 100.77 108.36 104.81

5 vs 3

SF 51.31 52.94 54.33 53.45

Greedy 58.57 54.04 51.66 54.94

Minimax 63.59 56.36 56.93 56.00

MPTM 126.92 123.55 133.58 112.23

Mean for all

combinations

SF 50.71 52.44 53.35 52.76

Greedy 56.34 51.51 50.72 51.84

Minimax 68.13 57.33 57.86 57.50

MPTM 120.30 120.69 128.46 116.81
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5.3.2 Experimental Results

Performance analysis is conducted with respect to three key indicators: (i) the

number of steps taken for each target algorithm before being caught, (ii) its

success rate and (iii) computation time. The first two measurements are averaged

considering all targets, and the time is normalised per step.

During the experiments, each test run finishes when all targets are caught or

there is a timeout. If some pursuers already caught their assigned targets, the

chase continues as long as there are still uncaught targets. Success for pursuers is

achieved when all targets are caught, and the number of steps, until the targets

have been caught, is recorded. The success of the targets is to avoid capture or

stay on the map for as long as possible.

Capture Cost. To evaluate the MPTM algorithm, a comparison with SF,

Minimax and Greedy is displayed in Table 5.1. This measures the performance

in terms of the number of steps for all targets. The numbers indicate the mean

of steps for target algorithms on all maps.

Table 5.1 displays results for different target algorithms. Each value is the

mean of eight tested maps. The proposed MPTM target algorithm offers a much

longer stay on the maps for all combinations. This indicates that it avoids capture

and demonstrates smarter decisions. The higher number is better.

Some maps have island-type obstacles that allow the targets to escape from

pursuers more easily, see Figure 5.1. Although each map has many states to

explore, as detailed in Table 2.3, all algorithms managed to find an escape route.

SF and Greedy both display similar capture times and their results are close

to each other. Minimax is better than SF and Greedy but still not as good as

MPTM.

The results compared in Table 5.1 show that for all player combinations, the

MPTM algorithm managed to escape all pursuing agents two times longer than

Minimax. The same algorithm when compared against SF or Greedy, the results

display that on average MPTM manages to run away from the pursuers 2.3 times

longer. The graph in Figure 5.2 provides a visual comparison of the times to

capture between MPTM and the other three target algorithms.
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Figure 5.2: The overall comparison of the MPTM algorithm with other target
algorithms per a pursuing agent algorithm. The graph displays the mean for all
maps and all player combinations.

Comparing scenarios with different pursuing agents and target numbers shows

that, as expected, when the pursuer-to-target ratio increases, capture times tend

to decrease, while when the pursuer-to-target ratio decreases, capture times tend

to increase.

The evidence shows that the new MPTM algorithm outperforms SF, Minimax

and Greedy algorithms in the number of steps in all test configurations.

While the experiments were designed to study target algorithms, it is also

interesting to note that the STMTA* algorithm with its assignment strategy

variations performs overall better than PRA*.

Statistical tests are also used on the capture costs to find out which of the

results are significantly different. The proposed MPTM algorithm is compared

against existing SF, Greedy and Minimax algorithms. Only the STMTA*

Weighted-cost algorithm’s results are used for the comparison as it has shown

overall the best results among other pursuer algorithms as shown in Table 5.1.

The capture costs are not normally distributed; therefore, the statistical results
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are obtained using the Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests. A significance level of 0.05 is

used. The values obtained from the statistical tests are provided on a map in

Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 displays p-values for all eight maps and four different player

combinations separately that are used during the experiments. There were two

starting positions on each map. Each set of players was aggregated in the first

position and in the second position, and all players were dispersed. The results

in the table display p-values individually for each starting position.

From these results, it can be seen that the majority of the results display

statistically significant differences. p-values presented in Table 5.2, the results

below 0.05 indicate significant differences, while there are results that are below

0.01 in the level of significance. Although some results are close significant. Most

of the aggregated positions show significance, in contrast to dispersed positions.

It can be concluded that the results of the experiments for capture cost are

significant for 0.01 on most of the tests. The findings should make an important

contribution to the field of target search algorithms.

Success Rate. Success for the agents is achieved when a pursuing agent gets

to the position of the target. In multitarget scenarios, success is achieved when

all targets have been captured. For the target(s), success is the absence of agent

success. The success rate for algorithms is shown in Table 5.3. The results

presented in the table are for four target algorithms against four pursuing agent

algorithms for all sets of combinations.

From this Table 5.3, the SF and Minimax algorithm performs the worst, and

they always get caught by pursuing agents in any tested combination. The

Greedy algorithm shows being caught in every possible test against the

STMTA* algorithm and its variations. It also failed against PRA*, but only in

one instance, where it managed to succeed when the deadlock occurred. It

happened on the 5vs3 player combination. In this particular example, when the

pursuers caught one target, instead of approaching and catching the remaining

targets, the pursuers kept moving one step back and forward until timeout.

On the other hand, MPTM shows better results in comparison with SF,

Greedy and Minimax. Overall, the performance of MPTM is quite well, yet
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Table 5.2: Wilcoxon Rank Sum test results (p-values) for MTPM compared against SF, Greedy and Minimax
algorithms.

Player

combinations

(Pursuer

vs Target)

Target

Algorithms

Maps used from Baldur’s Gate Video Game (p-values)

Map AR0311SR Map AR0407SR Map AR0507SR Map AR0508SR Map AR0512SR Map AR0527SR Map AR0531SR Map AR0707SR

Position1 Position2 Position1 Position2 Position1 Position2 Position1 Position2 Position1 Position2 Position1 Position2 Position1 Position2 Position1 Position2

SF 0.0005 0.0006 0.0838 0.0386 3.6E-07 0.3907 0.0010 2.3E-07 4.6E-05 0.3284 0.4404 0.0532 0.0021 0.0630 0.0594 0.0009

4 vs 2 Greedy 0.8597 5.3E-08 0.1866 4.0E-05 3.4E-07 0.0600 7.8E-09 3.9E-08 0.6926 0.0366 7.9E-09 0.7811 5.9E-09 0.1084 9.6E-06 5.2E-09

Minimax 0.0395 0.0009 0.6398 5.3E-05 4.6E-07 4.3E-06 3.7E-06 5.2E-06 0.1500 0.0045 2.3E-07 0.5473 1.5E-08 0.0003 0.0075 5.7E-08

SF 1.6E-05 0.0236 0.6354 0.0121 5.6E-07 0.1853 6.6E-06 1.3E-05 0.4311 0.2133 0.0080 0.3486 0.0065 0.0130 0.0528 0.0060

4 vs 3 Greedy 0.0050 0.0013 9.8E-05 2.4E-06 5.7E-07 0.0363 7.9E-09 3.5E-07 0.1892 0.3248 7.8E-09 0.3353 6.8E-09 0.0028 0.0002 0.0134

Minimax 0.1842 0.0004 0.0110 0.0118 2.8E-07 1.0E-05 2.5E-08 0.0004 0.2319 0.0160 1.5E-08 0.3353 1.3E-08 0.3939 0.0110 3.1E-07

SF 0.0002 1.2E-05 0.0068 0.0007 4.6E-08 0.7649 1.1E-06 3.5E-08 4.0E-07 0.9455 0.6161 0.0024 0.2908 0.0025 0.3639 5.8E-08

5 vs 2 Greedy 0.0250 4.6E-07 0.0015 0.2622 5.5E-08 0.0872 7.8E-09 1.3E-08 0.9891 0.0858 7.5E-09 0.7806 7.8E-09 0.5570 0.0006 6.3E-05

Minimax 0.4322 0.0477 0.0070 0.01364 1.3E-08 0.0920 5.9E-08 8.8E-07 0.0202 0.0997 1.1E-07 0.0497 6.7E-08 6.2E-07 0.0156 1.0E-04

SF 1.8E-06 0.0005 0.5956 0.0289 3.0E-07 0.2380 0.0002 9.6E-06 0.0369 0.8374 0.3935 0.4524 0.0066 0.4874 0.1164 1.1E-05

5 vs 3 Greedy 0.0400 0.0001 0.0004 0.0162 9.5E-07 0.0053 7.9E-09 1.6E-05 0.1549 0.1025 7.9E-09 0.0005 5.9E-09 0.0091 2.1E-05 1.1E-06

Minimax 0.0197 6.2E-05 0.0018 0.6448 1.1E-07 0.4472 3.0E-08 0.0773 0.0209 0.1036 7.9E-09 0.0005 8.4E-09 0.0016 0.0008 1.1E-06
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there are a few instances where eventually gets caught 100% of the time. The

graph in Figure 5.3 illustrates how MPTM performed for all test combinations

on all maps.

Like capture costs, success rates are also dependent on pursuer and target

ratios. The success was proportional to the number of pursuers and targets. More

pursuers for the same number of targets increased the captivity. The success rate

was increased when the number of targets incremented versus the same number

of agents, as displayed on the graph, see Figure 5.3.

The behaviour of the MPTM algorithm is better on the maps that have

obstacles that could be navigated around, for example, the maps illustrated in

Figure 5.1. These types of maps may be suitable for adaptive target algorithms

as they offer opportunities for escape but may be difficult for the pursuing agent

algorithms if they do not have strategies such as the trap strategy [202]. The

maps AR0311SR, AR0527SR and AR0707SR have dead-ends or blind alleys and

thus make it more difficult to find an escape route, leading to lower target

performance on these maps.

With some algorithms, pursuing agents sometimes fail to catch the targets,

although these are outnumbered. They might catch one target but fail to catch

the other, or keep following the target, or end in a deadlock until timeout. This

is commonly seen in PRA* as there is no assignment strategy before starting the

move, unlike STMTA*.

Table 5.3: The overall success rate of capture for all scenarios. For targets, the
lower is better.

Target

Algorithms

Pursuer Algorithms

PRA*
STMTA*

Twin-cost Cover-cost
Weighted-cost

(50/50)

SF 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Greedy 99.92% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Minimax 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

MPTM 92.89% 90.55% 89.46% 91.41%
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Figure 5.3: The performance rate of success for the MPTM target algorithm for
all test configurations and maps. Lower is better.

On average, over all maps per player combinations, the success rate can be

13% better than Minimax, Greedy and SF.

Timing. This section measures the time taken for each algorithm during the

same tests that measured the capture cost and the success rate. Each experiment

is recorded in seconds and averaged over all tests.

Table 5.4 provides the results for each target algorithm. SF, Greedy and

Minimax do not do as much computation as MPTM prior to moving, therefore,

their results are smaller and closer to each other in comparison to MPTM, which

has greater differences.

To find the best possible action, the MPTM algorithm computes all possible

moves for the target and all pursuers on the map, therefore, the computation

time is much higher.
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5.4 Discussion

Results presented in Section 5.3 show that the MPTM algorithm has a greater

chance of escaping from multiple pursuing agents, which has been the main focus

of this study. The MPTM algorithm can estimate the possible future movements

of the pursuers and therefore, MPTM can function smartly by avoiding capture

and fleeing as far as possible until it runs out of all options. This could be similar

to cop and robber situations, where the robber is a villain and escapes from the

Table 5.4: The computation time (in seconds) per step for each target algorithm.

Player

Combinations

(Pursuer vs

Target)

Target

Algorithms

Pursuer Algorithms

PRA*
STMTA*

Twin-cost Cover-cost
Weighted-cost

(50/50)

4 vs 2

SF 0.00037 0.00038 0.00038 0.00038

Greedy 0.00019 0.00008 0.00008 0.00009

Minimax 0.00166 0.00155 0.00154 0.00156

MPTM 0.15913 0.16537 0.16234 0.16284

4 vs 3

SF 0.00057 0.00055 0.00055 0.00055

Greedy 0.00020 0.00011 0.00011 0.00011

Minimax 0.00141 0.00129 0.00140 0.00138

MPTM 0.24819 0.24975 0.24949 0.23835

5 vs 2

SF 0.00036 0.00038 0.00038 0.00037

Greedy 0.00014 0.00008 0.00009 0.00009

Minimax 0.00171 0.00163 0.00163 0.00160

MPTM 0.15882 0.15846 0.16146 0.15964

5 vs 3

SF 0.00054 0.00054 0.00054 0.00054

Greedy 0.00019 0.00013 0.00012 0.00012

Minimax 0.00151 0.00136 0.00143 0.00136

MPTM 0.24287 0.25920 0.24776 0.24295
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Figure 5.4: The Baldur’s Gate benchmarked gaming AR0311SR map with
pursuers the targets at the initial position.

cops as illustrated in the simulation gaming map from Baldur’s Gate in Figure

5.4. The simulation displays the initial position of four cops (pursuers) and three

robbers (targets) on the map.

The proposed MPTM algorithm is measured and compared against SF,

Greedy and Minimax algorithms. MPTM offers better results by staying much

longer on the maps and managing to escape the pursuing agents. The number

of steps is the capture cost, where in some cases the MPTM avoids capture by

2.6, 2.9 and 2.4 times longer than SF, Greedy and Minimax, respectively.

Moreover, these results were statistically tested using the Wilcoxon Rank Sum

test to establish the significance of the findings. Table 5.2 displays the p-values

and with a 95% level of confidence, most of the results indicate significant

differences. Another key measurement is the success rate that exceeds

expectations for MPTM with 91.08% of being caught, the lower is better,

whereas SF and Minimax get caught 100%, and Greedy with 99.98%.

Based on different maps and various player combination settings, the
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suggested new algorithm allows for functioning efficiently. Despite MPTM’s

success rate and outsmarting pursuers, further research is needed to improve the

computation process. To avoid exhaustive and intensive computation with

larger player combinations and to speed up the search, it might be more

beneficial to have a branching factor or window-based search.

5.5 Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to provide a solution for MAPF or PAMT problems

and develop a target algorithm that would consider multiple pursuers and make

a smart escape. Numerous interesting studies have been conducted on search

algorithms, and among them are solutions to the MAPF frameworks. Only a

few studies have been carried out on target algorithms, especially in multi-target

environments.

This research shows that TrailMax is a successful algorithm for the control of

targets if developed further for dealing with multiple pursuers. The amendments

proposed to the TrailMax algorithm made it work as a strategy for multi-agent

multi-target search problems in dynamic environments.

The resulting MPTM algorithm has outperformed other target algorithms for

the same scenario, and that can make pursuit and evasion scenarios in computer

games more challenging, meaningful, and interesting. The results clearly show

that the MPTM algorithm performs far better, with at least doubling capture

cost and escaping success by 13% on the gaming maps used for benchmarking.
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Chapter 6

Adaptive Weighted-Cost

Assignment Strategy for Efficient

Multi-Agent Path Planning

6.1 Introduction

The necessity and the importance of assignment strategy algorithms were

discussed in Chapter 4. In this regard, the sample problem of how pursuing

agents might only follow one target in the presence of multiple targets was

illustrated in Figure 4.1. The discussion provided solutions and presented three

new different criteria, including Twin-cost, Weighted-cost and Cover-cost

assignment strategies, in Section 4.2. The Weighted-cost criterion performed the

best, and in this study, it is the baseline for the new algorithms. However, there

are limitations to the Weighted-cost algorithm as it needs to predefine the

weight parameters before the test run. The experiments are conducted on the

benchmarked gaming maps [178] and in Section 2.5.3 categorised into three

different groups: maps with narrow corridors, circle-shaped obstacles, and large

open spaces. Although solving every problem with one algorithm may not be

possible, the solutions provided might be sufficient for these configurations.

This chapter’s main contribution is a new assignment strategy algorithm,

Adaptive Weighted-cost, for multiple pursuers. First, the issues with predefined
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weight parameters are avoided and instead, each situation is resolved by

adapting dynamically so that the Adaptive Weighted-cost algorithm evaluates

and computes the weight parameters independently. The computation of the

same weight parameters can be adjusted with a cross multiplication of values

for better utilisation of makespan in multi-agent situations. The second

contribution is the Joint Weighted-cost and the Joint Twin-cost algorithms,

which use the distance and the covered area of agents to find a combination

that helps pursuers assign targets to capture them quicker. There are two

possible solutions, one is to use the weight formula, and the other one is to use

multiplication between the variables. In some situations, because of their

position on the map, the targets can have more area covered, more area to

escape, and the effort of joining distance and a covered area to find the best

combination for pursuers can lead to better task planning. Third, each

assignment strategy algorithm can navigate towards the assigned target in the

static assignment mode (s-mode) or periodically (predefined parameter) stop for

an evaluation and re-assign targets in the dynamic assignment mode (d-mode).

In the d-mode, the pursuers might change the targets, if needed, based on the

current position of the players [189].

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 briefly discusses

the problem and the existing approaches and then introduces new methods for

assignment strategies in Section 6.3. A description of the experimental setup, a

discussion of analyses and the display of evaluated results are provided in

Section 6.4. Finally, Section 6.5 draws conclusions from the findings obtained

with suggestions for future works.

6.2 Pathfinding Problem and Current Methods

for Assignment Strategies

This section refers to the problem and then describes the pursuer-to-target

assignment with suggested enhancement methods. The second part of this

section briefly describes existing assignment strategies with their approach and

methods used.
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6.2.1 Pathfinding Problem for Multiple Agents

Given that the multi-agent pathfinding problem is introduced in Section 2.5.1, it is

possible for pursuing agents to follow any target based on their closest distance to

the agent as used with PRA* [34]. However, thorough planning for pursuers can

increase performance by reaching the targets quicker and successfully capturing

them.

The pursuing agents move towards the targets using the STMTA* algorithm

which relies on the Assignment Strategy Algorithm 1 to assign targets. Once the

targets are assigned to the pursuers, each pursuer computes its route towards

the target. The pursuers constantly observe the new positions of the targets and

whether any of the targets are caught. This process repeats each time step. If the

target is caught by the assigned pursuer(s) on successful runs, then to find quicker

sub-optimal solutions, only these pursuers are re-assigned with the existing, not

caught yet, targets. This give-a-hand function helps other agents to catch the

remaining targets quicker. The STMTA* algorithm has been enhanced and it

can change previously assigned targets if it meets the given assignment strategy’s

criteria. The improvement offers s-mode or d-mode. In s-mode, the targets are

assigned only at the beginning of each run and not changed until the capture,

whereas in d-mode, the pursuing agents are able to re-assess the position of all

players and re-assign after a predefined number of steps.

6.2.2 Existing Assignment Strategy Methods

Multiple pursuing agents and multiple targets are present in a given scenario.

The pursuers coordinate among themselves using assignment strategy algorithms

to assign each target. These assignment strategies then provide the optimum

combination to assign targets in order to enable the pursuers to achieve their goal

of catching targets most cost-effectively. The research has been taken to provide

a solution to find an optimal combination of assignments and the most common

methods that have been used are the cumulative distance sum or the maximum

time step (makespan). Although Summation-cost and Mixed-cost criteria and

their similar approaches are commonly used in the literature as mentioned in

Section 2.5.2, there are other new approaches to finding the best cost-effective
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combination for multiple pursuers. Twin-cost, Cover-cost and Weighted-cost are

the current methods that were introduced in Chapter 4 and the experiments

were conducted in comparison with the existing Mixed-cost criterion. The Twin-

cost and the Weighted-cost criteria use the distance measurement to obtain the

best values, while the Cover-cost criterion uses an area of coverage. Section 4.2

details these proposed assignment strategies and Section 4.3.2 evaluates their

performance.

6.3 Proposed New Methods for Assignment

Strategies

In the following section, three new assignment strategy algorithms are

introduced. These new methods aim to find the best combination to assign

targets to multiple agents which leads to better task planning and increases the

performance in successfully capturing targets. The first algorithm is the

Adaptive Weighted-cost that disregards predefined weight parameters and

computes the cost by dynamically evaluating the parameter values. The second

is the Joint Weighted-cost and the third is the Joint Twin-cost algorithms that

use the sum of distances and the covered area to find a combination. Finally,

the section introduces two different navigation modes, the s-mode and d-mode,

for pathfinding search once the experiment starts.

Table 6.1: The scenario of two pursuing agents, An, versus two targets, Tn, and
the distance from the pursuers towards the targets on the AR0509SR gaming
map (Figure 4.3). There are two possible combinations, and each has the sum of
distances (DistancesSum), and maximum distance (MaxDistance).

Combination Agent to Target Distance DistancesSum MaxDistance

1
A1 → T1 21

49 28
A2 → T2 28

2
A1 → T2 25

51 26
A2 → T1 26
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Algorithm 7 Adaptive Weighted-cost Algorithm.

1: function computeAssignmentStrategy(combinations)
Input: DistancesSum and MaxDistance
2: m←DistancesSum;
3: n←MaxDistance;
4: w1 ← m

(m+n)
;

5: w2 ← n
(m+n)

;
6: for each n do
7: csa ← (m× w1) + (n× w2);
8: end for
9: return csa;

10: end function

6.3.1 Adaptive Weighted-Cost

In the study of assignment strategies in Chapter 4, the Weighted-cost criterion

was successful and performed better results in comparison with the approaches

tested. The experiments used predefined weighted parameters and the ratios

were 0.25/0.75, 0.50/0.50 and 0.75/0.25 for the Summation-cost and the

Makespan-cost values (DistancesSum/MaxDistance), during the test runs for

the Weighted-cost criterion. Although the experimental results displayed

promising outcomes, further work is undertaken to improve and optimise the

algorithm such that, instead of predefining the parameter values each time, the

algorithm adapts this approach and dynamically identifies the weight cost based

on the values for DistancesSum and MaxDistance.

Algorithm 7 outlines the Adaptive Weighted-cost algorithm for multiple

agents. Lines 2 and 3 require combination values for DistancesSum and

MaxDistance. The main part of the algorithm is the computation that happens

in lines 4 and 5 for w1 and w2 parameters, where w1 is DistancesSum divided by

the sum of DistancesSum and MaxDistance and w2 is MaxDistance divided by

the sum of DistancesSum and MaxDistance. The iteration finds the values for

all combinations in lines 6-8 and returns the outcome in line 9 for the Adaptive

Weighted-cost algorithm. Table 6.1 has testing results from the AR0509SR

gaming map (Figure 4.3) for Combination1 where DistancesSum is 49 and

MaxDistance is 28. The dynamically computed ratio for w1/w2 is 0.64/0.36.
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Although the method differs in how the weight values are determined, it

actually has a similar time complexity as Algorithm 4. Thus, lines 2 and 3 are

the repeats of the operations. However, lines 4 and 5 are the additional

operations that compute weight cost values and since they are assignment

operations, they require one time. Therefore, the number of steps in the

worst-case does not change and has a complexity of O(k).

The mentioned Algorithm 7 displays a standard method of computing two

variables, DistancesSum and MaxDistance, with dynamically identified weighted

parameters. There can be situations with five pursuing agents on the map and

they all might have a similar distance towards the targets with 20 time steps

each. The Summation-cost for these five pursuers is 100 steps, but the makespan

is 20 steps. Because there is a huge ratio difference between these values, it can

be adjusted in such a way that the dynamic weight parameters can be swapped.

Therefore, the computation for the standard Adaptive Weighted-cost, csa, in line

7 for Algorithm 7 is:

csa = (m× w1) + (n× w2) (6.1)

This equation will normalise the result and utilise more MaxDistance. So, the

result for the standard Adaptive Weighted-cost criterion is (100 × 0.83) + (20 ×
0.17) = 86.40, while the adjusted Adaptive Weighted-cost criterion, caa, is (100

× 0.17) + (20 × 0.83) = 33.60, with an equation:

caa = (m× w2) + (n× w1) (6.2)

This adjusted method helps to balance off the values especially if there is a huge

difference between two values and provides a better combination for pursuing

agents in assigning the targets. The Adaptive Weighted-cost criterion’s both

standard and adjusted methods are implemented and tested during the

experiments.
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Algorithm 8 Joint Weighted-cost Algorithm.

1: function computeAssignmentStrategy(combinations)
Input: DistancesSum and CombinationCoverage
2: initialise w1 and w2 ▷ wn is weight parameter
3: m←DistancesSum;
4: n←CombinationCoverage;
5: for each n do
6: cjw ← (m× w1) + (n× w2);
7: end for
8: return cjw;
9: end function

6.3.2 Joint Weighted-Cost

Until now, the distance measurement (the sum of distances or makespan) or

covered area has been used to assign targets to the pursuing agents and all the

above-mentioned Weighted-cost criteria have used distance values for their

assignment strategies. Although the distance is an important measurement, it is

possible to use the covered area together with the distance as the parameter to

compute an optimal solution for assignment strategies. This is a new approach

to the assignment strategy where the pursuing agents’ distance and covered area

join together and use the weight parameter.

The combination of the shortest distance criterion and large covered area

criterion is used in this new approach. The pursuing agents need to evaluate the

lowest cost of the DistancesSum and also consider the covered area together.

The Summation-cost criterion already provides the DistancesSum value, and

the Cover-cost criterion provides the CombinationCoverage value. The Joint

Weighted-cost criterion is similar to the Weighted-cost criterion mentioned in

Section 4.2.2 and it uses the predefined weight parameters that help to compute

the best option among all combinations for multiple pursuers. The criterion

requires two measurements, DistancesSum and CombinationCoverage, as

displayed in lines 3 and 4 of Algorithm 8. The ratio of the weight parameters in

line 2 for this criterion is used at 0.5/0.5 on both variables. Algorithm 8 iterates

all possible combinations that are available for the pursuers in lines 5-7 and the

best combination with the minimum cost value is returned in line 8.
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In each assignment computation DistancesSum and CombinationCoverage

values are required and also have initialisation of weight parameters. Although

each of these lines 2, 3 and 4 is one time operation, the iteration in lines 5 to 7

generates k number of operations for the optimal assignment combination.

Since the manual input of weight parameters does not change the complexity,

the time complexity of the Joint Weighted-cost criterion is the same as the

Weighted-cost criterion, which is O(k) per step.

6.3.3 Joint Twin-Cost

When the number of targets is more than one and multiple pursuers require

assignment strategies, another way to solve the assignment problem can be

using an interaction effect between two variables [208]. The Joint Twin-cost

criterion uses two measurements, the sum of distances and the covered area, as

in the Joint Weighted-cost criterion above and multiplies them to find the

combination value. This approach is similar to the Twin-cost criterion that is

mentioned in Section 4.2.1 but instead of the sum of distances and makespan,

this criterion uses a joint between the agents’ sum of distances, DistancesSum,

and their covered area, CombinationCoverage. Algorithm 9 provides steps for

this criterion. Line 2 and line 3 require agents’ sum of distances, DistancesSum,

and the cost of the area covered, CombinationCoverage. The product of two

variables performs in lines 4-6 and the result is returned in line 7. The drawback

of using the CombinationCoverage value in Joint Weighted-cost and Joint

Twin-cost algorithms is that it increases the computation time as it computes

the breadth-first search by visiting every state until it reaches the target.

This newly introduced Algorithm 9 has the same order of steps and the

function is similar to the Algorithm 3 that is described in Section 4.2.1. The

assignment operations in lines 2 and 3 require one time. The number of

operations in lines 4 to 6 is not changed, therefore, it is possible to conclude

that the complexity of this algorithm is equal to O(k).
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Algorithm 9 Joint Twin-cost Algorithm.

1: function computeAssignmentStrategy(combinations)
Input: DistancesSum and CombinationCoverage
2: m←DistancesSum;
3: n←CombinationCoverage;
4: for each n do
5: cjt ← (m× n);
6: end for
7: return cjt;
8: end function

6.3.4 Combinations and Navigation Mode

The above-mentioned algorithms can be tested on a gaming AR0509SR map

(Figure 4.3). The experiment was conducted on a configuration with 4 agents vs

4 targets (4 vs 4) and possible 24 combinations are listed in Table 6.2. Pursuing

agents are numbered 4-7 and targets are numbered 0-3, and each pursuer is

assigned one target with the relevant cost in parenthesis (the first example is

the distance cost from pursuing agent P5 to target T0 is measured in 26 steps).

In the first row, if four distance steps in the parenthesis are summed up, then

DistancesSum is equal to 129 and the maximum step distance for MaxDistance

is 43 for the first-row combination. Three algorithms, Weighted-cost, Joint

Weighted-cost and Adaptive Weighted-cost, use already generated values

(DistancesSum and MaxDistance) and compute their cost based on their

criterion. The results for CombinationCoverage, Joint Weighted-cost and Joint

Twin-cost use the maximum combination cost values, while the rest use the

minimum combination cost. Six possible combinations could be applied during

the test runs before the chase starts depending on the provided criterion. The

empirical evaluation of the experimental results is in Section 6.4.

The algorithms, Weighted-cost, Adaptive Weighted-cost with the standard

and the adjusted method of computation, Joint Weighted-cost and Joint Twin-

cost, all assign targets to the pursuers at the s-mode before the navigations start

and the target does not change until it is caught. The d-mode has a predefined,

changeable number of steps parameter, that the targets can be re-assigned during

the test run if the computation of the assignment strategy suggests a different
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combination setting. The behaviour of changing targets in d-mode will be tested

and compared with its s-mode configuration in the next Section 6.4.

6.4 Experimentation and Discussion

This section presents the empirical results of the newly proposed approaches for

the assignment strategies. Initially, the setting for the experiments is described

Table 6.2: The AR0509SR map (Figure 4.3) positions dispersedly players (4 vs 4)
at the starting state-4 during the experiments. There are 24 possible assignment
combinations. Each criterion has its optimal combination. DistancesSum (DS),
MaxDistance (MD) and CombinationCoverage (CC) have been shortened.

# Pursuer-to-Target assignments DS MD CC
Weighted-cost

Joint

Weighted-cost

Joint

Twin-cost

Adaptive

Weighted-cost

are in this order of combinations: 25/75 50/50 75/25 50/50 m × n Standard Adjusted

1 5->0(26), 7->1(43), 6->2(32), 4->3(28), 129 43 0.387 64.50 86.00 107.50 64.69 49.91 107.50 64.50

2 5->0(26), 6->1(37), 7->2(38), 4->3(28), 129 38 0.370 60.75 83.50 106.25 64.68 47.68 108.29 58.71

3 5->0(26), 4->1(15), 6->2(32), 7->3(30), 103 32 0.340 49.75 67.50 85.25 51.67 34.98 86.17 48.83

4 6->0(37), 7->1(43), 5->2(31), 4->3(28), 139 43 0.331 67.00 91.00 115.00 69.67 45.96 116.32 65.68

5 6->0(37), 5->1(44), 7->2(38), 4->3(28), 147 44 0.327 69.75 95.50 121.25 73.66 48.02 123.27 67.73

6 7->0(35), 5->1(44), 6->2(32), 4->3(28), 139 44 0.326 67.75 91.50 115.25 69.66 45.36 116.16 66.84

7 5->0(26), 4->1(15), 7->2(38), 6->3(24), 103 38 0.325 54.25 70.50 86.75 51.66 33.44 85.48 55.52

8 7->0(35), 6->1(37), 5->2(31), 4->3(28), 131 37 0.313 60.50 84.00 107.50 65.66 41.01 110.30 57.70

9 6->0(37), 4->1(15), 7->2(38), 5->3(21), 111 38 0.301 56.25 74.50 92.75 55.65 33.38 92.38 56.62

10 7->0(35), 4->1(15), 6->2(32), 5->3(21), 103 35 0.300 52.00 69.00 86.00 51.65 30.94 85.75 52.25

11 5->0(26), 7->1(43), 4->2(18), 6->3(24), 111 43 0.295 60.00 77.00 94.00 55.65 32.72 92.01 61.99

12 5->0(26), 6->1(37), 4->2(18), 7->3(30), 111 37 0.292 55.50 74.00 92.50 55.65 32.46 92.50 55.50

13 6->0(37), 4->1(15), 5->2(31), 7->3(30), 113 37 0.283 56.00 75.00 94.00 56.64 32.03 94.25 55.75

14 4->0(41), 7->1(43), 6->2(32), 5->3(21), 137 43 0.277 66.50 90.00 113.50 68.64 37.96 114.54 65.46

15 6->0(37), 7->1(43), 4->2(18), 5->3(21), 119 43 0.271 62.00 81.00 100.00 59.64 32.22 98.83 63.17

16 7->0(35), 4->1(15), 5->2(31), 6->3(24), 105 35 0.268 52.50 70.00 87.50 52.63 28.15 87.50 52.50

17 4->0(41), 6->1(37), 7->2(38), 5->3(21), 137 41 0.260 65.00 89.00 113.00 68.63 35.59 114.89 63.11

18 4->0(41), 5->1(44), 6->2(32), 7->3(30), 147 44 0.256 69.75 95.50 121.25 73.63 37.61 123.27 67.73

19 7->0(35), 6->1(37), 4->2(18), 5->3(21), 111 37 0.253 55.50 74.00 92.50 55.63 28.10 92.50 55.50

20 6->0(37), 5->1(44), 4->2(18), 7->3(30), 129 44 0.250 65.25 86.50 107.75 64.62 32.19 107.38 65.62

21 4->0(41), 7->1(43), 5->2(31), 6->3(24), 139 43 0.245 67.00 91.00 115.00 69.62 34.03 116.32 65.68

22 4->0(41), 6->1(37), 5->2(31), 7->3(30), 139 41 0.243 65.50 90.00 114.50 69.62 33.71 116.68 63.32

23 4->0(41), 5->1(44), 7->2(38), 6->3(24), 147 44 0.241 69.75 95.50 121.25 73.62 35.41 123.27 67.73

24 7->0(35), 5->1(44), 4->2(18), 6->3(24), 121 44 0.234 63.25 82.50 101.75 60.62 28.34 100.47 64.53
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and then follows the presentation of the performance results for all algorithms

detailed in Section 6.3. The runtime to assign targets to agents, the pathfinding

cost, and the success of the run, are all measured for performance. Finally,

statistical tests are conducted for the significance of the results.

6.4.1 Experimental Problem Settings

The general setup of experiments such as the map environment, player

combinations, the movement direction of players, the cost of moves, the number

of test runs for each configuration and the total number of individual tests as

well as the computer settings are detailed in Section 2.5.3.

While the pursuing agents employ the STMTA* algorithm during the

experiments, the multiple-moving targets use the SF algorithm. Each

assignment strategy algorithm is tested under the same configurations in the

same environment. All newly proposed approaches, Adaptive Weighted-cost,

Joint Weighted-cost and Joint Twin-cost algorithms, in Section 6.3 are

evaluated against the baseline Weighted-cost algorithm, which has predefined

weighted parameters with ratios of 0.25/0.75, 0.50/0.50 and 0.75/0.25.

Altogether, including the s-mode and d-modes, 21 algorithms will be tested.

For the given environment, the initial scenario for the first tests is to have

four pursuing agents and two targets (4 vs 2). To help analyse the algorithms’

behaviour better, the second and the third set of tests were conducted with the

number of targets increased by one and two, i.e., the pursuers outnumber targets

or are equal. Each problem is defined by the starting position of the players.

Players have five different sets of starting positions on each map, and they are

placed randomly at preselected locations.

6.4.2 Performance Analysis

The performance of the assignment strategy algorithms is evaluated, and the

results are presented for the pathfinding cost, the success of reaching targets,

the time it takes to assign targets and the minimum cost. The pathfinding cost

is measured for the number of time steps taken before capturing all targets for

successful runs or until timeout for unsuccessful runs. The runtime is measured
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in seconds. Mean is taken for all measurements considering all pursuers and

configurations.

Each assignment strategy algorithm is tested for s-mode and d-mode, and in

d-mode, the pursuers can assess the position of players and if necessary, then

change previously assigned targets with a new configuration after every 10 steps

for one set and 20 steps for the other set.

6.4.2.1 Pathfinding Cost

The pathfinding costs for assignment strategy algorithms are measured and

displayed in Table 6.3. The table is split into three-player combinations,

pursuing agent versus targets (4 vs 2, 4 vs 3 and 4 vs 4), and each player

combination contains three map groups. The table shows the mean of three

maps for the pathfinding cost and minimum cost [183, 189, 209, 210] within

each group. The minimum cost is obtained from the tests run twenty times for

each starting state. The overall mean for the pathfinding cost and the minimum

cost of all results are shown at the bottom of Table 6.3.

Predefined weight parameters for the Weighted-cost algorithm display similar

performance but the dynamic method of identifying weight parameters for the

Adaptive Weighted-cost algorithm shows better results. The Joint Twin-cost

algorithm performed the worst, but the Joint Weighted-cost algorithm performed

better and in some individual cases displayed the best results. It is seen in

Table 6.3 that the Adaptive Weighted-cost with the adjusted approach resulted

in having the lowest cost for each map group with two exceptions, where Adaptive

Weighted-cost with the standard on circle group maps for 4 vs 2 and Weighted-

cost (50/50) on corridor group maps for 4 vs 2, but the overall result displays the

best performance for Adaptive Weighted-cost with the adjusted computation.

The results in Table 6.3 suggest that dynamically adapting the weight

parameter for the assignment strategy algorithm produces better results but to

identify its significance the statistical tests are used on the pathfinding costs.

The data obtained from the test runs are not normally distributed and because

there are many algorithms to compare the Friedman test is used for statistical

analysis. First, the ranking is used in the Friedman test where each data set is
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Table 6.3: The comparison of assignment strategy algorithms includes the mean for pathfinding cost and minimum
cost.

Weighted-cost Joint Weighted-cost Joint Twin-cost Adaptive Weighted-cost

25/75 50/50 75/25 50/50 m × n Standard Adjusted

Static
Dynamic

Static
Dynamic

Static
Dynamic

Static
Dynamic

Static
Dynamic

Static
Dynamic

Static
Dynamic

10step 20step 10step 20step 10step 20step 10step 20step 10step 20step 10step 20step 10step 20step

Circle

Cost mean 80.0 77.4 82.7 79.5 77.6 78.2 78.4 78.8 78.9 81.7 76.5 78.6 95.8 158.2 130.5 76.9 77.3 78.7 75.1 77.2 79.8

min. cost 37.7 35.8 35.6 36.9 35.7 35.1 39.2 35.1 35.2 37.0 34.6 35.0 44.2 47.8 48.6 36.6 35.4 35.7 36.3 36.1 35.7

Corridors

Cost mean 76.9 77.0 77.3 77.0 77.7 77.0 75.8 76.7 77.5 77.2 78.4 77.5 80.2 104.0 92.6 75.5 76.7 77.8 75.49 78.0 76.9

min. cost 59.0 59.4 58.1 58.9 60.3 58.8 59.1 58.5 59.0 59.5 59.6 58.7 62.8 66.1 63.4 58.2 58.1 58.8 58.8 59.5 59.8

Large Open Space

Cost mean 64.7 66.2 64.6 64.12 66.5 64.9 64.9 65.4 64.9 65.5 66.8 64.9 65.8 79.5 71.4 65.0 66.2 64.7 64.16 65.2 64.5

min. cost 46.8 46.7 46.9 47.1 46.6 46.3 47.1 46.4 46.1 47.1 47.0 46.0 47.3 51.8 48.8 46.0 46.8 45.2 46.0 46.1 44.8

Average for all maps

Cost 73.9 73.6 74.9 73.6 73.9 73.3 73.0 73.7 73.8 74.8 73.9 73.7 80.6 113.9 98.2 72.5 73.4 73.7 71.6 73.5 73.8

min. costs 47.8 47.3 46.9 47.7 47.5 46.7 48.5 46.7 46.8 47.9 47.1 46.54 51.4 55.2 53.6 47.0 46.8 46.57 47.0 47.3 46.8
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ranked separately for each algorithm and the algorithm with the best performance

is ranked 1, as shown in Table 6.4. The ranking is obtained for all algorithms per

map and added up according to their group category on each player combination.

To obtain the overall ranking results, all ranking values are added to get the total

sum and the final ranking as displayed at the bottom of Table 6.4. Second, the

Friedman test uses these ranking results to obtain p-values. The 0.05 is used for

the level of significance and the results are displayed in Table 6.5. The evidence

suggests that 4 vs 3 and 4 vs 4 player configuration results display statistically

significant differences and the results for the 4 vs 2 player combination show

significance only in most cases.

6.4.2.2 Minimum Cost

As for the minimum cost for the test runs on each state, both Weighted-cost

and Adaptive Weighted-cost algorithms with their variations displayed the best

results in some individual cases throughout the experiments. Table 6.3 shows

that every player combination has a different algorithm that performs the best.

The results highlight that the Joint Weighted-cost algorithm produces the best

outcome on 4 vs 2, the Adaptive Weighted-cost (standard) algorithm outperforms

on 4 vs 3, the Weighted-cost (50/50) algorithm on 4 vs 4 and the overall best

performance is displayed by the Joint Weighted-cost which outperforms Adaptive

Weighted-cost (standard) by a very small margin. The table suggests that joining

the distance and the covered area may find the lowest costs. Also, the evidence

indicates that the algorithms in the d-mode with re-assessment in every 20 steps

display the minimum cost in all player combinations and for the best-performing

algorithm. Comparing the results for different player combinations shows, as

is expected, that the pathfinding cost and the minimum cost increase with the

number of targets.

6.4.2.3 Success Rate

Success is measured when the targets’ positions are occupied by at least one

pursuing agent. Although in these experiments, in two out of three pursuer-to-

target combinations, the pursuing agents outnumber the targets, it is possible
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Table 6.4: Ranking of 21 algorithms based on pathfinding costs with three player combinations, three map groups
and 300 problems each. The bottom of the table displays the overall ranking. The best performance is ranked no. 1.

10step 20step 10step 20step 10step 20step 10step 20step 10step 20step 10step 20step 10step 20step

Circle 3551 3012 2961 3305 3005 3223 3235 3098 3141 3408 3027 3116 3772 4185 4182 3090 2969 3335 3338 2985 3366

Corridors 3070 3436 3260 3114 3392 3285 2899 3142 3141 3436 3242 3237 3493 4095 3876 2905 3457 3331 2859 3325 3311

LargeOpenSpace 3306 3247 3385 3189 3303 3277 3298 3095 3064 3442 3370 3150 3144 3920 3545 3282 3369 3194 3304 3089 3334

Total Rank Values 9927 9694 9605 9607 9699 9784 9431 9334 9345 10285 9639 9502 10409 12199 11603 9277 9795 9859 9500 9398 10011
Rank 16 11 8 9 12 13 5 2 3 18 10 7 19 21 20 1 14 15 6 4 17

Circle 3249 3199 3366 3144 3075 3116 3079 2930 2999 3358 3202 3144 3917 4264 4261 3295 3309 3154 3042 3126 3076

Corridors 3089 3122 3269 2870 3159 3062 2932 3019 2902 3164 3645 3598 3974 4694 4480 2848 3131 3073 3043 3291 2940

LargeOpenSpace 3064 3321 3219 3058 3355 3069 3002 3305 3232 3138 3568 3125 3391 4633 3741 3031 3351 3329 3090 3281 3001

Total Rank Values 9401 9642 9853 9071 9589 9246 9013 9253 9132 9660 10414 9867 11282 13591 12482 9173 9790 9556 9175 9697 9017

Rank 9 12 16 3 11 7 1 8 4 13 18 17 19 21 20 5 15 10 6 14 2

Circle 3465 3008 2968 3163 3152 2986 3383 3073 2946 3146 2904 3071 4175 4831 4723 3297 3081 2850 3066 2907 3110

Corridors 3234 3280 3167 3164 3431 3214 3036 3221 3322 3015 3441 3158 3536 4239 3996 2889 3242 3188 2930 3333 3268

LargeOpenSpace 2955 3428 3321 2749 3497 3130 3016 3156 3148 3009 3558 3329 3222 4864 4148 3042 3523 2956 2788 3338 3130

Total Rank Values 9653 9716 9455 9075 10080 9329 9435 9450 9416 9169 9902 9557 10932 13934 12867 9227 9845 8994 8784 9577 9508

Rank 14 15 10 3 18 6 8 9 7 4 17 12 19 21 20 5 16 2 1 13 11

Total Sum 28981 29052 28913 27753 29367 28359 27879 28037 27893 29114 29954 28926 32622 39724 36951 27677 29429 28408 27459 28672 28535

Rank 13 14 11 3 16 7 4 6 5 15 18 12 19 21 20 2 17 8 1 10 9

4 vs 2

4 vs 3

4 vs 4

Standard Adjusted

Static Dynamic Static Dynamic Static Dynamic Static Dynamic Static Dynamic

Weighted-cost Joint Weighted-cost Joint Twin-cost Adaptive Weighted-cost

Static Dynamic Static Dynamic

25/75 50/50 75/25 50/50 m * n

The Sum of All Combinations & Ranking
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for pursuers to fail and if at least one target manages to escape the capture before

the timeout this is recorded as an absence of success for all pursuers. Figure

6.1 displays the success rate for each player combination while the assignment

strategy is in s-mode or in d-mode. It is evident from the graph that the pursuers

who get assigned a target in the s-mode, do not change their target until it

is captured, and are 100% successful in all maps and all combinations. Large

open space maps are easier to navigate and have more options to approach the

targets, therefore, the same 100% success rate can be seen in these maps where

the pursuing agents catch the targets successfully in all tested situations. Similar

results are displayed for corridor type of maps that all algorithms achieve their

intended results by capturing all targets, apart from the AR0016SR map for the

Joint Twin-cost algorithm in the d-mode with re-assessment every 10 steps. This

only happened on the map with two different starting states for 4 vs 3 and 4 vs

4 player combinations, this slightly affected the performance. The circle-shaped

maps are the most difficult ones to navigate and if the speed of targets and

pursuers are the same, which is the case, then it makes it more challenging. The

Table 6.5: p-values display the significance of pathfinding costs on each map per
player combination.

Maps
Player combinations

4 vs 2 4 vs 3 4 vs 4

Circle

AR0401SR 1.2E-09 1.6E-04 8.2E-28

AR0402SR 2.4E-23 1.0E-28 3.8E-37

AR0526SR 1.8E-05 4.5E-08 1.7E-29

Corridors

AR0016SR 3.9E-22 5.5E-24 9.4E-19

AR0413SR 2.6E-05 2.0E-42 4.1E-03

AR0712SR 0.0868 5.8E-18 2.8E-34

Large Open Space

AR0332SR 0.0778 2.1E-21 7.0E-18

AR0509SR 0.0856 5.4E-05 2.9E-12

AR0607SR 4.1E-14 8.1E-14 1.2E-45
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Figure 6.1: The success rate for pursuing agents using the s-mode, and d-mode
with change in 10 and 20 steps.

pursuing agents can only succeed with these types of maps only if they split and

surround the target otherwise the tests end with a continuous run until timeout.

The AR0402SR map in this group has been the most difficult to navigate and

succeed, and the lowest performance is displayed by the Joint Twin-cost algorithm

with 78% on 4 vs 3 and 4 vs 4 player combinations. All algorithms in the d-mode

with re-assessment of 10 steps or 20 steps with various combinations and settings

manage to achieve an overall result of over 99.5% and 99.8%, respectively, in the

circle-shaped maps. All algorithms achieve 100% of success when their navigation

is in s-mode, but when the s-mode and d-mode are averaged, the most successful

algorithm in capturing the targets is Adaptive Weighted-cost with the adjusted

method at 99.9%.

6.4.2.4 Assignment Runtime

The time spent for assignment strategy algorithms to identify and assign targets

to the pursuing agents is measured in seconds. Each algorithm recorded the

time from the start of the test run until all agents were provided with the most
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Figure 6.2: Comparing the assignment runtime in seconds for assignment strategy
algorithms on three different map groups.

optimal combination set and assigned all available targets on the map. Figure

6.2 illustrates the results for all algorithms and their behaviour on map groups.

Because all five starting positions are fixed on every test run and the time to

assign targets is measured before the navigation starts, each algorithm’s s-mode

and d-mode with 10 steps and 20 steps of the assignment are averaged. The

graph depicted in Figure 6.2 presents the circle-shaped maps that are quicker to

assign targets with slightly over a second in all algorithms. Although

corridor-shaped maps are larger and have more empty cells to occupy in

comparison with large open-spaced maps, the algorithms are quicker to assign

targets. The Joint Weighted-cost and Joint Twin-cost algorithms use cells to

label covered for each pursuer and as expected, this reflects on the higher

computation cost for each assignment runtime. The number of pursuers is not

altered in player combinations, only the number of targets increases. Therefore,

the number of possible combinations remains the same for the pursuers and the

increase in the number of targets does not escalate the computation time in

assigning targets. Dynamically adapting the weight parameter on each test
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outperforms the predefined weight parameters and the Adaptive Weighted-cost

algorithm with the adjusted approach displays the quickest assignment time.

6.5 Conclusion

In this study, novel approaches have been proposed for coupled planning in

developing assignment strategy algorithms for multiple pursuing agents in an

environment with multiple moving targets and static obstacles. The proposed

methods including Adaptive Weighted-cost, Joint Weighted-cost and Joint

Twin-cost algorithms provide combinations that help to increase the

performance by reaching the targets most cost-effectively. To find the optimal

combination, the Adaptive Weighted-cost algorithm is based on the sum of

costs, DistancesSum, and makespan, MaxDistance, whereas the Joint

Weighted-cost and Joint Twin-cost algorithms are based on the DistancesSum

and covered area, CombinationCoverage, of the pursuers. These newly

introduced algorithms were analysed and compared against the existing overall

best approach, the Weighted-cost algorithm.

The experiments were conducted on the benchmarked Baldur’s Gate gaming

maps and performance was evaluated for the pathfinding cost, that is the

number of steps travelled before reaching the targets, the minimum cost per test

set, and the success of the completed test runs and the computation time for

assigning targets. The findings from the empirical evaluations suggest that the

runtime was high for Joint Weighted-cost and Joint Twin-cost, this is due to

computing the covered area, CoveredArea, for each pursuer, and this is reflected

in the pathfinding costs, although Joint Weighted-cost occasionally displayed

the minimum cost per test run. The results highlight that using dynamic weight

parameters for the Adaptive Weighted-cost algorithm with the adjusted method

displayed the best overall performance. Furthermore, it succeeded with a rate of

99.9% and was proven to be statistically significant. To conclude, the new

proposed approach is more efficient and gives better performance over other

assignment strategy algorithms.
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Chapter 7

Increasing Covered Area to

Capture Moving Targets in a

Dynamic Environment

7.1 Introduction

A heuristic function to compute the distance between an agent and a target

is used as the Manhattan distance (four-connected grids) or Euclidean distance

(eight-connected grids). The heuristics do not overestimate the solution cost;

however, the presence of obstacles may result in poor solution quality. A solution

to the problem aims to minimise the distance between the agent and the target

and eventually catch the target. This is the approach where the problem may not

be minimised if the target is moving and all players have the same speed, then

most likely, the chase can continue without capturing the target. Multiple agents

adopting the same strategy will follow the target as if they are grouped into one

instead of benefiting from surrounding and trapping the target. The objective

of the introduced solution is to outmanoeuvre the target [60]. First, the covered

area is computed for each player then the action of each agent is defined either to

increase the covered area or to attack the targets to reduce the distance. It is also

possible that the action that increases the covered area can reduce the distance.

This problem characterises the real-time algorithms that interleave planning and
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execution and it is prevalent in computer video game environments [34, 106].

In this chapter, the problem scenario is extended from single to multiple

targets and the original CRA algorithm [60] is enhanced to adapt to multiple

targets. The idea of the covered area approach, to trap and outmanoeuvre the

target, is used in the proposed new algorithm, Cover Dynamic Moving Target

A* (CDMTA*). The method of the new algorithm is developed such that each

pursuing agent is assigned a target using the assignment strategy algorithm in

the coupled stage, and it is enhanced to identify the attacking action based on

the distance to the target in the decoupled stage. Another improvement

includes position consideration of other agents and clearing any actions that

lead to an occupied state of other agents.

The layout of this chapter is organised as follows: the cover computation

and existing algorithm with its new enhanced approach is given in Section 7.2.

Experimental results and analysis are presented along with discussions described

in Section 7.3. Finally, relevant conclusions are drawn in Section 7.4.

7.2 Methods

This section first presents an existing method that allows multiple agents to

coordinate and surround a single target using a covered area approach, which is

the opposite of the “rush-in” method. Then, the section follows with a new

approach that improves and enhances the existing approach by presenting

multiple moving targets and having assignment strategies for the pursuers.

7.2.1 Existing Approches

In general, heuristics is the estimated distance between two points. The computed

distance gives an indication of which action to take in order to move straight

to the destinations. In an environment with multiple agents, the strategy can

change and instead of directly approaching the target, it is possible for agents to

disperse and subsequently trap the target. Thus, this method, the cover heuristic,

is discussed in the first part of this section and followed by an algorithm that

implements it.
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Figure 7.1: Agent A is positioned at the left bottom and moving target T is
positioned on the left top. T' is the goal position for T. The top three rows are
the cover set for T and the bottom three rows are the cover set for A. Assuming
no obstacles, A move to T is the distance heuristic (dashed arrow) and A move
to T' is the cover heuristic (straight arrow).

7.2.1.1 The Cover Heuristic

Imagine two players on the two-dimensional map with an agent A positioned on

the left bottom and a target T positioned on the left top as illustrated in Figure

7.1. T has the moving ability and can run away from the approaching agent

and the suggested target’s goal is T'. Manhattan distance is used and A at the

current node expands its nodes to the neighbouring nodes in a similar way to

the breadth-first search. By taking turns, T expands its nodes from its current

position. Each expanded node is the set of a cover set for A, and nodes expand

until they reach the target node expansion, that is the cover set for T [60]. The

expansion stops when both sets meet and there is no node to expand further. The

position of the agent and the target defines the size of the cover set. For example,

the cover set for the agent is larger if the target is cornered. The increase of the

agents and their different positions is the joint effort of all cover sets.

In Figure 7.1, both players have the same number of nodes expanded in their

cover sets. In a situation with no obstacles and the same speed for players, the

cover set expansion is the top three rows for the target and the bottom three

rows are for the agent. If the agent uses the distance heuristic, then the optimal
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move is to follow the dashed arrow. The cover set can suggest a different route

(straight arrow) and select an action that always gives a larger cover set. The

notion of a cover set can be referred to as a cover. The computation of the cover

is costly, grows exponentially with the number of the pursuers and has linear

time complexity. Besides that, the cover can benefit from two features that can

be effective. First, it lessens the mobility of the target by minimising the states

that the target can travel to. Second, it increases the cover set for pursuers by

spreading out and coordinating multiple pursuers, which leads to increasing cover

and trapping the target.

7.2.1.2 Cover with Risk and Abstraction and Multi-Target

Heuristic search algorithms use distance heuristics to estimate the distance

between an agent and the target. The goal of the search is to identify the

shortest path between the states of the agent and the destination. The Cover

with Risk and Abstraction (CRA) algorithm presented in this section

contradicts the shortest distance capture [60]. Instead of heading directly

towards the targets, the CRA algorithm surrounds and demobilises the target

before the capture. It is a decentralised approach, and CRA receives three

parameters (agent, risk, abstraction) for each pursuer and returns an action that

maximises the cover value. The risk parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1] identifies a choice

between states that increase the cover (risk = 0) or select an action that moves

straight towards the target to reduce the distance (risk = 1). The abstraction

takes a predefined level where the PRA* algorithm [34] is used to run the

heuristic search. An agent initially assesses all possible actions at the

neighbouring states on each move, and it then sequentially computes its cover

for each possible successor state. Then filters through and takes the action that

results in the state with the highest cover value. Next, compares the predefined

risk parameter and selects a move that results in either cover action or heuristic

distance action, which is the PRA* algorithm that uses abstraction. Notice that

the original CRA algorithm works only with one target, therefore, it has been

enhanced to perform with multiple targets.

Algorithm 10 outlines the pseudo-code of the CRA algorithm for the pursuing
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Algorithm 10 Cover with Risk and Abstraction and Multi-Target.
1: function CRA(a, ρ, ℓ)
2: initialise state for an agent a ▷ default 0 for risk ρ, level ℓ
3: initialise vectors allActions, maxActions, clearActions
4: append available actions for a onto allActions
5: for each allActions n do
6: v ← getCoverageV alue(n);
7: maxV alue← v ▷ the highest cover value
8: append max. or equal value actions onto maxActions
9: end for
10: for each maxActions m do
11: boolean include = true;
12: for each agents p do
13: if (wait action for p and p' at the same position) ∨ (p’s destination is the position of p') then
14: include = true;
15: append m onto clearActions
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: while target not caught do
20: get the closest target t of all targets
21: end while
22: for each clearActions c do
23: compute distance da from the action c to the t
24: maxAction ← da; ▷ da is the minimum distance
25: end for
26: hAction← runHeuristicSearch; ▷ A* from a to t
27: cover ← getCoverageV alue(hAction);
28: ∆c = (maxV alue− cover)/(maxV alue+ 1)
29: if ∆c > ρ then
30: return maxAction;
31: else
32: return hAction;
33: end if
34: end function
35:
36: function getCoverageValue(coverValue)
37: calculateCover(state);
38: return 2 × (coveredCells / (coveredCells + uncoveredCells)) - 1;
39: end function

agent. Depending on the position of the target and the cover values, the CRA

algorithm aims to identify the action that maximises its cover which helps in

catching the target. Therefore, after initialising states for the agent in line 2,

three vectors are created in line 3. All available neighbouring actions are inserted

into the allActions vector in line 4 and with the aid of the eliminating procedures,

these vectors are functioning to lessen the set of succeeding states of optimal cover

in lines between 5 and 25. The allActions vector gets all actions including the

wait action, then only maximum value or equal to maximum value actions are left

in the maxActions vector. The final vector clearActions identifies the action with

the maximum cover value, the maxAction. Since the original algorithm is built to
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work only with one target, and rather than providing one target’s state, the lines

from 19 to 21 compute the distances to each available, uncaught target and pick

the one with the closest distance value. Line 26 gets a result for hValue using

heuristic distance from the agent’s position to the target. It is possible to use

any heuristic search algorithm, in this case, PRA* is used. The move, which has

an optimal heuristic action, computes a cover value in line 27. The cover value

computed in lines 6 and 27 is obtained through the function getCoverageValue()

where it returns the normalised value between 0 and 1. The delta-cost equation

is shown in line 28, and the outcome indicates which action should be taken. A

risk zero means that always cover action is taken that maximises the covered area

and the risk equal to one mean PRA* move that involves taking a risk, moving

forward, and attacking the target. The PRA* algorithm can be replaced by

any heuristic search algorithm; however, it needs to use abstractions otherwise

the computation is high. The equation in line 29 compares delta-cost to the

predefined risk parameter and the outcome returns the action.

Since the CRA algorithm is a decoupled approach, it runs independently on

each pursuer separately. The time complexity is linear in regard to the cover

heuristics. First, line 2 is an operation with one time that is needed for an

initialisation statement, next is the initialisation statements for three vectors

which require three times in line 3. All available actions of the pursuer to append

onto a vector generate operations up to five times. Then the iterative statements

follow. Line 5 requires k times. Line 6 calls a function that is included in lines

36-39. This function expands the states to compute the coverage in line 37 with

linear complexity requiring n times and line 38 needs one time. Consequently,

line 6 generates up to kn times. Line 7 is an assignment statement that needs

one time but line 8 has a complexity that is less than five times. Meanwhile, the

statements in lines 10 to 18 have nested loops. Line 10 requires k operations for

each maxActions and line 12 needs kn operations for the agents. Line 11 needs

k time as it is an assignment statement inside the outer loop, however, lines 13,

14 and 15 are the statements in the inner loop including the condition requiring

kn operations. The maxActions and agents generate k × n operations which is

a need of up to kn time. This follows with a while loop in line 19 that needs

k operations. Line 20 requires kn operations for targets. The total number of
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operations for lines 19-21 is kn. Next is the final loop between lines 22-25. Line

22 needs k operations for clearActions and line 23 generates kn operations to

compute the distance whereas line 24 is an assignment statement that requires

k operations. Therefore, this loop requires kn time. The heuristic search needs

k times in line 26. Line 27 calls this function a second time and requires up

to kn times. Line 28 needs one time operation. Lastly, lines 29 to 33 are the

conditional statements that require one time. Alongside the enhancement in

finding the nearest target in the target assignment, it does not increase the total

time in solving the problem. In addition, PRA* has O(n log n) complexity [173].

Hence, the worst-case complexity of the CRA algorithm is O(n log n+ kn).

7.2.2 Proposed Approach

This subsection introduces a novel algorithm called Cover Dynamic Moving

Target A* (CDMTA*), which involves multiple pursuing agents and multiple

targets and finds the path using the cover heuristic, a surrounding strategy that

outmanoeuvres the targets before being caught. The CDMTA* algorithm is the

enhancement of the CRA algorithm, which is a multi-agent algorithm, that only

engages one moving target in its actions. CRA has been modified to incorporate

multiple moving targets in this section as a new approach. Since this is the

instance of the PAMT problem, a strategy to assign targets is important.

Therefore, another new approach, the assignment strategy algorithm is applied

at the initial state and the number of pursuing agents p are assigned targets t if

p ⩾ t. Assignment strategy is a surjective function. The algorithm helps agents

to decide which targets to follow, one target assigned per pursuer and

significantly reduces the runtime as demonstrated during the experiments in

Section 2.5.1. It can be applied during the test runs where agents dynamically

assess the new positions of all targets, and if necessary, targets are re-assigned.

This method of navigation switches from static to dynamic mode and requires

the use of a predefined parameter, steps. During the test runs, this dynamic

mode halts and evaluates the position of all pursuers and targets. The use of

the assignment strategy is the coupled approach where all agents are counted as

one entity. After assigning the targets, each agent computes its path, a
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decoupled approach, and takes actions toward the target by assessing the risk

parameter that is mentioned in the previous section.

For search algorithms, chasing a single moving target is challenging, and it

becomes more challenging when multiple targets exist. Knowing which target

to pursue in order to quickly and efficiently catch all targets is another difficult

task. The methods taken to address such problems are detailed in the pseudo-

code of the proposed CDMTA* algorithm at Algorithm 11. Only the changes are

highlighted as this is the enhancement to the CRA algorithm.

Although the algorithm incorporates multiple targets, the assignment strategy

algorithm (coupled approach) assigns a target, assignedTarget, to increase its

performance, and it is a required component that is specified after line 1. The

clearActions vector uses assignedTarget to compute the distance in line 22 and

similarly, it is used in lines 25 and 28 to get a heuristic distance hAction and d.

The next important improvement is the conditional statement in lines 13-15.

The statement compares this pursuing agent’s action to all pursuers, and it

disregards if it is itself. According to the original CRA algorithm, the condition

is met when both this pursuer and the other pursuer have a wait action at the

same position OR this pursuer’s destination is the other pursuer’s position. The

purpose of the cover is to spread out and surround the target, therefore, the

statement should be opposite, and the conditional statement is corrected. Thus,

only the actions that move in different directions are now inserted into the

clearActions vector while looping through actions between lines 10 and 20.

The other enhancement is in line 27 where the delta-cost is normalised by

utilising both values. The variables cover and maxValue have corresponding

values of x and y. In the original formula of CRA, the difference (x − y) is

normalised using the (x−y)/(x+1), however, the denominator only includes the

contribution of x without y. In the revised formula, the contribution of both x

and y are considered, resulting in (x − y)/(x + y + 1). For instance, if x = 0,

the previous formula’s delta-cost would be equal to y, whereas the new formula’s

delta-cost would be equal to 1.

The final enhancement is the risk parameter that identifies the choice of

movement. The authors of the CRA algorithm indicate the drawback of holding

back and remaining still and possibly waiting for other pursuers to come where
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Algorithm 11 Cover Dynamic Multiple Target A*.
1: function CoverDynamic(a, ρ, ℓ, s)
Input: assignedTarget← assignTarget(target);
2: initialise state for agent a ▷ default 0 for risk ρ, level ℓ, steps s
3: initialise vectors allActions, maxActions, clearActions
4: append available actions for a onto allActions
5: for each allActions n do
6: v ← getCoverageV alue(n);
7: maxV alue← v ▷ the highest cover value
8: append max. or equal value actions onto maxActions
9: end for
10: for each maxActions m do
11: boolean include = true;
12: for each agents p do
13: a = wait action for p and p' at the same position
14: b = p’s destination is the position of p'
15: if ¬(a ∨ b) then
16: include = true;
17: append m onto clearActions
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: for each clearActions c do
22: compute distance da from the action c to the assignedTarget
23: maxAction ← da; ▷ da is the minimum distance
24: end for
25: hAction← runHeuristicSearch; ▷ A* from a to assignedTarget
26: cover ← getCoverageV alue(hAction);
27: ∆c = (maxV alue− cover)/(maxV alue+ cover + 1)
28: compute distance d from a to assignedTarget
29: if d ≤ s then
30: ρ = 1;
31: end if
32: if ∆c > ρ then
33: return maxAction;
34: else
35: return hAction;
36: end if
37: end function
38:
39: function getCoverageValue(coverValue)
40: calculateCover(state);
41: return 2 × (coveredCells / (coveredCells + uncoveredCells)) - 1;
42: end function

the pursuer can quickly reach the target [60]. A new additional steps parameter

is included to prevent local minima. Based on this parameter, the pursuer

determines how close it is to the target and, if it is close, it can avoid assessing

the risk parameter and move directly to capture the target. The algorithm

takes steps parameter in line 1 and the initial value is set to zero unless defined

otherwise in line 2. The conditional statement in lines 29 to 31 checks whether

the distance d is less than or equal to the steps parameter and if it is, then the

risk parameter is set to one, and the pursuer rushes to capture.
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Similar to Algorithm 10, CDMTA* is a decoupled approach. It runs

independently on each pursuer separately and the time complexity is linear in

regard to the cover heuristics. First, the algorithm commences by assigning a

target that has been provided by Algorithm 1 which has the time complexity of

O(kln). Next, line 2 is an operation with one time that is needed for an

initialisation statement, next is the initialisation statements for three vectors

which require three times in line 3. All available actions of the pursuer to

append onto a vector generate operations up to five times. Then the iterative

statements follow. Line 5 requires k times. Line 6 calls a function that is

included in lines 36-39. This function expands the states to compute the

coverage in line 37 with linear complexity requiring n times and line 38 needs

one time. Consequently, line 6 generates up to kn times. Line 7 is an

assignment statement that needs one time but line 8 has a complexity that is

less than five times. Meanwhile, the statements in lines 10 to 20 have nested

loops. Line 10 requires k operations for each maxActions and line 12 needs kn

operations for the agents. Line 11 needs k time as it is an assignment statement

inside the outer loop, however, lines 13-17 are the statements in the inner loop

including the condition requiring kn operations. The maxActions and agents

generate k × n operations which is a need of up to kn time. This follows with

the final loop between lines 21-24. Line 21 needs k operations for clearActions

and line 22 generates kn operations to compute the distance whereas line 23 is

an assignment statement that requires k operations. Therefore, this loop

requires kn time. Next is the heuristic search that needs k times in line 25. Line

26 calls this function a second time and requires up to kn times. Line 27 needs

one time operation. Line 28 requires k time operation for computing the

distance. After that, the conditional statements in lines 29-31. The if statement

needs one time in line 29 and so does the assignment statement in line 30.

Finally, lines 32 to 37 are the conditional statements, too, that require one

time. Furthermore, the algorithm does not need to loop through the targets as

each target is assigned to the pursuer which reduces the number of time steps.

In this regard, the algorithm conserves the complexity of Algorithm 1 and

Algorithm 10 which is in overall the worst-case is O(kln).
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7.3 Experimentation and Discussion

This section presents the experimental evaluation of the existing and proposed

approaches in the PAMT environments. Performance is evaluated against an

algorithm that uses the assignment strategy algorithm, STMTA*, and an

algorithm that uses cover heuristics, CRA, and the different variations of the

new proposed CDMTA*. First, the experimental problem setting is described

and followed by a performance analysis of the pathfinding costs and conducts

statistical tests. Additionally, the minimum and the maximum cost, the success

of the results and the runtime measurements are also reported.

7.3.1 Experimental Problem Settings

Although there are several ways to solve the PAMT problems, this study evaluates

an approach that uses a cover heuristic, covered area, method that maximises

the area for pursuers to trap and outmanoeuvre the targets. Since there are

no previous attempts to solve the multi-agent and moving multi-target problem

using the covered area, the proposed method is compared to the CRA algorithm,

which is enhanced to incorporate multiple targets. Additionally, the performance

is also compared to the STMTA* algorithm that employs the assignment strategy

algorithm. The assignment strategy can be optimised using a variety of methods

and the Adaptive Weighted-cost criterion is used as overall it has been optimal

as described in Chapter 6.

Two types of targets were tested against the pursuing agents. The first one

is the SF algorithm [60] which is based on the A* algorithm and attempts to

escape from the approaching pursuers by moving to one of several pre-computed

randomly generated locations on the map. The algorithm moves away from the

pursuers to one of these locations and evaluates its move using the parameters

provided, if the selected location is safe to proceed then it continues to that

location otherwise evaluates the situation and moves to another furthest away

location. The second target algorithm is the MPTM algorithm (Chapter 5) which

is built on a state-of-the-art TrailMax algorithm [78]. With the location of the

pursuers available, MPTM can assess each pursuer’s location and make smart

moves to avoid them all and keep running away until it gets trapped and captured.
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The experimental results have shown that MPTM is difficult to capture since it

continuously evades pursuers, in comparison to SF with random moves, which

most likely gets caught relatively quickly.

The CDMTA* algorithm is tested with three different modifications. The

delta-cost equation is tested first with the previous formula and the new formula,

line 27 in Algorithm 11. The second is the different steps parameter for dynamic

risk analysis, lines between 28 and 31. The CRA algorithm performs better when

the risk parameter is set to 0.1 and has the highest success rate. Therefore, the

final variation of CDMTA* is tested with the same risk setting. The performance

of CDMTA* and its variations are compared against enhanced CRA. Since the

assignment strategy is used, it is also compared against the STMTA* algorithm.

Altogether, including the variations, 14 algorithms are to be tested.

The general setup of experiments such as the map environment, player

combinations, the movement direction of players, the cost of moves, the number

of test runs for each configuration and the total number of individual tests as

well as the computer settings are detailed in Section 2.5.3.

Numerous testbeds and different sets of scenarios are implemented to better

understand and analyse the behaviour of the algorithms. There are five different

pursuer-to-target combinations for the given environment, pursuers p and targets

t. In the first set, there are three pursuers versus two targets (3 vs 2), then the

pursuers increased to four (4 vs 2), and then the number of targets increased

until p = t , (3 vs 3, 4 vs 3 and 4 vs 4). The pursuers and targets are positioned

on preselected random locations on each map. Four alternative sets of starting

states are provided. There are three starting states that position pursuers first in

the same location on the corner of a map, second in the centre of a map closeby

to each other and third to spread out by the walls of a map. The targets are

always positioned as far away on the opposite side of the map.

7.3.2 Experimental Results and Performance Analysis

The evaluation of presented algorithms and their performance analysis is

conducted with respect to the following key indicators: (i) the pathfinding cost,

(ii) minimum and maximum costs, (iii) success rate and (iv) runtime. The
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pathfinding cost is the total distance travelled by all pursuers from their

starting location and capturing all targets for successful runs, or if unsuccessful

in capturing then it is the maximum number of permitted steps (timeout). The

results are statistically tested for significance. Similarly, the minimum cost and

maximum costs are the number of steps within one set, corresponding to the

lower and upper bounds. The timeout is excluded from the maximum cost and

is substituted with the second maximum cost. The success rate is measured

when every target is captured and the pursuer is placed in the same state, and

one pursuer is sufficient to claim the occupancy. The runtime is measured in

seconds.

7.3.2.1 Pathfinding Cost

To evaluate previously discussed algorithms, the pathfinding cost is measured

in terms of the number of steps travelled from the initial position to the target

capture. The CDMTA* algorithm takes different parameters for example risk

or steps. Additionally, CDMTA* is tested with different formulas to normalise

the delta-cost and with improved action clearance. Table 7.1 lists all of these

Table 7.1: Code names for the pursuing algorithms.

Code-
names

risk
parameter

delta-cost
formula

action
clear

steps
parameter

Pursuing
Algorithms

Enhanced
CRA

CRA 0 - - -
CRA1 0.1 - - -

CDMTA*

CD1 0.1 old no 0-step
CD2 0.1 old yes 0-step
CD3 0.1 old yes 2-step
CD4 0 old yes 0-step
CD5 0 old yes 2-step
CD6 0 old yes 3-step
CD7 0 old yes 5-step
CD8 0 new yes 0-step
CD9 0 new yes 2-step
CD10 0 new yes 3-step
CD11 0 new yes 5-step

STMTA* STMTA* - - - -
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Figure 7.2: Comparing the pathfinding costs for pursuing algorithms per target
algorithm. The data table at the bottom is the mean for all configurations and
settings.

algorithm modifications, and each CDMTA* algorithm is given a code name for

simpler representation in the tables and graphs that follow. Risk has values

between 0 and 1, where 0 is conservative in its forward attacking moves and

chooses to take the surrounding approach, while 1 is the opposite and attempts

to reach the goal as rapidly as possible without using any strategy. According to

earlier research, the CRA algorithm performs better than others when the risk

parameter is set to 0.1 [60]. Therefore, in this study, the enhanced CRA is tested

with 0 and 0.1 risk settings. The steps parameter is the distance that is left to

catch the target. In the absence of this parameter, the algorithms move to the

last step to determine the kind of actions to execute. The steps parameter can

avoid getting to the deadlock and instead attack the target without considering

the cover action.

Figure 7.2 illustrates a bar chart of all pursuing algorithms and their
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performance against SF and MPTM target algorithms. In all five sets of maps

and five player combinations, CDMTA* with its variations is compared against

CRA and STMTA*. In the first setting, CRA and CRA1 with risk parameters

set to 0 and 0.1, respectively, are compared and unfortunately, CRA1 did not

perform as expected in benchmarked maps and with moving multi-target

scenarios. Second, CD1, CD2 and CD3 are compared. They use the existing

formula for delta-cost, and their risk parameter is set to 0.1. CD2 and CD3 use

improved action clearance and CD3 sets a 2-step for steps parameter. Among

these three algorithms, CD2 outperforms the other two. Next is the comparison

of CD4, CD5, CD6 and CD7. These methods differ in that they use the existing

formula for delta-cost but with improved action clearance and the steps

parameter is set to 0, 2, 3 and 5, respectively. The results display that CD4 has

a better outcome. The final setting is between CD8, CD9, CD10 and CD11. It

is similar to the previous setting and the only difference is that these algorithms

apply the new revised formula for the delta-cost and CD8 achieves the best

results in this setting.

The findings suggest that neither CRA nor CDMTA* showed outperforming

outcomes when the risk parameter was set at 0.1. Despite using the assignment

strategy, the STMTA* algorithm did not perform as well as CRA or CDMTA*.

The results are not vastly different when STMTA* chases SF targets in contrast

to MPTM, where STMTA* has the worst results with a significant difference.

This might indicate that the optimal approach is not always to attack directly,

instead, and as expected, the cover heuristics are promising with their results.

The steps parameter displays some good performance in some individual player

combinations on maps with narrow corridors when it is set to 2-step. It appears

to perform better against the SF target algorithm. Similar behaviour is also

observed occasionally in the CRA algorithm. Figure 7.2 shows that changing the

delta-cost formula from the old to the new one did not show much effect on these

experiments and the results demonstrate that CD4 and CD8 perform the best in

all of these tests. There is a slight difference between these two, and overall, CD8

exhibits the lowest pathfinding cost.

Statistical tests are conducted to determine whether the pathfinding cost

results are significantly different. The data obtained from the experiments are
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not normally distributed, and the Friedman test [211, 212] is used for the

analysis of all pursuing algorithms together but separately per target

algorithms. Initially, Friedman uses ranking on the data set for each player

combination setting on each map and ranks number 1 as the best-performing

algorithm. All algorithms’ ranks are obtained per map, and then the overall

ranking value is summed for the final result as shown in Table 7.2.

In addition to rank values, the Friedman test obtains p-values by using these

ranks and 0.5 is used as the level of significance. Table 7.3 presents the results

for p-values. Although the overall pathfinding costs have small differences, there

is very strong evidence suggesting that the results display statistically significant

differences.

7.3.2.2 Minimum and Maximum Cost

Each test set is run 20 times and values for minimum cost and maximum cost

are measured for the performance. The outcomes for the minimum and the

maximum per target algorithm are shown in Table 7.4. Within the test sets,

more occurrences of minimum outcomes and lower values for maximum reduce

the pathfinding cost mean.

SF is a naive algorithm and due to its random movements, it is quicker to

catch it when compared to smart MPTM. The results for SF demonstrate that the

CDMTA* algorithms with 0 risk behave better than CRA or STMTA*, although

the results are not inconsistent. Similar behaviour can be seen for MPTM, but

the minimum cost for catching MPTM is harder by 45%. SF has been caught in

all scenarios, thus there are no timeouts. However, on a few occasions, MPTM

was able to avoid being captured by STMTA* and the CDMTA* algorithms when

the risk parameter was set to 0.1 and the steps parameter was set to 3-step and

5-step. These are the situations where timeout exists, and it has been removed for

the maximum results and indicated with an asterisk. Even with timeout results

removed, the MPTM algorithm manages to escape the pursuers longer than SF

by 90%.

In general, CRA1 has the worst performance in all maps. STMTA* does not

have good performance either but it managed without using cover to display the
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Table 7.2: Ranking of 14 algorithms based on pathfinding costs for two target algorithms. The bottom of the table
displays the overall ranking. The best performance is ranked no. 1.

CRA CRA1 CD1 CD2 CD3 CD4 CD5 CD6 CD7 CD8 CD9 CD10 CD11 STMTA*

SF algorithm

Sum of

Ranking:
12785.5 21690 18777.5 18727 19089.5 11342.5 11509.5 12513.5 13858 11413 11981.5 12629 13857 19826.5

Rank 7 14 11 10 12 1 3 5 9 2 4 6 8 13

MPTM algorithm

Sum of

Ranking:
10744 21441.5 20301 19945 20810.5 10620 11852.5 12332 13887.5 10549 11723 12338.5 13509.5 19946

Rank 3 14 12 10 13 2 5 6 9 1 4 7 8 11

Average

of Sums:
11764.8 21565.8 19539.3 19336.0 19950.0 10981.3 11681.0 12422.8 13872.8 10981.0 11852.3 12483.8 13683.3 19886.3

Rank 4 14 11 10 13 2 3 6 9 1 5 7 8 12
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shortest routes on two occasions. In the first case, pursuers are grouped in one

position while targets are dispersed on the AR0503SR map (Figure 7.4), while

in the second case, pursuers and targets are aggregated in the same position but

separated by a distance on the AR0512SR map. CD4 has the lowest result for the

minimum but CD8 has the lowest result for the maximum, although there is a

minor difference. There is a different graphical representation of the findings for

minimum and maximum as illustrated in Figure 7.3. The details of minimum and

maximum for SF from Table 7.4 are depicted in Figure 7.3(a) and similarly, the

details of minimum and maximum for MTPM are from the same table in Figure

7.3(b). The bottom line represents the minimum, and the top line represents

the maximum. The numbers between the lines inside the coloured area show

the difference between the two. The mean for pathfinding cost may result in

a smaller outcome when the top line is closer to the bottom line. Although

Table 7.3: The significance of pathfinding costs displays the p-values for SF (top)
and MPTM (bottom) for each player combination per experimented map.

SF

Maps
Player combinations

3 vs 2 3 vs 3 4 vs 2 4 vs 3 4 vs 4

AR0332SR 2.3E-62 3.2E-45 2.1E-62 3.7E-37 2.8E-44

AR0417SR 2.5E-51 4.8E-34 3.7E-33 1.5E-27 2.5E-19

AR0503SR 4.4E-26 6.8E-08 4.1E-36 4.5E-14 3.8E-14

AR0512SR 4.8E-60 6.5E-50 3.4E-118 4.3E-83 2.7E-77

AR0527SR 2.1E-31 1.5E-42 2.4E-78 1.7E-91 7.1E-103

MPTM

Maps
Player combinations

3 vs 2 3 vs 3 4 vs 2 4 vs 3 4 vs 4

AR0332SR 1.7E-68 4.7E-64 6.0E-62 7.4E-54 7.0E-38

AR0417SR 2.8E-96 6.2E-63 2.7E-129 1.8E-102 1.3E-104

AR0503SR 1.1E-06 1.5E-14 3.0E-23 2.0E-21 1.1E-55

AR0512SR 1.0E-27 5.6E-43 1.2E-24 7.3E-54 4.4E-77

AR0527SR 1.5E-88 8.0E-95 4.4E-89 4.6E-72 3.7E-77
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the results differ for SF and MTPM, the shape of the coloured representation is

similar. For instance, the graphs clearly display that algorithms with the risk

parameters set to 0.1 do not perform as expected. Also, when the setting for the

steps parameter has a larger number, it shows a decrease in performance.

The results in Table 7.4 and Figure 7.3 suggest that the old formula for delta-

cost works better for SF, whereas the new formula works better for a difficult

target algorithm such as MPTM. CD8 has shown the best outcome when the

average is taken between minimum and maximum. In the previous section, the

pathfinding cost displayed overall the optimal result for CD8 and in this section

the minimum and the maximum support the findings.

Table 7.4: Each algorithm’s minimum cost and the maximum cost mean for all
configurations. The asterisk indicates the removal of timeouts and substituted
with the second maximum cost.

SF MPTM

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

CRA 36.07 41.60 53.09 59.17

CRA1 41.28 54.56 61.37 93.56*

CD1 37.37 50.94 55.86 96.64*

CD2 37.41 50.86 55.38 93.43*

CD3 37.73 54.79 56.02 125.1*

CD4 35.42 40.91 50.58 58.88

CD5 35.45 41.99 50.80 68.25

CD6 35.58 43.77 50.58 74.86*

CD7 35.62 47.74 51.07 92.82*

CD8 35.45 40.78 50.83 58.54

CD9 35.47 42.68 50.81 67.21

CD10 35.57 43.64 50.79 69.69*

CD11 35.65 47.44 50.59 75.48*

STMTA* 37.95 74.50 56.48 250.50*
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Figure 7.3: The difference between minimum (bottom line) and maximum (top
line) for each pursuing algorithm that is illustrated for (a) SF and (b) MPTM
target algorithms.
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Figure 7.4: A sample AR0503SR map from Baldur’s Gate video game.

7.3.2.3 Success Rate

The success rate is another performance indicator for multiple pursuers to capture

all moving targets before reaching the maximum number of permitted steps. In

the experiments, at least one pursuer is sufficient to occupy the target’s position

and claim success. Although the number of pursuers outnumbers or is equal to

the targets, it is still possible for the targets to flee and avoid capture. In the

previous Subsection 7.3.2.2, it was mentioned that there was not any timeout

for the SF algorithm and the maximum was displayed without alteration. This

indicates that in every scenario and in every test the SF algorithm was caught,

and this has given a 100% success rate to all pursuers. On the other hand, the

MPTM algorithm with its ability to avoid pursuers managed to escape in some

experiments. The average success rate for each pursuing algorithm across all

maps and player combinations on MPTM is illustrated in Figure 7.5.

Although this study is evaluating the performance of pursuing agents, it is

worth mentioning that MPTM is a successful algorithm among the target

algorithms as the previous studies in Chapter 2 suggested. CRA displayed 100%

success in all experiments, but CRA1 has been successful only on maps with

large open spaces and failed in some situations on maps with narrow corridors

or island-style obstacles. Usually, CRA1 failed in situations where the number

of pursuers and targets are equal and mostly happened once in the same
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Figure 7.5: The success of the pursuing algorithm is only for MPTM.

starting state. The CDMTA* algorithm variations with the risk parameter set

to 0.1 failed to achieve the 100% success rate. The CDMTA* algorithm

variations with the risk parameter set to 0 perform better. When the steps

parameter is set to 0-step or 2-step, it always catches the target and displays

100% success, but not when it is set to 3-step or 5-step. The failure to catch the

target only happened a few times, most of the time once per player combination

on two maps with narrow passages and island-style obstacles (AR0503SR and

AR0527SR).

Each algorithm is tested 2,000 times on all maps and Figure 7.5 displays

the mean for all 5 maps. The variations of CDMTA* sometimes failed to catch

the targets mostly under 10 occasions and only once on 20 occasions for CD3.

Unfortunately, the STMTA* algorithm demonstrated the worst performance. It

failed on 281 occasions, and it makes an 85.95% success rate, which is the lowest

performance among all. The behaviour of all algorithms per map produced results

that were consistent, which means that the dimensions of the map, the forms

of the static obstacles, the number of empty states and player combinations all

provided similar outcomes. The cover heuristic algorithms such as enhanced CRA
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Figure 7.6: Runtime differences in seconds are displayed for all pursuing
algorithms per target.

and CDMTA* with 0 or 2 steps parameter setting displayed excellent results, all

100% successful.

7.3.2.4 Runtime

Runtime is the measurement to evaluate the time for each algorithm during the

same experiments that measured the pathfinding cost, minimum, maximum and

success rate. Similar to the previous sections, the time is recorded for all

pursuers per target algorithms and the mean is illustrated in Figure 7.6. The

bar chart provides each algorithm’s results, which are displayed in seconds.

Table 2.3 contains information about the maps. Larger-sized maps and maps

with more empty states increase the runtime, for instance, on average the

AR0332SR map has the highest runtime and the AR0527SR has the lowest.

The graph in Figure 7.6 presents the mean of runtime for all player

combinations and maps. When each pursuing algorithm is considered

separately, it becomes clear that CRA, CRA1 or STMTA* have consistently
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been slow on both target algorithms, unlike the CDMTA* algorithm and its

variations. The results also show that the algorithms displayed poor-performing

outcomes when the risk parameter was set to 0.1. The graph clearly shows that

catching the MPTM algorithm requires more time than the SF algorithm, and

of course, the timeouts also have an impact on the outcomes. When algorithms

were evaluated on SF, CD9 performed well, and when comparable experiments

were conducted on MPTM, CD8 displayed better results. Overall, CD8

produces the best performance.

7.4 Conclusion

Recently, there has been an increase in attempts to find solutions for PAMT

problems. In this study, this problem is addressed not only to static multiple

targets but to moving targets by using cover heuristics. The existing CRA

algorithm has been enhanced to adapt to multiple targets and based on this

algorithm, a modified, improved, and new CDMTA* algorithm is introduced.

CDMTA* uses the assignment strategy algorithm to identify which targets to

follow and if applicable re-assign as well as using the cover heuristics. It is

enhanced with its dynamic risk parameter to address the problem with

deadlocks, and two additional improvements one for action clearance and the

second for the delta-cost formula for normalisation. The empirical analysis is

conducted using CRA, STMTA* and CDMTA* with its variations.

Whilst the enhanced CRA algorithm has satisfactory outcomes, it is preferred

that the new CDMTA* algorithm performs better. It was indicated that CRA

behaves better when the risk parameter was set to 0.1, unfortunately in these

benchmarked environments, the results were the opposite. For this reason, CRA

is the benchmark for the new algorithms. In terms of pathfinding cost, the

empirical evaluation displays that both algorithms are fast and have close results

with a cost mean of 47.2 for CRA and 46.0 for CD8. Similar outcomes are seen

for minimum and maximum mean, CRA with 47.5 and CD8 with 46.4, the lower

the result, the better it is. The success rate is certainly 100% for both. These are

promising results, but the CDMTA* algorithm and its variations are quicker than

the CRA algorithm. The runtime is 3.4596 seconds for CRA and 2.6641 seconds
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for CD8. Hence, it can be concluded that CRA and CD8, both are successful

algorithms in catching targets and they always deliver 100% results. They have

similar outputs but CD8 is slightly faster in terms of costs, as results displayed

for the pathfinding cost, minimum, and maximum. However, in terms of runtime,

CD8 is much quicker than CRA by 30%. Thus, CD8 is the CDMTA* algorithm

with improved action clearance, the new formula for delta-cost and the assignment

strategy algorithm (Adaptive Weighted-cost) can display a similar cost to CRA

but it catches the moving targets quicker. It is possible to conclude that an

algorithm can perform faster and produce optimal results when the assignment

strategy is used with a combination of cover heuristics, that is the surrounding

or outmanoeuvring strategy.

There are limitations in the number of pursuing agents used in the

experiments. The PAMT problem is NP-hard and with more pursuers, it grows

exponentially. As a future study, one way to solve the problem could be to

subdivide the number of agents and then consider this subdivision as one team

with assigning strategy per team. Another solution to the problem is to reduce

the search space which also improves the computation costs. It can be solved by

partitioning a map into four search spaces and pursuers within each portioned

space are computed.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

8.1 Thesis Summary

The work undertaken in this thesis has presented a range of novel contributions

to search algorithms that are applicable in many real-world applications of

multi-agent systems. The pursuing agents coordinate their efforts and employ

assignment strategies to assign targets, which can improve performance and find

a path for their actions that leads to the target with an optimal solution. The

proposed approach enables two stages, coupled and decoupled, where pursuing

agents were able to identify and assign targets in the first stage, and once the

targets were assigned to each pursuer then they independently chased the

moving targets in the second stage.

The thesis specifically focused on multi-agent pathfinding algorithms that

chase multiple moving targets in a dynamic environment. The research

presented in this thesis achieved that by investigating and implementing

multi-agent algorithms in scenarios with moving targets, where the information

about the position of the targets changes when they move to another state on

the map. Thus, the change of positions requires computing a new path for both

pursuing agents and targets at each time step. The approach for the new path

used two different distance metrics: distance heuristics (the shortest path to

rush-in) and cover heuristics (maximised covered area to surround). Although

this research was conducted to provide an optimal solution for pursuing agents,
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an additional new method was developed for a target that intelligently evades

the pursuing agents.

In summary, throughout this research, this thesis contributes:

- An enhanced framework for MAS where multiple pursuers and multiple

targets can be evaluated.

- A development of two novel pursuing agent algorithms that are capable of

chasing moving targets.

- An investigation of assignment strategy algorithms to find an optimal

criterion and implement six new assignment strategy algorithms.

- Extending the state-of-the-art target algorithm with proposes with the

smart escaping method.

- A comprehensive experimental evaluation with various pursuer-to-target

ratios on benchmarked gaming maps to measure the pathfinding cost,

success rate and runtime.

The remaining sections in this chapter summarise the concluding remarks

drawn from the thesis and outline a possible direction of some future research.

8.2 Concluding Remarks

The research presented in this thesis has demonstrated the plausibility of

developing an enhanced framework for multi-agent systems that enables

multiple agents and multiple targets in the same scenario. The thesis initially

provided a simple solution to multi-agent pathfinding problems using an

assignment strategy to assign targets and find a path to the moving targets by

using repetitive A* searches. Then, efforts were made to explore novel ways of

assigning targets and introduced six new assignment strategy algorithms that

compute an optimal combination. Alongside, the thesis developed a novel

algorithm for pursuing agents that can surround and outmanoeuvre multiple

moving targets. Moreover, the contribution comprises one novel target
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algorithm that can make smart moves to avoid capture. Besides all these

algorithms, comprehensive experimental evaluations with various

pursuer-to-target ratios on benchmarked gaming maps measured the

pathfinding cost, success rate and runtime. The concluding remarks regarding

the various aspects of the work in this thesis are presented in the remaining

section.

8.2.1 Coordinating Multiple Agents with Assignment

Strategy to Pursue Multiple Moving Targets

In Chapter 3, the new STMTA* algorithm was proposed to find the solution for

multiple pursuers in a dynamic environment while chasing multiple moving

targets. The presented algorithm is divided into two approaches, coupled and

decoupled. The coupled approach coordinates all pursuers to find the

combination using the assignment strategy algorithm which runs all possible

pursuer-to-target combinations at the initial position using the given criteria

and the optimal combination was selected that assigned one target to each

pursuer. In the decoupled approach the pursuers independently computed their

path towards the moving target at each time step.

The proposed approach in this thesis was investigated more thoroughly in

this chapter on multi-agent and multi-target scenarios using benchmark

environments. Detailed experiments were carried out using ten purposely made

and commercial gaming benchmark testbeds with six different player

combinations. During these experiments, the number of steps and success rate

were measured, and for statistical analysis, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test was

applied. The study in this chapter established that the proposed algorithm

captured targets quicker and produced a higher rate of success, approximately

by 16%, in scenarios with multiple moving targets. This algorithm, therefore,

provided a useful approach in dealing with scenarios where multiple moving

targets were present
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8.2.2 Multi-agent Path Planning Approach Using

Assignment Strategy Variations in Pursuit of

Moving Targets

The research presented in Chapter 4 investigated and identified more new

alternative methods for assignment strategies in multi-agent scenarios in order

to increase efficiency. The proposed methods such as Twin-cost, Cover-cost and

Weighted-cost criteria have been experimented with, and performance analysis

measured the number of steps travelled and the success of completed test runs

on grid-based gaming maps. These findings highlighted the potential usefulness

of these methods and evaluated the strengths and weaknesses during the

experiments. It was suggested that the use of the proposed criteria made the

algorithms more efficient than those currently used including the Mixed-cost

criterion. The results obtained from experiments suggested that the

Weighted-cost criteria depending on parameters have performed the best.

8.2.3 A Strategy-based Algorithm for Moving Targets in

an Environment with Multiple Agents

The work presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis was to provide a solution for

multi-agent multi-target pathfinding problems and develop a target algorithm

that would consider multiple pursuers and make a smart escape. Numerous

interesting studies have been conducted on search algorithms, and among them

were solutions to the frameworks with multiple pursuing agents. However, only

a few studies have been carried out on target algorithms, especially in

multi-target environments.

This research in this chapter showed that TrailMax is a successful algorithm

for control of targets if developed further for dealing with multiple pursuers.

The amendments were proposed to the TrailMax algorithm to make it work as a

strategy for multi-agent multi-target search problems in dynamic environments.

The resulting MPTM algorithm has been shown to outperform other target

algorithms for the same scenario, and that could make pursuit and evasion

scenarios in computer games more challenging, meaningful, and interesting. The
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results clearly showed that the MPTM algorithm performed far better, with at

least doubling capture cost and escaping success by 13% on the gaming maps

used for benchmarking.

8.2.4 Adaptive Weighted-Cost Assignment Strategy for

Efficient Multi-Agent Path Planning

The study presented in Chapter 6 proposed new approaches for coupled

planning in developing assignment strategy algorithms for multiple pursuing

agents in the dynamic environment. The proposed methods such as Adaptive

Weighted-cost, Joint Weighted-cost and Joint Twin-cost algorithms provided

combinations that help to increase the performance by reaching the targets

most cost-effectively. These newly introduced algorithms were analysed and

compared against the existing overall best approach, the Weighted-cost

algorithm which was introduced in Chapter 4.

The proposed approaches in this thesis were experimentally evaluated in

terms of the pathfinding cost, the minimum cost per test set, the success of the

completed test runs and the computation time for assigning targets. The results

highlighted that using dynamic weight parameters for the Adaptive

Weighed-cost algorithm with the adjusted method displayed the best overall

performance. Furthermore, it succeeded with a rate of 99.9% and was proven to

be statistically significant. To conclude, the new proposed approach was more

efficient and gave better performance over other assignment strategy algorithms.

8.2.5 Increasing Covered Area to Capture Moving

Targets in a Dynamic Environment

The study in Chapter 7 of this thesis employed cover heuristics to address the

problem of moving targets in addition to static multiple targets. The existing

CRA algorithm was modelled only to one target, and it was enhanced to adapt

to multiple targets. Hence, a modified, improved, and new CDMTA* algorithm

was introduced. CDMTA* used the assignment strategy algorithm, which was

introduced in Chapter 6, to identify which targets to follow and if applicable
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re-assign as well as using the cover heuristics. It was enhanced with its dynamic

risk parameter to address the problem with deadlocks, and two additional

improvements one for action clearance and the second for the delta-cost formula

for normalisation. The empirical experiments were conducted using CRA,

STMTA* and CDMTA* with its variations. CRA with default parameter

settings was the benchmark for the new algorithms. In terms of pathfinding

cost, the empirical evaluation displayed that both algorithms were fast and had

close results with a cost mean. Similar outcomes were seen for minimum and

maximum mean values. The success rate was certainly 100% for both. Besides,

these results were promising, the CDMTA* algorithm and its variations were

quicker than the CRA algorithm. It was possible to conclude that an algorithm

could perform faster and produce optimal results when the assignment strategy

was used with a combination of cover heuristics, that was the surrounding or

outmanoeuvring strategy.

8.3 Limitations

This section states some of the current limitations of the presented algorithms

for pursuing agents, assignment strategies and the target algorithm. Current

pathfinding solutions in this thesis solve the problem while searching the whole

Table 8.1: The total number of combinations is required for the assignment
strategy algorithm per agent count.

Number of Pursuers Total Combinations

2 2

3 6

4 24

5 120

6 720

7 5,040

8 40,320

9 362,880

10 3,628,800
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path before even making any move. The reason for this is that, if the path from

the starting position to the goal position is not found, the optimal first step cannot

be guaranteed. For a better optimal solution, the assignment strategy algorithms

improve the performance, however, with multiple pursuers, it is an exhaustive

computation process. Table 8.1 displays the number of pursuers and the total

number of combinations to assign targets to the pursuers. It can be seen that

the growth is exponential with the number of pursuers. The assignment strategy

algorithm is a coupled approach and finding an optimal combination for 5 pursuers

is a difficult task and with limited computer resources it becomes impossible for

10 pursuers that require millions of combinations.

The complexity of the assignment strategy algorithm is dominated by the total

number of pursuers. In the experiments, the algorithm can efficiently explore

pathfinding solutions that involve up to 5 pursuers. This limitation is not critical

in practice, for instance, it can be well suited to the Perfect Heist 2 [213] cop and

robber video game where the setting of two to four players on each team works

the best. Moreover, it is not known a solution or alternative approach to scale the

problem in coupled state for multiple pursuing agents. However, this would seem

that the coupled approach does not work necessary in some multi-agent problem

instances such as robotics, where a large number of robots solve the problem by

decoupling into a set of sub-problems [13] or merging their plan to the current

coordinated plan sets [214].

Similarly, the target algorithm, MPTM, considers multiple pursuers and

evaluates their position for its escape to a further position on the map. The

suggested smart moves in Chapter 5 require improving the computation process

as it is exhaustive and intensive with larger player combinations.

Each assignment strategy algorithm assigns targets at the current position of

pursuers before the test run starts and this leads to chasing the initial assigned

target while another target might be nearby which could potentially change the

outcome. However, Chapter 6 introduces a more dynamic procedure to

periodically stop and evaluate the new positions of yet non-caught targets and if

needed re-assign targets. Even though this might be a good idea, unfortunately,

the experiments demonstrated that this repetitive assessment increases the

computation cost on the maps with larger open spaces where the distance to the
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targets is far away. This is time-consuming and resource-engaging for the whole

team of pursuers.

Section 2.5.3 mentions a constraint that allows pursuing agents to be in the

same position as other agents. During the experiments, sometimes this can

continue longer until the pursuers spread out or capture the target. This limits

correctly utilising the resources and delays the success of the results. Pursuers

should be required to split and surround targets if they happen to be in the

same position for specified time steps.

There is also a limitation of experiments when the pursuers are outnumbered

by targets. For instance, when there are not enough resources in search and rescue

situations or in warehouse management operations with insufficient resources to

allocate tasks to the agents and then complete them.

Although the experiments were carried out on benchmarked gaming maps,

large-sized gaming maps or city-shaped maps [215] derived from actual capital

cities of the world can be considered with respect to pursuer-to-target

combinations and computing resources. It is possible to scale to the larger maps

and it is achievable with a decoupled approach which subdivides pathfinding

problems into smaller search problems [197]. However, the experiments were

carried out on various-sized Baldur’s Gate gaming maps in [114] where the

results demonstrate that the total pre-processing time for larger maps is about

5 times slower than other maps.

It is not possible to use pursuer (STMTA* or CDMTA*) or target (MPTM)

algorithms in large-scale real-time applications, due to their computation cost and

also they cannot perform an action unless the whole path towards the target is

known. As a result of this unavoidable cost, the optimal solutions and scalability

of problems are restricted to relatively non-large problems in practice.

8.4 Directions for Future Works and

Recommendations

Based on the work presented in this thesis, this section identifies several potential

directions for future research and recommendations:
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8.4.1 Assignment Strategy

• A further direction for studies needs to explore methods to reduce the search

space for algorithms and improve computational costs. One of the possible

ways to reduce the computation cost is to compute all possible combinations

for the agents offline and provide the best combination in advance.

• Another interesting area is to dynamically evaluate the assignment strategy

without the predefined number of steps parameter. The algorithm measures

the distance and assesses the combination, if a different combination is

found then the targets are re-assigned.

• Further studies should be undertaken to confirm the success of new

assignment strategies that are introduced in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6

with thorough experiments on the problem introduced in this thesis.

Moreover, the possible experiments could be on MAPF problems where

targets are static.

8.4.2 Multi-Agent Algorithms

• A potential direction to extend the work of this thesis is to find another

solution to the problem which reduces the search space and also improves

the computation costs. It can be solved by partitioning a map into four

search spaces and pursuers within each portioned space are computed. A

similar study conducted an offline computation of the map for pathfinding

with compressed path databases [114] or reduced the size of the search space

[34, 216].

• There are limitations in the number of pursuing agents used in the

experiments. The problem with multiple pursuing agents is NP-hard and

with more pursuers, it grows exponentially. As a future study, one way to

solve the problem could be to subdivide the number of agents and then

consider this subdivision as one team with an assigned strategy per team.

• It will be interesting to extend the work to develop a paradigm with

various responsibilities, where different roles and strategies are assigned to
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the pursuers, and/or add more mechanisms for coordination between

them.

• Although this thesis presented comprehensive experiments with various

pursuing algorithms and target algorithms, the experimental evaluation

conducted between pursuers and targets was the chase, on grid-based

benchmarked gaming maps. However, further exploration of the behaviour

and evaluation of the performance of novel multi-agent algorithms on

directed maps, such as road maps, could be a study of future work.

• During the empirical evaluation, the constraints can be relaxed for search

algorithms, such that pursuing agents or targets are restricted and not

allowed to occupy the same state; the environment can have moving

obstacles; the size of agents could vary, for instance, in military video

games a soldier can occupy one space where trucks or tanks will need a

few; or in disaster search and rescue operations, the travelling speed of

players could be various, and the number of agents can be less than many

survivors.

8.4.3 Target Algorithms

• The issue of comparatively high computational costs could be explored in

further research, for example, by exploring the use of heuristics that cut off

parts of the search space or removing symmetric path segments from grid

maps [217, 218, 219].

• Although the study in Chapter 5 focused on a single target’s evasion from

multiple pursuing agents, further investigation to extend the MPTM

algorithm to collaborate with other targets would be very interesting

research.
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Appendix A

Here is the list of all algorithms presented in the thesis displayed in the tables

below. The targets are in Table A1 and the pursuing algorithms are in Table A2.

Table A1: List of target algorithms mentioned in the thesis.

No Algorithm Name Year
1 Greedy 1950s
2 Minimax 2006
3 Dynamic Abstract Minimax (DAM) 2006
4 Simple Flee (SF) 2008
5 TrailMax 2009
6 Multiple Pursuers TrailMax (MPTM) 2022
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Table A2: List of pursuing algorithms mentioned in thesis and ordered by year.

No Algorithm Name Year
Agents Type Target or Goal Destination

Single

Multiple
Incremental Real-Time

Fixed

Dynamic

Single

Multiple

1 A* 1968 single yes fixed single

2 Learning Real-Time A*(LRTA*) 1990 single yes dynamic single

3 Real-Time A* (RTA*) 1990 single yes dynamic single

4 Moving Target Search (MTS) 1991 single yes dynamic single

5 Moving Target Search with Commitment and Deliberation 1992 single yes dynamic single

6 Dynamic A* (D*) 1994 single yes single

7 Focused Dynamic A* 1995 yes single

8 D* Lite 2002 single yes fixed single

9 Lifelong Planning A* (LPA*) 2002 yes single

10 Anytime A* 2002 single yes single

11 Multiple Agents Moving Target (MAMT) 2003 multiple yes dynamic

12 Anytime Repairing A* (ARA*) 2003 single yes single

13 Adaptive A* 2005 single yes fixed single

14 Anytime Dynamic A* 2005

15 Hierarchical Cooperative A* (HCA*) 2005 multiple yes

16 Partial-Refinement A* (PRA*) 2005 single dynamic single

17 Window Hierarchical Cooperative A* (WHCA*) 2005 multiple yes dynamic single

18 Local Repair A* (LRA*) 2005 single single

19 Real-Time Adaptive A* 2006 single yes dynamic single

20 MT-Adaptive A* 2007 single yes single

21 Anytime Weighted A* 2007 single yes single

22 Real-Time Moving Target Evaluation Search (MTES) 2007 single yes single

23 Efficient Path Planning (eMIP) 2007 multiple

24 Cover with Risk and Abstraction (CRA) 2008 multiple yes dynamic

25 Flow Annotation Replanning (FAR) 2008 multiple yes

26 Generalized Adaptive A* (GAA*) 2008 single yes fixed, dynamic single

27 Abstraction MTS (A-MTS) 2009 multiple yes fixed single

28 Fringe-Retrieving A* 2009 single yes single

29 Fuzzy MTS (F-MTS) 2009 multiple yes fixed single

30 Path Adaptive A* (Path-AA*) 2009 single yes single
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Table A2 continued from previous page

No Algorithm Name Year
Agents Type Target or Goal Destination

Single

Multiple
Incremental Real-Time

Fixed

Dynamic

Single

Multiple

31 Generalized Fringe-Retrieving A* (G-FRA*) 2010 single yes single

32 Moving Target D* Lite 2010 single yes dynamic single

33 Field D* 2010 single yes single

34 Multi-Target Adaptive A* 2010 multiple yes multiple

35 Independence Detection (ID) 2010 multiple fixed multiple

36 Operator Decomposition (OD) 2010 multiple fixed multiple

37 Conflict Based Search (CBS) 2011 multiple fixed multiple

38 Tree Adaptive A* (Tree-AA*) 2011 single yes single

39 Incremental Anytime Repairing A* (I-ARA*) 2012 single yes single

40 Time-Bounded Adaptive A* (TBAA*) 2012 single yes single

41 Meta-Agent CBS (MA-CBS) 2012 multiple fixed multiple

42 Moving Target Search with Compressed Paths (MtsCopa) 2013 single yes dynamic

43 Agent Decomposition Planner (ADP) 2013 multiple single

44 Multipath Adaptive A* (MPAA*) 2014 multiple yes

45 Multipath Generalized Adaptive A* (MPGAA*) 2015 single yes dynamic

46 Moving Target Search with Subgoal Graphs (MTSub) 2015 single yes dynamic

47 Distributed Multi-agent Path Planning (DMAPP) 2015 multiple

48 Meet in the Middle (MM) 2016 multiple fixed single

49 Conflict-Based Min-Cost-Flow (CBM) 2016 multiple fixed multiple

50 Distributed Multi-agent Path Planning (DiMPP) 2017 multiple yes fixed

51 Token Passing (TP) 2017 multiple fixed multiple

52 Token Passing with Task Swap (TPTS) 2017 multiple fixed multiple

53 Multi-label A* (MLA*) 2019 multiple single

54 Task Assignment and Prioritized (TA-Prioritized) 2019 multiple

55 Task Assignment and Hybrid (TA-Hybrid) 2019 multiple

56 Multi-Directional Meet in the Middle (MM*) 2020 multiple fixed single

57 Multi-Objective Path-Based D* Lite (MOPBD*) 2022 multiple yes multiple

58 Strategy Multiple Target A* (STMTA*) 2022 multiple yes dynamic multiple

59 Cover Dynamic Moving Target A* (CDMTA*) 2022 multiple yes dynamic multiple
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